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CHAPTER	1

THE	WHITMORE	YEARS

o Carter is sitting at his desk with a pen in his mouth. There is
nothing in his manner that might suggest: Occupation -
Songwriter.

Which is not to say that the young man is trapped in the plastic
fantastic 50s world of Pat Boone or Perry Como. He is as hip as any other
punk kid who has never found God on a soiled mattress or the Devil in a
dark alley.

Bo is employed at Whitmore & Sons as a songwriter-for-hire but his
role is more mechanical than artistic. He is paid a flat-fee to write catchy
pop songs that are then 'farmed out' to real artists who have real
potential to produce real hit singles.

Those artists receive a small percentage of the sales but the real
money belongs to whoever retains the publishing rights. And that would
be Old Man Whitmore.

And the actual writers of the songs? They are paid what they have
already been paid: A weekly salary.

So far Bo has not even come close to earning his keep. His songs are
mostly sad-sack odes to the one who got away, the love that might have
been and the dreams of tomorrow that may never be realized.

And if there is one truism in the world of songwriting it is that
melancholy does not sell records. At least not the kind Old Man
Whitmore wants to sell.



Which is not to say Bo is not capable of creating works of merit. His
song ‘Coal Miner's Blues’ was a moderate, regional hit for a moderate,
regional singer named Bobby Keyes.

But that song sprang not from memory or personal experience but
from that otherwise vague, distant ‘well of creativity’ fed by a fickle,
mysterious muse. Which is to say he has no idea where it came from. Or
whether anything else will ever spring from said well.

Bo does not know it yet, but his non-experiences might one day allow
him to write, with some authenticity, songs as catchy and as pithy as
those written by the real writers who sweat and toil for the company
store.

Or, to employ a cliche Bo may have already used in one of his would-
be songs: Time will tell.

Words Fail Me

Words and Music
by
Bo Carter

If I wrote you a love song
I could sing it under the stairs stars
If I wrote you a love song
I would not even care
Who heard me sing it
Or if my voice was out of tune
If I wrote you a love song
I would



OLD MAN WHITMORE HANDS BO CARTER THE HALF-FINISHED LYRICS WITH A

flourish usually reserved for actors performing Off-Broadway plays.
To suggest he is displeased would be a supreme understatement.
“Surely it should be known by now that professional songwriters do

not write songs about the art of writing songs. Or lack thereof. That
would be akin to a serious author writing books about an author writing
a book. It simply is not done. Do I make myself abundantly clear?”

“Crystal, squire,” Bo says, hoping for a laugh.
“My apologies, dear boy, but is that meant to imply a response in the

affirmative or the negative?”
“Affirmative.”
“Well, isn’t that wonderful news,” he says. “I could not be more

relived should you have informed me that Satan himself has been
vanquished for all of eternity.”

“Yes, sir. I wish I could affirm that to be true.”
“But?”
“I fear it might be out of my purview.”
“Is that right.”
“Yes, sir.”
“My, how I long for the days of yore,” Old Man Whitmore says as he

marches back to his office.
Bo Carter longs for the days of yore as well but his yore likely came to

full fruition last Tuesday when his mother served him roast beef with
gravy and home-made pumpkin pie for dinner. It was wonderful, but he
will never be able to parlay roast beef and pumpkin pie into a song
worthy of a notation in the ledger.

In the meantime it is all whimsical, all the time. Except for today.
Today it is all internal agitation. His stomach is a roller coaster bound for
hell.

“You got anything for that?” Rudy Baker says.
“Sorry?”
“For that belly of yours. I can hear it from here.”



“What do you mean do I have anything.”
“Jesus. You really did fall off the pretzel cart, didn’t you. Here,” he

says, sliding him a pack of Alka-Seltzer. “Put this in a glass of water. Let
it fizzle. Drink it. Right as rain.”

“Thanks,” Bo says. He has never heard of such a thing. The wonders
of pseudo-science.

Rudy is from New York. Well, he is from New York now. He
was born somewhere else, but he has that New York persona down-pat.
He is hip and lively and very proud to be the only Negro working in the
building, let alone Whitmore & Sons. He talks like an actor on a TV
commercial. He knows everything there is to know about love, both lost
and found and he can churn out one or two songs a day and each one
sounds fresh and new.

Bo likes to think his own forte is more quality than quantity, but in
truth he is hanging on from paycheck to paycheck. He really, really
needs to come up with something on par with ‘Coal Miner's Blues.’

Piss Poor

Words & Music
by
Bo Carter

I’m feeling, piss-poor
since you walked out the door
I’m feeling piss-poor
that’s why I’m acting like a boor

What kind of life am I leading
when I can’t even find the floor



when my heart’s a-bleeding
with a pain I can’t endure

I’m feeling, piss poor
since you said bonjour

“EARLY LUNCH?”
“Deal,” Rudy says.
Rudy is always game for early lunch. Early lunch means Bo is paying.
The food in the deli is not very good but it is cheap and they will

often let them have a glass of beer if it is even moderately close to noon.
They take seats at the counter among the tailor-made businessmen.

Rudy and Bo are wearing suits, too, but everyone knows they only have
one suit each, and they bought them off the rack and likely a used rack at
that and their mothers probably fixed their ties six months ago and they
take them off each night with the knot in place and hang them on a chair
and slip them back on again in the morning.

Another slice of life not quite ready for a song.
“Corned beef and beer,” Rudy says.
“Same,” Bo says.
“Don't know if I can serve you boys a beer,” Avi says. “It is early. You

know the law.”
“Well, see what you can do,” Rudy says. “There's a tip in it if you can

help us out.”
“Like I'm going to risk going to jail for a ten-cent tip.”
“Smart ass,” Rudy says. “For that you only get a nickel.”
“For that you only get a juice-glass of beer,” Avi says with a laugh.
“So, Bo, how was the weekend?”
Bo sighs. Rudy loves coming up with words that go with Bo. He

wonders if he is preparing to write a Bo Song in which every word will



rhyme with Bo. So Bo.
“It was okay.”
“Okay? What does that mean? Like Ohio okay? Or Chicago okay?”
“Just okay.”
“You are in New York. You know that don't you? You can roll down

the stairs of your lousy brownstone and find something to do without
even standing up. Just roll down, pull a dollar-bill from your pocket and
that's it.”

“I know, I know,” Bo says. “I just had some things to take care of. You
know, household things.”

“Yeah, sure. Like washing your socks in the sink, two nights of fish
sticks for dinner and one inadvertent wet dream.”

“Well...”
“Might be a song in there. Well, maybe not the fish sticks, but the

other two.”
“Imagine handing that in to Old Man Whitmore,” Bo says. “It is a

song about a dream, sir. ”
“'A what dream?'”
“No sire, a wet dream.”
“'Well, I don't know what the hell that means but I've been in this

business too long to let it all go by the wayside for something I don't
even understand. Back to the drawing board, young man. Give me
something I can actually sell.'”

“I wish I could give him something he could actually sell,” Bo says.
“Everything I write is a variation on a theme. Almost falling in love.
Almost having sex. Almost getting married.”

“It will come,” Rudy says. “You just need to relax. You need to stop
trying to write about yourself. Write about that guy,” he says, motioning
toward a young turk in a blue suit. “He's begging to have his heart
broken. Right? He's sitting there thinking 'I'm going to find some gal and
make her mine and we’ll have kids and a house in the country.’

“Well, he's wrong. He's a schmuck. What he does not know could fill



the Empire State Building. All he knows for certain is that his mommy
loves him and she cooks him dinner and buys him new flannel pjs every
six months and she keeps trying to set him up with the daughter of Mrs.
Oliver who is 26-years-old and has never been out on a date with a man
other than her brother.

“She cleans up after him and tells him to keep his shoulders straight
and he gets mad sometimes and tells her to 'back off, why don't ya' and
she says 'how dare you talk to your mother like that' and he realizes that
he has not had dinner yet and he gets 'all shucks' and says, 'sorry,
mommy. We had a big meeting at work today and Mr. Sullivan picked
on me and I was afraid for a moment that I was going to lose my job but
then in the end he laughed and said, 'Perk up, Simons, just wanted to see
if I could make you cry.'        

“And then she'll cuddle him and say, 'oh, it is okay, love, we all have
days like that and I'm here for you and why don't we just sit ourselves
down and have a nice dinner and then we can watch some television and
everything will be fine.'

“So they eat and talk some more and he feels like a bit of a baby but
the food is good and in the morning she makes him his favorite breakfast
and he goes to work knowing that things will be fine because he will
always have his mommy and she will always have him and that is all he
really needs. You don't need to have a girlfriend or a wife, just so long as
you have a mother who will take care of you.”

Bo is mesmerized.
“Man,” he says. “You just made that up?”
“Well, yeah. That's what we do. Don't you know that? We make stuff

up. Bo, if we write about our lives we’d have nothing except meals,
crapping, going to sleep, drinking a beer, crapping. Right? Who wants to
hear about that. I don't even want to hear about it. What do you want to
hear about? Write about that.”

“So you’re suggesting I come in here every day and look at that guy
and make up something?”



“Bo! For Chr... You really are a punk kid, aren't you? Listen, you take
the subway to work. You eat out sometimes. You walk down the street,
at least. You look around, okay? You see people. You see things. You see
things that no one else sees, okay, because no one else cares. But we care.
We see things and we steal the ideas, okay. A man eating dinner alone. A
sad woman with a crying baby on the subway. A cold wind hiking up
some babe's skirt. A couple kissing in the rain. Some old farts holding
hands on the way out of a World War II movie. An empty wine glass
sitting on the curb. Waking up with a hard on. You got it?”

“I guess,” Bo says.
“You guess. Christ. Buy a notebook. A wee one like this. Hell, take

this one. I've got another one. You see something, you write it down. No
matter how trivial it might seem, you write it down, okay. You get to
work, you take out your notebook, you read it, you think about it, you
think about it some more, you read it again, you come up with
something, okay? Some little idea, leads to a bigger idea, leads to a song.
Easy as that.”

“Easy as that?”
“If you got what it takes, it is easy as that. And you have written a

few tunes. ‘Coal Miner's Blues’ was not bad for a mamma's boy who fell
into songwriting.”

“You think?”
“You know, Bo, don’t waste your life waiting for people to tell you

they love you. Find one. Find one who says she loves you and makes you
believe it. Right? To hell with the rest. In the meantime, you got two
hands. A copy of Playboy. What more do you need.”

“I'm not sure I…”
“Sleep on it, big boy. Lunch is on you. So is the next beer.”
Bo opens the little notebook with some trepidation.
- mother with empty stroller walking in rain
- clown walking through Central Park in costume
- neon sign still lit after store closed



- Soldier in uniform drinking cup of coffee
- newspaper headline: Wife putts cheating husband to death with nine iron
- broken orange crate
- guitar playing heard through open window in summer
- couple arguing, baby crying
- ambulance stuck in traffic with siren on
- priest slipping on ice
- tall blonde, tight ass, nice tits, high heels = perfection
The last one is all you need to know about Rudy. Perfection in

women. He does not care about perfection in anything else. Even a song
can be less than perfect, but if the woman in the song is perfect, well
then, that is enough.

Bo screws around for the rest of the day but he does start taking notes
on the way home.

- MAN PISSING ON A ROSE BUSH

- smell of shit on my shoes
- woke up at 3:34 AM yearning for toast
- under-arm stain on shirt
- fly undone on way home from work!
- Mother called to say ‘I love you’ was long overdue
- crowds on subway platform
- smell of fish cooking
- for a moment it looked like the hands on the clock were moving backwards
- thought cute blonde was smiling at me on subway
- why is it so difficult to cut finger nails on your right hand
- who is responsible for cleaning street signs?
- too tired to write any more notes



Coal Miner's Blues

Words & Music
by
Bo Carter

The darkness around him
dust in the air
risking his life
with no one to care
it’s a twelve hour shift
in that still, deadly air
and he’s dying a slow death
that he knows isn’t fair

And his wife sits at home nights
praying she’ll see him again
and the three kids know nothing
about the chances that he takes
‘cause there’s food on the table
and their lives seem all right
they’re just one of the hundreds
who must pay the price

It’s a coal miner’s sad song
and one we know true
down in the mine shaft
hoping to see the day through
And we all say it’s dreadful
the things he must do
but you don’t mind him dying
just as long as it ain’t you.



The darkness around him
dust in the air
risking his life
with no one to care
it’s a twelve hour shift
in that still, deadly air
and he’s dying a slow death
that he knows isn’t fair

POSSIBLE FOLLOW-UPS TO COAL MINER’S BLUES:
Black Coal on your Fingers
Black as Night
Beer in the Tunnel
Dark as Hell
Riding the Coal Train
Buddy, Can you Spare some Coal Mine
Do You Want to Ride My Coal Train, Baby
Looking for Sunshine
Clouds of Coal
Coal, Coal, Coal
Too Damn Tired to Write any More Coal Song Titles

BO KNOWS HE IS NEVER GOING TO WRITE A ‘FOLLOW-UP’ TO HIS ONE HIT. IT

was pure luck that allowed him to write CMB in the first place and in
order to it again he would have to study the subject (the song) and
decipher what made it a hit and then try to replicate its essence without
repeating the things he is trying to replicate.



Coal Miner’s Blues II

Words & Music
by
Bo Carter

The darkness in the tunnel
dust in her hair
risking his wife
with a Sears credit card
it’s a twelve button shirt
in that shrill, deadly hair
and he’s drinking a cold beer

O. M. WHITMORE JR. NEVER EXPECTED ANYONE WOULD EVER REFER TO HIM

by his God-given names but he does rather wish his employees had
picked something other than Old Man.

Oscar Mormon Whitmore’s 58th birthday is due next March, so he is
not a young man, but nor is he an Old Man.

His father is an Old Man. Or at least he was before he up and died
and left his floundering business to his floundering son, OM.

The business somehow manages to keep OM in whisky and Mrs. OM
in summer dresses but this is accomplished almost exclusively on the
backs of three or four writers.

The other 20 are mostly content to sit at their desks chewing the fat
and sucking on the free pens he gives out once a month.

All of his woes might have been averted had he managed to add ‘Coal
Miner’s Blues’ to his money-making arsenal.



But this Bo Carter clown is one royal pain in the bottom line. OM only
hired him to acquire the rights to CMB but instead he has been
babysitting him for months waiting for him to finally cash in his CMB
chips.

It is the same with the wallpaper Negro. He has not written one single
line that tops any of the sullen crap Carter hands in once a week.

It is a stupid mission. OM just needs one CMB and then he can hire
some feckless underpaid underlings to man his desk nine to five while he
lives his well-deserved Life of Riley.

THE ANGELS OF MERCY HAVE NOT ENTIRELY FORSAKEN BO.
Bobby Keyes (he of ‘Coal Miner’s Blues’ single fame) is playing in a

small club in New Jersey.
Bo arrives early to ensure a seat close to the stage but he need not

have worried. There are only a handful of people and most of them look
like they frequent this place that stinks of cigarettes and stale beer and
piss. Stale piss.

The walls feature photographs of old-time R&B and jazz singers and
players, a few of whom went on to the ‘bigger times.’ The rest remained
mainstays of the the small music scene that evolved in the area.

Bobby’s band takes the stage first, playing an instrumental which is
meant to whip the crowd into a frenzy. That is not going to happen on
this night.

Bobby Keyes makes a big entrance, sliding into the mic stand as
though he is holding on for dear life. And he may-well be.

He is good. There is no doubt the years on the road have taken their
toll but he is rock-steady and the band is solid.

He turns in a few workman-like versions of some popular songs from
the distant past and tells a few not-so-funny jokes. He is relaxed but
uptight, like he just wants to get through this and then run to the bar for



a free beer.
There is a distinct sadness to it all but Bo kicks himself for even

thinking such a thing. Who the fuck is he to be passing judgement on any
of this? At least he is out there, on the road, doing the thing he loves
instead of sitting in a shitty office trying to write stupid ditties for
someone else.

Still, there is no hope he (or anyone else) is making any money from
this show. What with the travel expenses and the band salaries and the
beer money.

He puts on a solid if short set and then, just as quickly as he arrived,
he is gone.

Bo is heartbroken. To say the least. He did not even sing ‘Coal Miner’s
Blues.’ There is no call for an encore. The patrons at the bar are still at the
bar and the beer is still warm and the whiskey is still watered down and
the smell of stale piss still hangs in the air.

But then like magic the angels take charge and Bobby returns to the
stage for an unexpected ‘encore.’ He bows and thanks the crowd, as
though they had made it clear they would not leave until he returned for
one more song.

And the one more song is Bo’s.
Backed by guitar, drums and bass he sings the song as though it is

part of his very being. He teases the words and sculpts the chorus like a
man fearful he might not live another day and is determined to leave the
world one parting gift.

Bo is almost in tears. Well, he is in tears. He wipes his eyes on his
shirt sleeve and quietly thanks the angels.

Bobby is sitting in the ‘green room’ with a bottle of beer in one hand
and an ageing blonde in his lap. He gives Bo one of those looks. In this
case it is all-encompassing, taking in skin color, age, sex and everything
in between.

“Sorry to bother you,” Bo says.
“I bet you are, brother” Bobby says. “You lost?”



“Yeah, but not at the moment.”
Bobby does not laugh.
“Listen—”
“Ah ha.”
“My name is Bo. Bo Carter.”
“Well thanks for dropping in. Bo. Bo Carter.”
The woman laughs, but not in a mean way. She might help him bring

Bobby around.
“You do know you’s a white boy in a black club,” Bobby says.
“I do,” Bo says. “It was probably the first thing I noticed.”
She laughs again.
“Oh, you a funny white boy. You got your eye on my woman, too?”
“Listen__”
“Ah ha.”
“My name… I wrote ‘Coal Miner's Blues.’”
“What the hell you mean?”
“I wrote it. Pen, paper, guitar.”
“You screwing with me?”
“No,” Bo says. “If I wanted to do that I’d pick something… else.”
“Yeah, I reckon you would at that,” he says. He looks at the woman.

She shrugs. “So…”
“Yeah.”
“I don’t know, kid. I always assumed… Hell, I don’t know what I

always assumed,” he says with a laugh. “Hell, sit down kid. Marcy baby,
get this poor lost white boy a beer. A cold one. Jesus. Knock me over with
a two-by-four.”

“I hear you,” Bo says.
“How… How the hell did I end up with your song?”
“I couldn’t tell you, Bobby. I wrote it a few years ago. I sent it to

someone. They paid me $50. I hardly thought about it again until I heard
it played on the radio. Then I started to make a bit of money in royalties.”

“Well, Jesus, kid, you made $30 more on that song than I did.”



They both laugh.
“It’s a messed up world, isn’t it, kid?”
“It is that,” Bo says.
“You got any other songs you can give me? I’ll get paid at least $20

for this show. I can give you half?”
“Sorry,” Bo says. “The well is dry.”
“Oh forget ‘the well is dry’ bullshit. You can write that song you can

write another song. Plenty of songs. You just gotta…”
“That’s the thing. Gotta what?”
“I hear you, kid,” Bobby says. “That is the thing. I don’t know. We

both in the same boat. Neither one of us might ever have another hit.
Right? Even if you gave me the best damn song on the planet right here
and now, I could take it to the next state and go to a shit studio and bring
in some horns and a wicked bass-line and throw it on vinyl and hand it
out on every street-corner in New York City and there is a damn good
chance no one in the civilized world would ever hear it. That’s just the
way them things go.”

“Don’t I know it,” Bo says. “But we had our moment. Our moments.
That has to count for something?”

“Damn right it does, kid. It counts for a whole lot. Ain’t but a handful
of people who could do what we done. And we did good. The song is
good. The record is good. It had a meaning. It reached people. And now?
What you been doing?”

“I’m working-for-hire.”
“Well, you don’t need me to tell you this, baby brother. You just

know how that is gonna play out. Never gonna be any different.”
“I know, Bobby. I know.”
“Well, there you go. Round and round.”
“Round and round, Bobby.”
“Well, maybe Round and Round will be your next song. You save it

for me, you hear.”
“I hear.”



“Well, thanks for coming out tonight, kid. And for stopping by. And
for not stealing my girl.”

“Well, you’d better hold off on that last part until I leave.”
“Right you are, kid. Right you are.”
Bo shakes Bobby’s hand.
“Thanks Bobby. Your record made my dreams come true.”
“Back at you, kid. Back at you.”

Round and Round

Words & Music
by
Bo Carter

round and round
like a spinning top
if I have a cigarette
I might never stop
round and round
like a feckless mop
if I ever have real sex
my mum would call the cops

LAST WEEK RUDY OVERHEARD SOME OF THE IDIOT CORNER OFFICE BOYS

talking him:

#1: How does the Negro do it?
#2: Do what?



#1: How does he write those love songs?
#2: What the hell do you mean.
#1: I’m just wondering. How does a Negro know how to write a love
song.
#2: You really are an idiot low-life, aren’t you.
#1: Meaning what.
#2: Who do you think wrote all the songs we steal from?
#1: I don’t know. Old guys.
#2: Old Negro guys. It all came from them. All of it. Every line you write
comes from something they wrote and we are all stealing from them.
#1: Oh.
#2: Oh

And on and on it goes. The Negro songwriter. Someone called him
the ‘colored wallpaper’ one day. It was a joke. He was supposed to laugh.
He was supposed to be hip and with-it and make some crack like ‘why
don’t you put that in your next song.’

Right. Rudy is going to call his next song The Colored Wallpaper
Song.

Send in the clowns.

ON MONDAY MORNING BO FINDS A NOTE FROM OLD MAN WHITMORE

suggesting he might ‘make himself available in his office with utmost
urgency.’

Probably not a good sign Bo muses as he meanders to the washroom
and then to the coffee tray and back to his desk where he finds another
note from Old Man Whitmore which reads: “Utmost urgency shitface.”

“Well, at least you are eventually punctual,” Old Man Whitmore says.
“I'll give you that. What about the rest?”

“The rest. Sir?”



“Don't patronize me, kid. I've been around the block. Once or twice.
Even done so on my own. There is not much in life I have not seen. You
understand? A couple kids, another stillborn, drunken brawls, falling
overboard, the runs more times than I can remember, chapped pecker,
titty fucks, two-year-stint on a merchant ship, native women, puking my
guts out, dead parents, dog bites, attempted sodomy, chamber music.
You got my drift?”

“I'm frankly not sure,” Bo says, trying with all his might to find a
common thread. It is a lost mission.

“Of course you do. It's life you putz. You are a songwriter. A student
of life. You understand? I don't care if you were born three days ago and
want to come in here wearing a fresh pair of diapers. Right? If that is
what it takes to get a decent song out of you, I'll pony up. Right here,
right now. You want to get laid, I'll throw in twenty bucks for a hooker.
Even give you a couple numbers to call. You want to throw up in my
john, I'll tell you to clean up after yourself but otherwise look the other
way. Right?

“But you come in here, take my money, and daydream about going
home and whacking off into your underwear, that's going to piss me off.
Sooner or later. I'll give you some room, I'll give you some so called
writers block, but then you either have to bring home some bacon or just
go home. Plain and simple.

“So, what do you think? You going to learn to swim or get the hell off
this train and never stick your hand in my pocket again?”

Bo freezes. As he always does in such situations.
Old Man Whitmore freezes, too, but for a different reason.
“For the love of all that is holy,” he says. “That was a rhetorical

question. Oh, look it up. Work it into your next song. Now get out of
here.”

“You mean the building?”
“My office, you hapless hunk of hash. Produce something by the end

of the week or come back here and give me the name of your first-born-



child and the publishing rights to everything you have ever written.
Including ‘Coal Miner’s Blues.’”

Bo stumbles from the office. He wants to do all the things Old Man
Whitmore has mentioned, but most of all he wants to go into the john
and throw up. And not even bother to clean it up.

He returns to his desk and takes out his notebook.

Hapless Hunk of Hash

Words & Music
by
Bo Carter

Hey you, in the blue suit
with two fingers up your ass
with your titty fuck and cock suck
you great big stinkin’ hapless hunk of hash

BO HIDES HIS HEAD IN HIS HANDS. HE DOES NOT HIDE IT VERY WELL.
“He does it to everyone,” Rudy says. “If he keeps riding you, and you

got the goods, you'll produce. And you'll make a living from this. Not
right away, but some day. Some day.”

“Early lunch?” Bo says.
“No way they'll serve us beer at this hour,” Rudy says. “No way.”

NOTEBOOK ENTRY:
- Homeless man, using a dirty storefront window as his mirror, stands



brushing his teeth in the early morning sun

A BUXOM, BLONDE GIRL NAMED CANDY HAS BEEN HIRED TO FETCH COFFEE

and smokes and Lord knows what else for the real writers who sit in the
corner offices. They can (and often do) screw around all day (and night)
and come in smelling of sex and still manage to come up with songs that
Old Man Whitmore loves more than life itself.

Candy is cute and and tall and has a smile so sweet he can barely take
the risk of looking at her in public. He has no problem picturing her
breasts, the curve, the hair, the neck, the contours, the smell.

Candy

Words & Music
by
Bo Carter

Hey mister have you seen my Candy
she is so sweet and dandy
makes me feel so damn randy
I live and breath for Candy

BO THINKS HE IS SMIRKING TO HIMSELF BUT NOW SHE IS WALKING ACROSS THE

room with such sure-fire determination that even the ‘real’ writers take
notice. She is a human-torpedo making a beeline for the rocket in his
pocket.

“So,” she says with a sassy smirk. “What is so funny?”



“Funny?”
“I saw you from across the room. You seemed to be laughing at

something. I wondered if it was me.”
“You?”
“If you were laughing at me.”
“Well, no,” he says nervously.
“Well no,” she says, imitating him. “So not at me. So what was it?”
“I...”
“You...”
“... thought of...”
“You thought of?”
“...something and it...”
“Was it something of a sexual nature?”
Everyone laughs.
“...made me...”
“You should see a doctor? Perhaps it is contagious? Perhaps it is the

sort of thing that might require internal investigation?”
“Internal --”
“Well, I am bemused,” she says. “But not amused. You see?”
“Not really.”
“Oh come on now. You are a man of the world, no?”
“No.”
“A man of the borough, at least?’
“A man of the desk, perhaps,” he says and gets a laugh.
“Oh witty,” she says sharply. “A Man of Day-Old Snappy Retorts.”
“Well, retorts, anyway,” he says.
“Well, I think you should make it up to me.”
“Make what up to you?”
“Yes. I think you should take me out. I think you should do this thing

tonight. Right?” she says, looking about the room.
Her idea meets with an enthusiastic round of applause. Bo’s face

turns as red as real catsup.



“Okay,” he says sheepishly.
“I will telephone you with details. Don’t be late.”
She sets off down the hallway and around the corner and into the

bemused sunset of life.
“Early lunch?” Rudy says.
“Christ yes,” Bo says. “Early and long lunch.”

CANDY HAS INSTRUCTED HIM TO MEET HER IN ‘THE VILLAGE’ AT 8:00 PM IN

‘a club’ where they will relax and listen to folk music. She might have
been speaking in a foreign language.

He followed his transit instructions and has arrived at Gerde’s Folk
City. The smoke in the club is so thick he could cut it with a knife.
Whether the smoke is coming from the copious number of cigarettes
being smoked or from the lit candles in the old wine bottles is difficult to
say.

Without warning a hand grabs his ass (!) and twirls the rest of his
body around and then plants a big wet kiss on his mouth. Thank god it is
her.

“Thank god it is you,” he says.
“Do people generally grab you by the ass and kiss you on the

mouth?”
“Well, no. But you did.”
“Come,” she says, taking him by the hand and leading him to the last

free table. “You having fun?”
 “I have no idea,” he says. She looks gorgeous. She is wearing a sort of

long, flowing peasant dress and has a flower tucked behind her ear. He
can hardly stop looking at her cleavage.

“Stop looking at my cleavage,” she says with a laugh.
“I'll try,” he says.
“I have been here a few times. This is the place for songwriters, you



know. The new ones. Not the old farts. I saw a kid named Fred Neil here
a while ago. You might like him. Good songs. And a woman singer
named Karen Dalton, I think. Man, no idea what to make of her. A voice
like a bullfrog. But still good, you know?

“There is a new kid making waves. Bob Dylan. Can't be his real name,
right? Copped it from Thomas. Fine. He is hiding what he wants to hide.
None of my business. And you. You going to be a singer and a
songwriter?”

“I don't know,” Bo says. “I never thought about it.”
“You never thought about performing?”
“I never thought of it as being an option, I guess.”
“Well, you'll see tonight, babe. It is an option. The good old days are

dead and gone. You don't have to be screwed by my father if you don't
want to.”

“Your father?”
“It is just... so free now. I mean you have thoughts. I know you do. I

saw you looking at my tits. You know what you want. You know how to
put it in words. So why not? Put it into words and get up and say it. Sing
it!”

She takes his hand. He can smell her perfume and just like that
he realizes that he has closed his eyes right there and then at the table in
public and his mind is racing here and there at one thousand miles per
second.

“You okay?” she says . “You smoke some funny stuff on the way in?”
He smiles. And all at once he wonders: What if he is wrong? What if

he is wrong and reading too much into this and she is not sitting there
thinking about love at all but rather thinking about why hasn’t he kissed
her hard on the mouth and why is she with this guy when Joey from
accounting said he could get some gin and take her some place she has
never been before? How could he hope to compete with that?

And what does he know about love, anyway? Love is something you
hear about in songs. Not the songs he writes but songs others have



written and he has listened to them and used them to try to figure out
what it means to be in love but what does he know about anything?

And then it happens. The final nail. In the coffin. And it has nothing
to do with the love of a woman.

A scraggly kid stumbles to the stage. It is the Dylan guy Candy
mentioned. The punk looks about the room, nervous as hell, thin as a
thin exposed wire. His eyes dart from the floor to the ceiling but he
refuses to look at the people sitting right in front of him.

He is as brash and as inexplicable and as unyielding and as
vulnerable as anything Bo has ever seen in his life. He is afraid that the
audience might knock him over just by looking at him too hard or cause
some sort of pulmonary reaction that could overwhelm him and leave
him writhing on the floor in a deep coma from which he might never
awaken.

Christ, he thinks. Thirty seconds in and he has already perverted Bo’s
mind beyond all things imaginable.

Look at him, all dirty jeans and frail tee shirt and attitude and cheap
guitar and harmonica holder (?) and that self-righteous son-of-a-bitch
troubadour dust bowl bullshit fuck-you look. He is some punk kid and
he has the room in the palm of his lily-white hands.

And then he starts to sing. If you can call it singing. He has the voice
of a demented traffic cop and he mumbles like he’s got his very own
dirty socks in his mouth.

And the song?!?! Blowing in the something? Wind maybe? Is that
what he is saying? There is no way to know for certain. What the hell
does that mean? What the hell does it even mean? The answers are
blowin’ in the wind. Not even blowing. Just blowin’.

Screw me double time and scatter my ashes in the parking lot and
drive over them until it looks like dust on the ground.

The punk kid plays a couple songs. Only one sounds like it might be
an actual folk song. Something about Corrina. Even that is barely
recognizable, sort of a hillbilly on speed after being lost in the woods for



a week, left to his own devices and eating ferns and drinking swamp
water and killing the bugs with pussy willows and waking up feeling all
hard and horny and hopeless.

At the end of the set Bo gets up from his seat and before he even
knows what he is doing he finds himself standing beside the punk kid
while trying to put words into his mouth that don’t sound like they were
spoken by his mother some 45 years ago.

Bo: I really liked your songs man
Dylan: good for you
Bo: good for me?
Dylan: you got good taste. shows maybe you ain't as dumb as you look
Bo: the words. they say something
Dylan: they do. you know why?
Bo: why
Dylan: ‘cause I wrote them.
Bo: how do you do it?
Dylan: pen and paper. sometimes pencil
Bo: I mean the words. they just come to you?
Dylan: they come to me in a heavenly haze of blue hash smoke
Bo: I don't do drugs
Dylan: drugs do you kid
Bo: and the answers? are they blowing in the wind
Dylan: well, it ain't been windy for a while. but I guess
Bo: don't you know? you said it
Dylan: you just said it, too kid. some things can't be explained in a word
or two. you gotta walk before you can crawl
Bo: I thought it was the other way around
Dylan: that's why you are you and I am me
Bo: I guess
Dylan: you guess. your momma know you are out this late?



Bo: she’s dead
Dylan: died of boredom?
Bo: I am a song writer. well I write songs
Dylan: oh yeah. what have you written
Bo: ‘Coal Miner's Blues’
Dylan: Bobby Keyes sang that one
Bo: he did. I wrote it
Dylan: good for you
Bo: I am writing songs for Whitmore & Sons
Dylan: working for the man are you kid
Bo: I am learning a trade
Dylan: songwriting ain't a trade, kid. it is an art. you either got it or you
ain't
Bo: do you think I got it
Dylan: how the hell would I know. I ain't your momma. I ain’t your wet-
nurse
Bo: I'm not a kid, you know. I'm barely younger than you are
Dylan: that's right kid. you're just a punk kid
Bo: can I call you kid
Dylan: you can call me whatever you want, but I ain't answering the
phone. let it ring all night long
Bo: I wasn't going to call you. I don't have your number
Dylan: you know my name. look up my number. and then you can crawl
out your window
Bo: what does that mean?
Dylan: beats me kid. use it in your next song. or maybe I will
Bo: I hope I can play you a song someday
Dylan: well, I am going to live my life in the meantime if you don't mind
Bo: I don't mind
Dylan: good for you kid
Bo: good bye mr dylan
Dylan: kid, you ever call me mr again I'm going ram my fist down your



throat. and I don't mean in a good way
Bo: okay

AND THEN HE WALKS AWAY.
Bo is stupefied. How can he hope to make sense of all that?  
Candy looks over at Bo and smiles. She set him up. Knocked him

down like a bowling pin. She knew this kid would shoot straight into his
veins and leave him gasping for air.

“What was he like?” Candy said.
“A prick. Full of himself.”
“You’ll never be like that, will you Bo?”
“Well, no,” he says. “Why would I?”
“I mean when you get famous.”
“Who says I’ll ever be famous,” he says. “Infamous, maybe.”
“Well, just promise me.”
“Sure,” he says.
She takes his hand. It is warm and soft and for a moment he forgets

about the punk kid singer and thinks about breasts and soft skin.
The club empties but most of the customers congregate on the

sidewalk. They know they have witnessed something but Christ knows
what.

Dylan comes out of the club and looks over at Bo and makes a face
like he has stepped in dog shit on the sidewalk while wearing sandals.
He leans over and whispers something in his ear. Bo has no idea what it
means.

“What the hell?” Candy says.
“Who knows.”
“What did he say?”
“He said: ‘Commons.’”
“No!” she shrieks.



“What does it mean?”
“It is a club,” she says. “Sounds like he wants you to meet him there.”
“Us you mean,” Bo says.
“Okay, us. Well, shall we?”
“No harm,” Bo says.
Dylan is sitting at a corner table with a girl. They are both smoking

and talking quietly.
“Hey,” he says. “I wasn’t sure you got my clue.”
“I didn’t,” Bo says. “She did.”
“Well, good on you. Suze, this is Bo and?”
“Bo And?” Suze says. “Funny sort of name. Or is that your stage

name?”
“No, no,” Bo says. “I am Bo. AND this is Candy.”
“I know,” she says. “I was just funning with you.”
“Seems to be a lot of that going on around here,” Bo says.
“Sorry I gave you a hard time back there,” Dylan says. “I thought you

were some punk kid.”
“I am some punk kid,” Bo says and everyone laughs.
They relax now. They are a couple of couples out in the Village

having a drink and a chatting like good friends who share the same
oddball worldview.

“So how long you guys been dating?” Suze says.
“One day,” Candy says. “I got tired of waiting for him to ask, so I

did.”
“Good for you,” she says, laughing and patting her on the hand. “I

could not get this one off my case. Every time I came into the club he was
all over me.”

“Operative word,” Dylan says. “Every time you came INTO the club.
If you didn’t come in, I would have left you alone.”

“True,” she says with a laugh. “What do you do, Bo?”
“Well, I’m sort of a song writer.”
“Sort of?”



“Work for hire stuff,” he says. “One song recorded. I don’t really
know if I can make a go of it.”

“Well one song. Even that is something. Look how long it took him to
get his foot through the door.”

“In the door,” Dylan says.
“Well, there was that one time.”
“Let it go,” Dylan says.
“And even now...”
“Let’s not get into that,” he says. “We came out to have a nice time.”
“I know, I know, hon,” Suze says. “It’s just, you know, sometimes

you wonder if someone wants to make a living doing something or just
want to make enough money to keep himself in beer and smokes?
Right?” she says to Candy.

“I wouldn’t know,” she says. “I barely make enough to keep myself
in beer or smokes.”

They all laugh again.
“You gonna have babies?” Suze says. “I want two. Not right away, of

course. But eventually. Maybe two or three. Four at the most. The most!”
she says, looking at Dylan, but his mind is clearly elsewhere.

“I wish I was here to help you, but I’m gone,” Dylan says.
“What the hell does that mean?” she says. “I don’t know what he is

talking about half the time. I swear.”
“You need to get out, kid,” Dylan says. “See the world. Ride the rails

or drink moonshine in the back of a pickup truck. Whatever you need to
do. You can’t sit at home and moan and groan about life. You need to see
it. Feel it. Make it part of your own story. Otherwise, what do you have? I
mean, was I gonna be copying Woody for the rest of my life? Armchair
hobo. What might have been. Coulda been. Yeah. Get out man. See the
world.”

He does not say it, but it is clearly implied: Do this while you still can.
Bo can read it in his eyes. This guy won’t be having two or three or even
four kids anytime soon.



“Well, thanks for the beer, man,” Bo says, before giving Candy a look.
“Yeah, thanks,” she says.
“Oh you don’t have to go, do you?” Suze says. “He’s in a slump. He’ll

come ‘round again soon. He always does. You always do, don’t you
babe?”

But he is not coming around right now. He is dead inside. The talk
about life has shut him down. At least externally. Inside he is probably
writing a half dozen songs. Each better than the last. All he needs is some
time alone, he’ll be thinking to himself. Just some time alone.

Bo scoots out of his chair and heads for the door. Candy says
something to Suze and she joins him. She does not know what has
happened. She has never seen this world up close. She thought she knew
it but it is a private club and she will never be a member.

They hear screaming coming from inside the club. They both know
what it means.

As they walk down the dark quiet street she slips her arm into his
and he walks along, kicking a stone, glaring at the dirt. His mind is
focused on something neither of them can see.

“You coming home with me?” she says quietly. “It’s late. I’m afraid
you won’t make it home otherwise.”

“Sure,” he says.
His mind is a big bowl of oatmeal. She has invited this guy to spend

the night at her place and he is too out of it to even connect the dots.
It is okay. Maybe this one will be different.

BO’S WORLD IS NOW FILLED WITH EQUAL PARTS LUSTY-LOVE FOR CANDY AND

a confusing and overwhelming bowl of Dylan-mush. Both are competing
for his undivided attention. He is not really capable of concentrating on
one, let alone two competing forces.

The Dylan-mush is prevailing. Bo, along with every other aspiring or



actual songwriter in the world has joined the congregation as a faithful
member of The Church of Dylan.

The urge to imitate or replicate Bob is overwhelming and nearly
impossible to control. It is too early to identify the long-term
implications, but there is little doubt that the ensuing mayhem will be
long-term, and perhaps even permanent.

He looks at the blank paper on his desk and his mind starts searching
in vain for words that might not only ‘work’ but will also have Dylan-
meaning. Even if that meaning is only known to the author.

The answers really are blowing in the wind. And as Bob said, it has
not been very windy lately. Or if it has been windy Bo has been too
confused or perplexed to even notice. He might have slept through a
hurricane for all he knows.

But the problem remains: How to write a song post-Dylan? How
many roads must he walk before they call him a songwriter? Should he
sleep in the sand or simply allow his body to be washed out to the sea?

He closes his eyes, allowing for a sort of perplexed reverie, not
conducive to creating anything of merit but at least marginally more
peaceful than staring at the mocking grin embedded in the white paper.

Enough. He must rein in his mind, his imagination, his muse.
Does he have a muse, he wonders with childlike enthusiasm. Is it a

man or woman? Does it follow him about or simply appear when
needed. Or more aptly does not appear when needed! He laughs out
loud.

Steady on. Concentrate. Words. Visions. Forget profound thoughts or
imagery. Just words. Plain. Simple.

Write something.
Lunch. Early? Words, idiot.
Just words. Simple thoughts. Harness the brainpower. Or lack

thereof. He laughs again.
Lunch? Been there.
Concentrate. Words. Plain and simple.



Love hope happiness erection breasts satisfying love hope happiness breasts
naked body release love hope happiness…

Circles. Round and round.
Again: Love hope happiness…
Christ. He does not want to write a song. He wants to screw Candy.

The woman. Not the food.
He laughs out loud.
Again: Love hope happiness travel…
Better.
Again: Love hope happiness travel mountains valleys breasts
Lunch. Early?
Dylan. How does he do it? He is like a fountain of words. Not just

words. But collections of words put together in a way no one has ever
done. Fucker. How does he do it? Why does he do it? Why can’t Bo do it?

He should contact Bob. Go to the club tonight and wait for him and
ask him how he does it. He knows what he would say. Something witty.
Something worthy of a Dylan song. Something so out of Bo’s depth that
he would never be able to create such a combination even in
conversation.

Think. Concentrate. Early lunch? Afternoon sex?
Again: Hopeless pointless frustrating beyond words.
He laughs out loud.
Words. Together. Forget rhyming. Just words. Together. Make it fun.

Make it happy. Carefree!
Again: bullshit hapless breasts sex dogs
What? Where was that train heading?
Dylan could keep that train on the right track: A couple making love

on a runaway train screwing like dogs and laughing at the passing
world. One song.

Bo could barely write about even one of those thoughts, let alone all
of them.

Climb out your window. Bob said that. He said Bo could use it in a



song!
Okay. Think. Concentrate. Be Dylan: window climb crawl breasts sex

mountains dogs…
Fuck. Fuck words and fuck Dylan. Fuck Dylan fucking dogs.
Nap. Take time to regroup.
Okay. Enough. Think. Concentrate: window crawl curtains ladder

moonlight parents barking dog…
Well, at least you got the dog part right this time! He laughs out loud.
Fuck. Open your fucking eyes. Get it over with. Just get it over with…
“Early lunch?”
Concentrate for christ sake.
“Early lunch?”
Oh. It is Rudy.
“If I am not interrupting,” he says.
They go for early lunch. Bo is thankful for the break from Bob.
“What do you think of Dylan?” he asks Rudy.
“I’m not really into poetry.”
“No, I mean the other Dylan.”
“I didn’t know there was another Dylan.”
“Bob,” Bo says.
“Your uncle?”
“Dylan.”
“Like I said.”
“Bob Dylan,” Bo says. “The new singer and songwriter.”
“Oh. Yeah. The blowin’ guy. Not my thing. He sounds like a bullfrog.

And his lyrics are… stupid.”
“Stupid!”
“Sorry, man. Just what I think.”
“Well, I think you are wrong,” Bo says.
“I’m picking up on that. You got a stake in this guy or something?”
“No, no. I just think he’s a genius.”
“He might be,” Rudy says. “But he can’t write a song worth shit.”



“Seriously? Have you heard any of his songs?”
“I think so.”
“And you didn’t like the song you may have heard.”
“Damn right,” Rudy says. “Piece of crap.”
There is nothing more to say.
So early lunch is a failure on many levels. Bo trudges back to the

office only to discover a note from Old Man Whitmore on his desk
calling him to his office.

“Late lunch,” Whitaker says. “I was led to understand that
punctuality was your main selling point.”

“It is, but...”
“Indeed,” he says, snubbing a half-spent cigarette into the ashtray.

“Listen, I have been in this business for a long time. I know the ropes. I
know talent when I see it. I also know lack thereof.

“You are largely lack-thereof. You have a way with words that may
be more in favor with young women than will ever be with me. No one
can teach you how to be creative. Oh you can learn how to be more
creative or you can self-destruct or burn-out, but there has to be a certain
amount of water in the well and if that is lacking, it can’t be replenished
at will.

“Your well is either half empty or half full. I’m not the one who will
decide which is which. I’m not your mother. Or your father. Right? You
want to succeed, you do it. Or not. It does not matter to me one way or
the other. What does matter to me is whether or not you are bringing in
money.

“You are not. And if you are determined to live on the pittance I pay
you, you will be underwhelmed for a very long time. Perhaps forever.

“Again, not my problem. Might not even be your problem.
“Which brings me to the bit that is your problem. Aside from this,” he

says, waving his hands in the air, “there is only one thing I trust and
believe in. Do you understand?”

He waits for confirmation but it is clearly not forthcoming.



“Do you understand?”
“I’m not so sure I do,” Bo says.
“Candy?”
“Candy?”
“Not chocolate bars numbnuts. My daughter.”
“Your...”
“She didn’t tell you?”
“I suppose not,” Bo says.
“Well, she is. Only thing in the world besides this that I have created

that I truly believe in. You see. The only two things I have not -so far, at
least- screwed up.

“Now if you think you are going to screw up either of those things for
me, you are sadly. You see? No way on earth. Let me be even plainer: No
fucking way.

“So, crossroads. Sell your soul to the devil or take a hike. That seems
to be your choices at this juncture. Personally, I’m willing to put a buck
and change on you taking a hike. It would please me to no end. I would
even help you pack up your belongings.

“But you are not that bright, I fear. You will take the other option if
only to prove to yourself that you can make that choice. Never mind that
it is likely the wrong choice and you will never live up to it. But as I say,
that is not my problem.

“So the deal is, young man, if you stay you play by my rules. No
other choice. You play by my rules and if you break them, you walk out
of here with nothing.

“And if you play by my rules, you might someday walk away with
some change, and you might even walk away with the girl.

“Big mights. I mean I might ask one of my friends to beat the ever-
loving-shit out of you and then run you outta the city. That could happen
next week, next month. Who knows. Who cares.

“So you get the girl, for now. You treat her right and you do right by
her. No matter what. Right?”



“I see.”
“You see,” he says with a laugh. “See what I mean about your wee

brain. ‘I see.’ Anyone with even a lick of sense would know how to
kowtow. Not you. Big man on campus. Or dumb as a stone. Who knows.

“So you get the girl as long as she wants to be got and you give me
something in return. Do you know what that something is?”

“Not a clue.”
“Not a clue,” he says with a laugh. “Now that is the answer that lives

up to your potential.
“So you get Candy and I get this Dylan character. Fair is fair. You go

off, do whatever the hell you have to do, and you bring me this kid.
“I want the works. Full publishing of everything he does from now

on. I want the rights to every fart, doodle, scratch on paper, snot-filled-
handkerchief, piss in a pan, tonsillectomy, broken wine glass, tip jar, x-
ray, foot-stool, wet-dream, lawn chair, book deal, shot glass, poem or
drunken utterance that comes out of any and all known orifices. Not
yours. His.

“You bring me that, you get the girl. Understood.”
“What?”
“So, do we have a deal?”
“How am I...?”
“Right?” he says with a laugh. “Beyond beyond, isn’t it? Even on

your best day. But dem the rules. So you go off, think about it. Have a
drink. Or two. Consort with your consort. And by gosh, you can get back
to me.”

untitled

Words and Music
by



Bo Carter

If I was a river
if I was a stream
if I was the only one. I would be the only one
who could ever live the dream to ever live the dream

Chorus:
Oh, Corrina, I would sail the oceans
And I would sail the sea
I would be the only one and I would be the only one
If I could be with thee

THERE ARE TIMES IN LIFE WHEN ONE THING GOES TO SHIT AND THEN ANOTHER

and then every single thing that could go wrong does go wrong and you
stand there with your proverbial in your hands and you can only do one
of two things: Laugh or cry.

Or maybe you do two things: Laugh and cry.

IF IT WERE NOT FOR BAD LUCK #1: SLIPPERY SLOP

“SLIPPERY SLOP,” BO SAYS TO THE BARMAN.
“You mean slope. The expression is ‘slippery slope.’”
“I mean slop,” Bo says. “Slippery slop. That is what I’m on. A

slippery slop.”
“That doesn’t make any sense,” he says. “You can’t take an

expression that means something and change it to something that means



nothing and then expect people to say, ‘oh yeah.’”
“Run that by me again,” Bo says. “I think the train went off the tracks

toward the end.”
“You taking the piss out of me? ‘Cause if you are, I’m more than

willing to dish out some hard stuff right here and right now.”
“If I had a nickel,” Bo says, but he leaves it there and the barman has

a true bartender epiphany.
“It is called an epiphany,” Bo says, his head cocked just so.
“You are screwing with me,” he says. “I know you are.”
“There is no real proof of that,” Bo says, sipping his beer.
 “Listen. You know the story about the hooker with the heart of gold?

She falls in love with some jerkoff customer and they get married and
have kids and they live happily ever after? Just plain bullshit. Not going
to happen. Not in this city, anyway.”

“Okay,” Bo says, shrugging without really meaning to.
“And you know the one about the barman who listens to everyone’s

troubles and says ‘Don’t worry, I’ll see you through this, buddy.’ Bigger
bullshit bullshit. You dig?”

“I dig your slop,” Bo says with a chuckle. Barman does not respond in
kind. He steps back for a moment. Another epiphany. If only he were
aware of what was happening!

He pulls Bo another draft beer.
“On the house,” he says with a big, fake smile. “And the next one you

can get somewhere else.”
“Dig,” Bo says with a slight bowing of the head.
Christ, he thinks. Maybe his luck has not actually gone south? If it

had, this clown would have taken him outside and beaten the ever-
loving shit out of him. Well, night is young. Well, day is young. Well,
afternoon is young.

Bo takes his half drink and his full free drink to a table some distance
from the bar. The barman watches to see where he is perched. Always
looking out for his customers.



Bo is quietly searching his mind, hoping for a moment of truth, a
kernel of logic, a lesson learned? His very own epiphany, perhaps. All he
finds is plain old post-Dylan dog shit, he thinks as he chuckles to himself.

He is fed up with his life. Nothing comes easy and he is constantly
extrapolating, taking someone else’s emotions and grafting them to his
own experiences.

He’s an impostor, a would-be songwriter, lover, tough guy,
boyfriend.

He buys a pack of cigarettes and sticks one behind his ear and then
places a fresh one in the ashtray.

A tall and well-worn, but still somewhat cute woman takes the bait.
She is trying to 1) act sober but is overacting; or 2) is drunk as hell at two
in the afternoon and she does not care who knows.

She holds the smoke in her mouth, waiting for Bo to light it. He does.
“You got troubles?” she says.
“Of course. I am here, aren’t I?”
“True ‘nuff. Big troubles or small?”
“Small on the verge of big. Or maybe big on the verge of bigger. I am

waiting to find out.”
“And you expect to find that out in here?” she says, waving her free

cigarette in the air.
“Well, no. I came here so I would not have to think about it.”
“Yeah. I got big troubles. Never small ones. Just big ones all rolled up

together and making a bigger one and then along comes a bunch of other
big ones all rolled up together and --”

“I get the drift,” Bo says.
“I bet you do, babe. You look like you seen your share?”
“Share?”
“Troubles, babe. You look like you been down so long you can’t see

the sky for trying.”
“I suppose,” Bo says, but he wonders: Does he look that bad?
“I got weary troubles. Wears you down.”



“It does.”
“I got a baby daughter living in Kansas. City. Four. Five next.”
“Next what?”
“Five come after four, silly.”
“Then six.”
“Then six. Lord almighty. She with her daddy. He’s a plumber. Not a

very good one. He’s one big old rusty pipe, that boy. He was born in
Tupelo and went to Jacksonville but he had to get out of town quick. Real
quick. So he ended up in Kansas. Ended. Hell. No ‘ended’ for that boy.
Unless it is the big end. Right?”

“I suppose.”
“You believe in the ever-after?”
“I don’t know,” Bo says. “I have not given it much thought. If I think

about tomorrow I might have to think about today.”
“True that. Still waters run deep,” she says. “You had you some

schooling.”
“Some. Nothing much.”
“More than me, I bet. More than Pricilla or Conrad or Milly.”
“I don’t know any of those people.”
“Course not. You ever been to Kansas. City?”
“Nope.”
“So don’t go beating yourself up for not knowing these folk. Hell, I

barely knows them. You done with this beer?”
“Done? It’s full.”
“I know it’s full. I’m not asking you for the half one. That one is

yours. This one appears to be unattended.”
“Sure,” he says, pushing it over to her.
She takes the beer and knocks it back in one big, long, lazy gulp. She

wipes her lips and then smacks them so loud the epiphanous bartender
looks over at them. He shakes his head.

“I could surely stand another one of those. You wanna have another
one babe?”



“I can’t stay here,” he says. “Long story.”
“I’m too thirsty for a long story right now. Let’s go somewhere else.”

She picks up his smokes and waits for him.
Bo is drunk enough to know this is not a good idea but not drunk

enough to find the nerve to say no and so he gets up and she takes him
by the arm and leads him out the back way. He knows it is not going to
end well but it is too late to lodge any sort of viable defense and before
he knows what has hit him something has indeed hit him square on the
head and he falls to the dirty ground, a heap of blood and regret and the
start of a good old heaping helping of lifelong remorse in the making.

By the time he comes to he is shoeless, cashless and resting in prickly
bushes just this side of hell. His wallet is gone and so is his pocket
watch and there is a lump on his head the size of a bunch of ping-pong
balls strung together and covered in red paint.

Bring Me Another Drink

Words & Music
by
Bo Carter

Bring me another drink why dontcha
Is that asking too much?
Is that against the law or something
Why dontcha bring me another fucking drink
Is that asking too much?

IF IT WERE NOT FOR BAD LUCK #2: UNCLE BOB

On the plus side, he is not too far from The Village so he hikes or



rather lurches over to Gerde’s intent on finding Dylan and asking him to
sign his publishing rights and balls and bushes and briars over to Old
Man Whitmore.

Bo stumbles through the door but someone inside opens the door,
manoeuvres Bo to the sidewalk and closes the door behind him.

Bo takes another run at it and the doorman does his doorman ballet
but this time he joins him on the outside.

“Does this look like a brewery?”
“I know what it is,” Bo says. “That is why I am here.”
“Well, you should have planned ahead. Simple things usually work

the best. You know, like wiping the blood off your forehead. Cleaning
the piss out of your pants. I don’t care about the lack of footwear, but the
other two are sort of basic prereqs for a night out on the town.”

“I know, I know,” Bo says with already increasing testiness. “But I
have to see Bob.”

“Bob? Your uncle?”
“Dylan.”
“Oh Christ!” he screams. “Is that what this is? Is this what it is going

to be like? His name is out there and now every bloody clown in town is
going to come here, banging down the door trying to Talk to Bob. Christ.
I don’t need this. I Do Not Need This.”

“I have a deal for him,” Bo says. “I’m not running a scam.”
“No of course not,” he says. “You’re just here to Talk to Bob. Well,

listen, pal. Why don’t you turn around and then Fuck the Fuck Off and
come back some night when I’m not here and Bob is not here and then
we’ll treat you like the Crown Fucking Prince of Constantinople. But
right now -right now!- I need you to turn around and walk back from
whence you come. Okay, man?”

“Okay man,” Bo says. “I just...”
“Finish the sentence and we have a Real Big Issue,” he says. “Bigger

than both of us.”
Bo wants to say that the last statement is clearly an extreme



exaggeration but he catches a glimpse of his reflection in the window. It
is a vision of blood-red and aching and disheveled mayhem.

And so he leaves. Without Talking to Bob.
“Good choice,” he says. “Damn good choice.”
It is a long walk home. 

IF IT WERE NOT FOR BAD LUCK #3: THE MORNING AFTER

Old Man Whitmore is waiting for Bo at work on Monday. He is at
first very excited to see him but that tinge of hope soon withers and is
replaced by a seething level of anger that tips the scale so quickly that it
barely has time to register with Bo.

Old Man Whitmore stands motionless, staring in disbelief at the
wreck of a boy/man standing in front of him. In that split second, every
hope and dream of fame and fortune and Dylan and credibility and a
moderate sized yacht berthed in the Hampton's disappears before his
very eyes.

“What is this?” he says. “What the hell happened to you? Did you try
to rob a transvestite?”

“No, I...”
“Jesus mother of Christ. Seriously. What happened?”
“I was mugged.”
“By a boxer? I mean, really. You look like you were in the ring with a

freight train. Is this it? Is this who you are?”
“Well, no,” Bo says. “I had some back luck.”
“Some bad luck. People do not ‘have’ bad luck, Jack. They cultivate it.

They levitate it. They manufacture it. This,” he says, pointing his finger at
the egg-shaped bulge on his head, “this is not normal. Not even in New
York. Not even in the most nuanced bowels of New York. So?”

“I can’t specify.”
“Did you get Dylan is my question, Miss Artichoke.”



“I... Not yet.”
“Not yet. So you are going to wait until the swelling goes down and

then take another run at it?”
“Well, yes.”
“Well fine. In the meantime, go home. I don’t want anyone in here to

see you. Go home and put some steak sauce on your head and think
about whether or not you will still be alive for the Second Coming.
Understood?”

“No,” Bo says, but he walks away.

IF IT WERE NOT FOR BAD LUCK #4: NOT-SO-DANDY-CANDY

“So, did you get Dylan?” Candy says.
“Did I get him? Are you in the Mafia.”
“Very funny, Miss Artichoke.”
“Your father used that term,” Bo says.
“We think alike. You look like shit, by the way.”
“I am aware of that. Do you want to get a drink?”
“Drink is the last thing you need, buddy,” Candy says. “So did you

get Bob?”
“Bob your uncle?”
“I don’t know what that means.”
“Nor do I.”
“‘Nor? The bruised drunkard, putting on airs?”
“I don’t know what that means.”
“I am disappointed, Bo. In case you did not pick up on that. I was

expecting bigger and better from you.”
“I sensed that,” Bo says.
“It is not too late. You can still redeem yourself.”
“I’m not sure that is the case,” he says.
“Well, no. Why don’t you go home and tidy up and we’ll talk in a



couple of days.”
“A couple of days?”
“Count your blessings,” she says as she walks away. “And you

should see a doctor. You might have... contracted something.”
“From whom?”
“Whom do you think?” she says.
“I haven’t a clue,” he says.
“Christ,” she says, walking back to him in three quick strides. “I’m

pregnant.”
“You’re pregnant?”
“There is no other way to put it.”
“But we only...”
“I never said you were the father,” Candy says. “I’m telling you I’m

pregnant.”
“Well, that’s a...”
“Relief?
“Well, sure,” Bo says. “I don’t really care to be a father at the

moment.”
“Considering you are still a child yourself,” she says.
“That and other things. I mean glass houses and all.”
“I’m not keeping it. I can’t. If my father finds out he’ll kill you.”
“Kill me?”
“Well, I will have to tell him you were the father. I see no need to

drag someone else through the mud.”
“But it is okay to finger me!” he says.
“Well, of course,” Candy says. “Your name is mud anyway.”
“My name is mud because of you,” Bo says.
“Anyway, neither here nor. I have to sort this out. And I have to do it

on my own. So don’t expect to hear from me anytime soon. You might as
well move on. There’s nothing for you here. Nothing but grief and
sorrow. I don’t think you really know how to deal with either of those
things.”



She bows her head slightly, as though contemplating the meaning of
the words she has spoken and then she starts to drift off, in the literal
sense. “See you, Bo,” she says.

And then she is gone. In a puff. And a huff.
Bo wants very much to feel regret or a sense of loss, but he just feels

numb. He has lost his job, his girlfriend, all the things that had
previously tied him to this space and time. He is utterly alone in the
world. He has hit rock bottom.

“Hallelujah!” he screams.
He is a free man. Thank god almighty, he is a free man. He is free to

be anything or nothing. He has no possessions. No car or mortgage or life
insurance policy or lover or ties that bind. He can pack a bag and go to
the train or bus station and be on his way out of New York in 30 minutes
flat.

Why not. The answers are blowin’ in the wind. The wind is
everywhere. Now he can go anywhere the wind blows.

Last Song

Words & Music
by
Bo Carter

Goodbye New York
in all your glory
If I let you down
please know I am sorry
You beat me and you cheated me
and left me high and dry
I will never hate you
and I know no reason why



if you visit the heartland
and see me on the street
please pretend I’m a stranger
and we will never meet

this is the last song I’ll write in New York City
this is my ode to blood, piss and concrete



T

CHAPTER	2

THE	TRIP

he Bo Carter Freedom Ride begins with a too-cheap-for-words
ticket on an overnight bus ride to Washington, D.C. with the
aim of saving him the price of a hotel room for one night.

He has $24 in his father’s worn wallet and a knapsack with two shirts,
an extra pair of pants, two each of underwear and socks, a road map
showing the Eastern United States, Rudy’s notebook, a soiled copy of
Kerouac’s On the Road with the cover ripped off and a half bottle of cheap
bourbon.

In short, everything a free man needs. Well, once the swelling goes
down.

He is hoping he can beg or borrow (but not steal) enough money to
visit his aunt in Daytona, Florida. If not he will live the life of a beatnik
hobo, sleeping on a park beach and gathering rainwater in his hands and
bedding buxom women of ill repute.

Anything for a song.
He turns on the overhead light and takes out his pen and notebook

and starts to write a few words:

I Ain’t Movin’

Words & Music



by
Bo Carter

well I ain’t movin’
if you ain’t soothin’
my fevered brow
you packed your bags in the morning
Well, you packed your bags on morning
Call me in the mornin’
if you have the spare change
or else keep your head down and

GOOD LORD. SERIOUSLY? SHOULD HE STAY OR SHOULD HE GO? NO ONE

cares. Bo does not care and he is the one in charge of deciding his
character’s fate. He draws a big ‘x’ through the words, thereby cutting
his fictional creation loose. He will have to make his own way now and
Bo is free to move on to a new song.

He writes:

Title

Words and Music
by
Bo Carter

THAT IS HOW HE BEGINS EACH SONG. IF HE ACCOMPLISHES NOTHING ELSE

each day at least he knows he has written something.



All lyrics or thoughts, songs or would-be songs are recorded in a
black hardcover note book. No scraps of paper. Scraps can go missing. Or
into the laundry. So everything is in one place. No matter how old or
rotten the words might be.

Or how promising they might be:

I have seen the northern lights
reflected in your eyes, my love

THOSE TWO LINES HAVE BEEN IN HIS BLACK BOOK FOR AS LONG AS HE CAN

remember. He is waiting for a third line.
It will not be arriving today. Maybe next time, my love.
Each time he begins to write words in his notebook he also places a

cheap recorder on the table. Otherwise, if he does come up with a nice
melody an hour later he will likely realize he has no idea -no fucking
idea- what the melody might have been.

Dylan would have written three songs by now. He’d scribble the first
one on a napkin before the bus left the terminal. Imagine that freedom? If
it was good, he would keep it. If it was crap he would use it to clean up
the coffee stains and then move on to the next one.

Bo is living The Bob Dylan Dream. Well, that is idiotic. Dylan is living
The Bob Dylan Dream. He is the only one who will ever live it. Everyone
else -including Bo- will only ever dream about living The Bob Dylan
Dream.

Hell, by now perhaps even Dylan is not living The Bob Dylan Dream.
Fame and fortune may have forced him to live someone else’s dream.

HE LOVES THE RHYTHMIC SOUND OF THE TIRES ON THE ASPHALT, THE SLIGHT



“kaboom, kaboom” as the bus moves over the ruts in the road. There is
much comfort and protection in the moveable cocoon. He could almost
use the sound as a backtrack for a song.

And an added bonus: There is a cute girl a few rows ahead. She looks
like she might be a bit too wholesome, but she is so cute she could be a
dancer on Big T. N.T. TV program.

He will chat her up when they stop for their food and washroom
break.

There is also a man in uniform. Bo does not know which branch. He
has never paid much attention to such things. That is the price he pays
for living in his own little world.

But he is going to make a fresh start. He got lucky with Candy. Lucky
in that she had the good sense to dump him. Imagine him as a father.
Breadwinner. Shoulder to cry on. Rock of Gibraltar. Man of the house.

He takes a hit of bourbon and closes his eyes. The “kaboom kaboom”
lulls him to sleep.

THE BUS STOPS AT ONE OF THOSE HIGHWAY RESTAURANTS THAT ARE

accessible from both directions. It has some picnic tables, two vending
machines and a ‘restaurant’ that sells packaged sandwiches and coffee.

The cute girl has already left the bus by the time he gets organized.
The cool night air is frosty. He has left his coat behind to hold his seat.
The coffee is almost as stale as the doughnut but they are both

inexpensive and he is thankful he still has enough money to buy
anything at all.

The picnic table is covered with dew. It is dark and quiet except for
the sound of traffic and nature and the hum of neon. He could be
anywhere or anyone. He will ride away from here and be whoever he
wants to be.

A family of four is sitting two tables over. The parents are eating from



a picnic basket while the kids get rid of their energy. The father looks at
Bo and smiles. Bo does not know what the smile means. He imagines the
father is wishing he was in Bo’s shoes, a young kid heading somewhere,
maybe setting off on a holiday or going to see his girlfriend and
remembering how he used to do such things.

Bo gives him that nod that says, it will be okay, Mac. But what does
Bo know. (Thanks Rudy.) Maybe it will never be okay again.

Back on the bus he passes the cute girl. She is sitting with the soldier.
She looks up at him and he thinks he notices a smile.

It is 20 minutes before the bus driver returns. There is much
muttering as he climbs behind the wheel and starts the engine without
explanation.

Bo imagines the driver has a girlfriend at this rest stop (and perhaps
others!) and he stays with her until he gets what he wants and then he
slaps her on the ass and says, ‘thanks babe, see you next time’ and then
he saunters back to work.

I See, I Saw

Words and Music
by
Bo Carter

I sit alone, behind the wheel
of this machine, that’s made of steel
I go to Portland, I mean in Maine
I drive the turnpikes, they’re all the same

I came I see I saw
what else is new



I stop for coffee, they know my name

I go back home, it’s dark and still
I cook a meal,

Hello Matilda
How are you and your boy

He said, Jane I do I dew
when the highway calls
I ride straight to you
You are my one and only

I see I saw

EVERY LOUSY SONG HE WRITES NOW BELONGS TO HIM. A MIXED BLESSING AS

the songs that belong to him may never find a publisher or a recording
deal, so he may end up owning 100% of nothing.

Musically he feels trapped somewhere between the apparent ease and
charm of The Carter Family and the obtuse, wordy lost and found world
of Mr. Dylan.

He wonders if he has arrived on this music scene just in time or a few
years too late. It is exciting to see the Old Guard being pushed to the
wayside, but is it a good thing? The folk crowd are often a bit daft in
their obsession with musical authenticity but perhaps something will be
lost if the Post-Dylan-era forces them to return to their private acoustic
bunkers in the woods.

In the end the music itself should prevail, not where or when it was
created.



GOOD LORD, MAGGIE THINKS TO HERSELF. THE SOLDIER DOES LIKE TO TALK.
It is endless. And he has nothing to talk about other than the army and
some Viet-something-or-other and she does not understand very much
of what he is saying.

    She wishes the kid sitting a few rows back had found her first. Too
wholesome, perhaps, but nice. He looks like he could be a waiter at one
of those folk clubs in The Village.

    Oh lord. He has asked her a question.
    “Sorry?” she says.
    “Your name,” he says.
    Oh God. Could it have been any more obvious she was not

listening?
    “Maggie,” she says. “Yours?”
    “I just told you,” he says, sounding cross. “Is it because I’m black?”
    “It’s because it is 3:00 AM in the morning! I don’t even talk to my

mother at this hour.”
    He laughs. Sort of. He likes feisty gals, but this one might be too

much.
    “Sure,” he says. “Sorry. Nice talking to you, Maggie.”
    “You, too--” but she cannot finish the sentence because she does not

know his name.
    He moves back to his former seat. She is fine with that. She wants

to turn around to see if the kid has noticed but she does not want to
further antagonise the unknown soldier.

    It is better if she shows up in DC without someone hanging off her
arm. Ronnie is possessive, even if he has no right to be. They are not even
dating any more.

He is a musician. Or at least he would be if he could play or if he had
a band to play in. He is nice enough but so full of himself. It is okay to be
that way if you can fill it with knowledge, wit or strength- but if he has



those attributes they are well-hidden.
She deserves better. Better from him and life with him. The world is

changing and new doors are opening for women. She is tired of waiting.
And what if nothing actually changes? She might take one stand and

then another and still end up like her mother, high and dry, an outsider
in her own life.

She can hear the soldier talking to the bus driver. Poor guy. He is
going to have a long night.

War

words and music
by
Bo Carter

And I fought your stinking war
And I don’t even know what for
And now I’m sitting on the bus
Filled with dreams of

“YOU FROM?”
“Me from? Is that a question or a statement?”
Bo laughs. They eye each other for a moment but not quite up and

down like in the movies.
“New York,” Bo says. “You from?”
“Here and there,” she says. “Mostly Baltimore. DC at the moment.

Sort of.”
“And you laughed at my answer,” Bo says and she laughs, too.



“I guess the short and long versions are the same.”
“Never been. DC or Baltimore. You can go on a day trip in New York

and still be in the city.”
“I have passed through,” she says. “It was... different.”
They pull into another rundown diner on the interstate that has never

seen better days. It has dirty, uneven tables, dusty lamps and a jukebox
that is likely filled with records by Frank Sinatra and Dean Martin but
not Sammy Davis Jr.

Bo pushes the coffee away. It tastes like it was brewed last year. She
pushes it back.

“I'm not taking that,” she says. “I can tell just by looking at it. Maybe
we should dip it in toast. Or spread it on some roast beef.”

He laughs and looks at her in that way he has when he is doing
something natural and does not even realize that he is doing it. She
smiles. It is a nice smile. It shows up in her eyes, too.

He wants to lean over and kiss her and she knows it but she does not
let on and she can see he knows and is pretending he does not know and
she is not letting on and he knows that she knows...

“What's your name? I've been calling you The Kid in my head.”
“Bo,” he says. “Bo the Kid.”
“Bank robber with the wrong name. Maggie.”
“Nice to meet you, Maggie,” Bo says, reaching over to shake her

hand.
She feels sort of silly but she responds just the same.
“Are you always so... formal?”
“Nope,” Bo says brightly. “Not always so formal, Maggie. Just felt

right.”
“Well, then it was,” she says.
The other passengers are moving back to the bus. The diner is almost

empty and its true charm is readily apparent.
“Love the decor,” she says. “I wish I had brought my fishing pole.”
“And rifle,” Bo says. “I could have done shot me a moose for dinner.”



“And lunch. For a month.”
Bo and his new girl Maggie and her new boy Bo walk back to the bus.

He stops at the door and lets her go on first and she smiles. If he were
wearing a hat he would have tipped it.

“Do you mind if I sit with you?” he says.
“No, of course not. But I might have to sleep for a while.”
“Me, too,” Bo says. “Just for a few more hours.”
He collects his belongings and moves to the seat beside her. She does

not move her arm when his elbow touches her arm and so he does not
move his arm, either. They close their eyes. They will go to sleep this
way.

There is an electrical current running between them. No one else can
see it. They are in an almost-lover’s cocoon. It will protect them from the
outside world, from the wind and rain and people in the real world.
Well, at least until they get off the bus.

It is silly to be thinking of such things now. They have only known
each other for an hour. But isn’t that how love works? At least in the
story books. And in the insipid songs you hear on the radio.

Maybe now Bo can start writing some of those insipid songs he hears
on the radio.

MAGGIE IS STILL SLEEPING AS THE BUS PULLS INTO THE OUTSKIRTS OF A CITY.
Bo does not know which city they are pulling into. 

The sights he sees are unlike anything in New York. There is
much decay and layer upon layer of rust laid upon beds of weeds and
garbage.

Maggie looks out the window and at first she does not know where
she is and she most-certainly does not know who he is. But she quickly
warms to both and pulls herself up and takes hold of his hand and looks
out the window without saying a word.



The bus driver says it will be a half hour before they reach Baltimore.
Maggie is wondering. Nothing explicit yet, but thoughts are turning over
in her mind and then one thought takes hold and pushes the others to the
wayside. It is a silly and foolish thought but she decides it is the thing to
do and she will do it and she will persuade him to do it, too.

“What?” he says. He has been watching her think.
The look on her face speaks volumes and Bo, being a tad less

confident than your average lobster at a dinner table in Maine,
is prepared for the worst.

“I was thinking... are you married to DC? I mean friends, family,
anything?”

“No,” he says. “I have never been. I just wanted to get out of New
York.”

“Okay. Well, the thing is... I have a place we can use here. In
Baltimore, I mean.”

“Yah?”
“On the outskirts. I was thinking. DC will be complicated. Here will

be, too, but not in the same way. So maybe we could uncomplicate things
for a spell? Just jump off here and lay low for a while. See which way the
wind blows?”

“You’ve got a guy waiting for you in DC and you want to weigh the
odds with me before you see him?”

“Well, sort of,” she says. “I guess I do. There’s nothing wrong with
that. I have made mistakes. There is nothing to be learned from making
the same mistakes again.”

He can’t argue with that. In fact he might use it in his next song.
Bo has pictured a moment like this for years and he has always

wondered if he would panic and run for the hills or freeze altogether.
Turns out he does not want to do either.

Maggie has also pictured a moment like this and she has likewise
wondered if she would feel a sense of panic or freeze altogether. She feels
both.



She tries to hide it, but the moment they agree to agree she feels the
life being sucked right out of her. It makes her sick to her stomach, and
she has to resist the urge to get off the bus and let the kid ride on to DC
on his own and then thank god they would never have to speak of this
moment again because they would never speak to each other again.

“You okay?”
“Sure.”
“You can to back out?”
“Back out?”
“I could stay on the bus. Just keep on keepin' on to DC. We’d never

see each other again.”
“You’d do that?”
“If you wanted, sure. Do you want me to?”
“You know, I don’t think I do.”
“Well, you know, I don’t think I want to, either.”
“Well...”
“Okay. Just one question,” he says.
“What is that?”
“Do you live in a neighborhood like this one?” he says, pointing to

the shacks that line the highway on either side. Even at dusk it is a sight
to behold. She does not answer. Her mind has already moved on.

THE BED IS SO SMALL HE HAS TO LAY ON TOP OF HER. ANYTHING FOR LOVE.
The bedroom is only marginally bigger than the bed and it is sparse

in the extreme, replete with light green walls with squares and circles
where pictures once hung.

Maggie turns off the bare overhead light but it is twilight and they
can both see what the other can see. He likes what he sees.

“Have you ever done this before?” she says.
“Hell, I’d hope you would have remembered if I had laid on top of



you before?”
“Good lord,” she says with a laugh. “I didn’t mean have you done it

with me. I meant with anyone.”
“Oh,” he says. “Well, no. You?”
“No. I’d hope I would have remembered if you had laid on top of me

before.”
“Now you got me all...”
“Just kiss me and shut up.”
They make love. Finally. Well, ‘finally’ if you want to call a four-hour-

lapse an eternity.
It is tentative and awkward but that is the way it is supposed to be

the first time. The kisses are soft and sweet and the touches are exploring
territory that is new and fresh and exciting and by the time he does what
he is supposed to do they are both fairly ready to explode. And whether
it was what she wanted or whether she got what she needed he does not
know but in a way he is glad it is over.  He has discovered that he can
function in the way God or whoever intended him to function. He is a
man.

When they are finished she takes the sheet and covers both of them
and then rolls into his arm and onto his shoulder and kisses him on his
chest and he kisses her on her forehead and they drift off, into the world
of post-coital remembrance, the first and last time it will be as new and as
pure as it was this day.

MAGGIE IS ON THE PHONE AND BO ASSUMES SHE IS TALKING TO HER OLD

boyfriend:

“I KNOW, I KNOW.
It is... awkward. I know it is.



No, I did not want to do that. Why would I try to hurt you?
Yes, you have been decent and kind but this just sort of...
Well, no, I’m not going to give you details. I’m just saying it was...
Sure if you want. I’m here. How the hell would I know if you’re not speaking

to me. Right?
No you can’t come here. What would be the point of that? It would just...
No, I was not going to say mess things up. I was going to say it would

complicate...
Well, it is the right word. It would complicate everything. For both of us.

Right?
You want...
And I will. I AM sorry. I said that.
Now, just now. I said I was sorry. I said it again. I said it again and you

moaned.
Moaned, groaned. Whatever.
Jesus, Ronnie, I sort of have moved on, haven’t I. I’m not sure how much

more I can move on and still be on the same planet.
And again, fine. Don’t ever talk to me again. Don’t ever call or write or send

me a postcard from Peking. You know, that is your choice and you are a big boy
and...

Oh stop blubbering.
I just meant...
No. I didn’t know your parents were divorced. How the hell would I know

that.
Well, I do swear, Ronnie. I swear and I drink and I...
Yes, and apparently I do that, too.
Bo.
I don’t know what it is short for.
Well, when I find out I’ll let you know.
I will figure out some way to let you know without speaking to you. I’ll rent

a carrier pigeon. Send a telegram. Use smoke signals. Put it in a bottle. Have
them announce it at a football game.



You see? You laughed. It is not so bad. Right? You will be fine.
You’ll be fine. Just let it sink in, okay?
Just let it sink in and...
Okay. Yes, hi to your mother, too.
Okay. I’ll...
Okay. Let’s do that now, okay. Just hang up and spend some time...
Okay. Bye.
Okay, okay. I’ll say it. I’m saying it. Good bye Ronnie.
Right?
Okay.
Yup.
Okay.”

“I’M SORRY,” BO SAYS.
“Screw that. He’s over-reacting.”
“Over-reacting? How long have you been going out?”
“Six weeks,” she says.
“Oh,” Bo says with a laugh. “Then he is over-reacting. It sounded like

you had been going out for at least a year. Or two.”
“You’d think, wouldn’t you? He’s just a boy. I mean we’re all kids but

he is a boy who will remain a boy. He might go to school or get a job but
he will always be looking for a skirt to protect him from the wind, rain
and snow. Nothing wrong with that. It was just never going to be my
skirt.”

“I understand,” Bo says, and he does, in a way.
She makes tomato soup for lunch and she uses half can of milk

instead of water and sprinkles some ground pepper on top and he has
one bowl and then another.

“Look at you. All domesticated,” she says with a laugh. “You look
like you have hit the mother-lode.”

“Suppose so,” Bo says. And he wonders if she is not right.



They decide they will stay in Baltimore for a while and pretend to be
adults even though they both know they will be playacting.

Bo takes a shit-job in a factory and Maggie gets one in a restaurant.
He comes home blackened and tired and she arrives hot and horny so the
meet half way and only make love once a night.

They are not making very much money but Maggie saves enough to
buy him a cheap but decent guitar at the local pawn shop and Bo almost
weeps for joy.

It does not occur to him she might feel the same way if someone did
something nice for her, but she is at least somewhat confident it will
occur to him in time.

BO IS USUALLY TOO TIRED TO WRITE ANYTHING AFTER WORK. AND HE STILL

feels compelled to wait until Maggie leaves the house before he starts
experimenting with new material.

Living alone for all those years has taken its toll in many unexpected
ways.

His notebook is filled with rubbish. It was filled with rubbish in New
York as well but Baltimore is a private, industrial wasteland of rust,
sagging balconies and rain-filled-potholes. Three songs, maximum.

The people are nice enough but many seem dead inside, like they
have given up on life and love and everything else.

There are a few clubs in the city that feature live music but getting to
them is such a hellish chore and if you do make the effort you might
arrive only to discover that it is closed on Wednesday nights.

IT IS JUST UNDER TWO WEEKS BEFORE RONNIE SHOWS UP IN BALTIMORE.
Bo and Maggie are both working when Ronnie shows up



unannounced two weeks later.
He is forced to divide his time between sitting in the coffee shop

around the corner and the stoop in front of the house.
As luck would have it, Bo arrives home first.
“Hey,” Ronnie says as Bo approaches the door.
“I’m not buying,” Bo says.
“I’m not selling.”
“You’re on my stoop.”
“Well, you’re on my girlfriend,” he replies.
Bo smiles and Ronnie smiles and they both know that they are

admiring the reply and not the men in question.
“You must be Ronnie.”
“If you must be Bo.”
“You been waiting long?”
“Oh yeah,” he says. “I got here this morning. Been going up to the

coffee shop to warm up every couple of hours.”
“Too bad we didn’t know you were coming,” Bo says. “The door

wasn't locked.”
Bo proves the point by pushing on the door.
Bo pulls out two beers, hands one to Ronnie and then leans against

the counter.
Ronnie is dressed like a coal miner on an R&R break, replete with

disheveled hair, dirty jeans and dirt under his fingernails. Bo can't help
but notice the slight whiff of campfire that follows him around the room.
His eyes are shot and his skin is angry and his posture is tormented.

They nurse their beers and when the kettle has at long last boiled Bo
makes a pot of tea and they sit at the kitchen table and study the place-
mats for a while.

“You down on your luck?” Bo says.
“That’s a nice way to put it,” Ronnie says without a trace of anger or

irony. “I guess you could say I am.”
“Because of this?” he says, motioning to the room they are in.



“No, no. It started before that. We lost our place and I’ve been
roughing it but the cold weather is coming on quick this year. Sometimes
November is just fine.”

“Is that why she’s here, ‘cause you lost the place?”
“Oh no. She left long before any of that. She got fed up a couple of

weeks ago. She just walked out the door. I thought she was coming back.
Then I assumed she had gone to see her sister in New York? But she and
me had nothing to do with you and she.”

“I think I got that.”
“Jesus, me too,” he says with a laugh. “I need some tea. That’s what it

is.”
Bo pours two cups and they wrap their hands around the mugs

and sip noisily and sort of giggle to themselves.
“You want anything with it? Sugar? Milk?”
“No. It’s fine.”
“Probably for the best,” Bo says. “Don’t think we have sugar or milk.”
“Honey is nice sometimes.”
“Who’s Honey? You mean Maggie?”
“I mean real honey. In the tea, like.”
“Oh,” Bo says with a laugh. “Yeah, I guess that would be good. Don’t

think we have any of that, either.”
“Why would you?” Ronnie says. “You play anything?”
“A bit of guitar. I had a notion one time I wanted to be a songwriter.

But I don’t know. Seems like a scam.”
“You written anything I might have heard?”
“Doubt it.‘Coal Miner's Blues’ was mine.”
“Haven’t heard it. But that is something.”
“Yeah, it is something. I got a little money from it. I tried to collect

more from the record company but one guy told me to see another guy
and before long I was right back at the first guy and then what? Be a
chump and start all over again? Or just say fuck it. So I said fuck it.”

“Well, someday? You never know.”



“You play bass, right?”
“Yeah. How did you know?”
“Maggie. She told me.”
“Oh yeah. I sort of forgot about her and me and you.”
“Maybe for the best.”
“Maybe,” Ronnie says. “Listen, do you mind if I catch a wink or two

on the couch? I’ve been up all night.”
“Yeah yeah. Use the bed. First door.”
“You sure? I don’t want to...”
“Do it. No problem.”
“Thanks man. I’m glad we didn’t have to beat the shit out of each

other.”
“Me, too. Listen, why don’t you go in the room and toss me your

clothes and I can wash them for you.”
“No, it’s okay.”
“I know, man. But Maggie goes in later and the bed smells of --”
“Got it. Last thing either of us needs.”
“Last thing,” Bo says.

MAGGIE KNOWS EVEN BEFORE SHE KNOWS SHE KNOWS.
“Where is he?”
“Sleeping.”
“He being an asshole?”
“Not really,” Bo says. “He’s just...”
“A kid?”
“Yeah. Just a kid.”
“So you okay with him being here?”
“Yeah, I guess. I mean he is not horrible. He’s got nowhere to live at

the moment.”
“Well, I’m not sure I’m too keen on that.”



“Well, me either, but maybe we see him over the hump.”
“It could be a big hump.”
“He might be close to finding something. Maybe we can help him do

that.”
“Well one thing is for certain. He is not sleeping in our bed tonight.”
“One thing I can tell you for certain. He is not sleeping in our bed

tonight.”
Maggie makes a simple pasta and Bo tends to the clothes and then eat

and when there is still no sign of Ronnie she sneaks down the hall to
make sure he has not slipped out and they are sneaking around quietly
for nothing.

“He’s still asleep,” she reports back. “I guess we’ll let him sleep it
off?”

“Sure,” Bo says. “One night. We can do one night on the couch.”
It is late and they are both tired. She faces one way and he the other.

There is not enough room to sleep side-by-side.
Bo is asleep within minutes. Maggie takes much longer.

MAGGIE CAN FEEL THE STING OF THE PAST CLOSING IN ON HER. IT IS ALWAYS

looking over her shoulder but the tipping point usually arrives suddenly.
When she is not tending to her current boy/man she is an artist but there
is no room for creativity in this setting. She will leave that to the boys and
their musical toys for the moment.

It is always the same. She starts out all prim and proper and confident
about the future and slowly, slowly she puts up barricades and then
finds reasons to push her new-found lover out the door so she will not
have to feel like a bitch for doing it herself.

She is a good artist and a lousy person. Bo might be a lousy artist and
a good person.



JESUS. WHAT IS WITH HER? IT HAS BEEN FOUR MONTHS? EVEN HIS WORST

relationships have held together at least that long. It is wearing him out.
He is a proponent of the injured bird syndrome. He finds one and

without even thinking he tries to fix its broken wings.
Maggie is no exception. He knows she has had a tough life so he tries

to overlook her constant snide comments and her negative reactions to -
well, just about everything- and he tries to pump her up and give her
hope but he fears he might come to hate her.

RONNIE HAS SPENT MOST OF HIS LIFE ROAMING FROM PLACE TO PLACE,
collecting scraps of food and free beers and coffee and corn flakes and
smokes. He needs those things more than his own roof.

He is not sure how long he can stay with Maggie. She has not
changed.

Poor Bo. He does not seem to have a clue that she is a pubic hair away
from busting his balls with a hammer. One day he will wake up and call
out her name and in the silence he will know at once that she is gone for
good. No forwarding address. No return to sender.

He will be left with a faint whiff of perfume for a day or two. And
maybe a few stray hairs on his brush.

In time he might even forget the way she ignored him when he said
he loved her or that hopeless look of despair when he said something
nice to her.

Been there. Done that. Never again.

BO GOES TO THE PAWN SHOP EARLY SATURDAY MORNING AND BUYS A BASS



and a cheap amp. He can return it in a few days and get most of his
money back or keep it and not be out too much pocket money.

“Lucky Ronnie!” Maggie says.
Damn, Bo thinks. He still owes her a gift.
“I just thought...”
“Sure. I can see.”
She makes a cup of instant coffee rather than the normal pot of real

coffee and slams the screen door on her way out. It always makes a noise
but she has a way of giving it extra help sometimes.

Arguing with her is a lost cause. And there is the very real fear that he
might lose something he might want to use later. Like his penis.

He waits a while before going outside and kicking some dirt around
with his shoe.

“I’m sorry,” he says finally. “I should have...”
“What?”
“I’m not sure.”
“Well, at least you are honest.”
“I am that,” he says.
“You getting ready to move on?”
“Not that I’m aware of. Why do you ask?”
“Isn’t that the name of the game? Get scared of being trapped and

come up with a reason to move on?”
He cannot say she is wrong. Of course he is afraid of being tied down.

He is human. A human male. And he is an artist. If she ever starts to
impede his creative output he would be forced to head for the hills. He
might do that even if she does not tie him down.

“And what about you?”
She does not respond. So that is his answer. Should he respond or let

it go? Pass. Screw this. He lets the screen door slam on his way back
inside.



AN HOUR PASSES BEFORE HE HAS THE NERVE TO PEEK OUTSIDE. SHE IS NOT

there.
At first he is peeved that he does not know when she left but then he

is annoyed that he has waisted so much valuable ‘free’ time.
He takes out his guitar and starts to strum.
Let’s do it this time. Second verse. Enough mucking about.

I See, I saw

I sit alone, behind the wheel
of this machine, that’s made of steel
I go to Portland, I mean in Maine
I drive the turnpikes, they’re all the same
I stop for coffee, they know my name

THAT LAST LINE IS NICE BUT IT CAN’T RHYME WITH THE ‘SAME.’
So dump that line. Fine. Next!! Fuck. No. Radio is not ready for fuck.

Too bad. It is a good rhyming word.
Screw it. He can’t write when he is pissed off.
He starts playing a blues riff. Just playing. Not working. He gets into

a roll and it takes off on its own. He is not a great guitar player but he has
a way of holding the pick in a certain way and then dampening the
sound with the side of his hand and so sometimes it almost sounds like
he knows what he is doing.

T for Texas
T for Tennessee
I said, T for Texas



T for Tennessee
Ain’t gonna let no woman make a fool of me
Going where the water
Tastes like cherry wine
Going where the water tastes —

“OH DEAR. GOT DEM MEAN ‘OL BLUES, DO YOU BABY.”
Christ. He did not hear her come in. Lost in it. Look out.
“Glad to see you were not pining for me. You are a strong man. Fast

recovery.”
“You were gone for an hour. I couldn’t just sit here.”
“I was gone for seven minutes,” she says.
“Oh.”
“Oh.”
“So, Bo.”
“Okay, I am not sure what is going on here.”
“No? I asked you if you were going to run for the door.”
“Yes.”
“And you did not answer.”
“Exactly!”
“But not answering is answering, isn’t it.”
Man. Great song material. She’d probably get peeved if he took out

his notebook.
“I understand,” Maggie says. “I don’t agree with it, but I understand.

Maybe you have to choose.”
“Between?”
“Us or your music.”
“What music!” Bo says. “You talk like I have an actual career.”
“Well, you might at some point. And if that happens, I am sure you

will take off.”



“And if it ever came to that you would join me.”
“I doubt that will be an option,” she says.
“Well, you don’t know. I don’t know, so how could you know.”
“I suppose,” Maggie says. “I suppose.”
Bo takes her hand and holds it. They sit without speaking for a while.

Maybe he was wrong about her? Perhaps she does care. About him?
About them? About everything? Or perhaps not.

HE OPENS HIS NOTEBOOK.

I sit alone, behind the wheel
of this machine, that’s made of steel
I go to Portland, I mean in Maine
I drive the turnpikes, they’re all the same
I stop for coffee, they know my name

CHRIST. THERE IS NO POINT IN TRYING TO WRITE A SONG WITHOUT A GUITAR,
but madam will freak out if he plays. And then he will freak out. And
then his creative juices will spill out onto the floor and he won’t be able
to write anything decent anyway. Mission accomplished.

She was so supportive when she first heard him playing. She said she
found it sexy. But it wore off quickly. On the fourth day she snapped,
saying that perhaps he had gone on too long. Gone on? he asked.
Playing. Oh. Five or ten minutes of irritation is okay. Note taken.
Literally. He wrote it in his notebook. This gal is a wealth of song fodder.

But Christ, these fights can last for days. He needs to get moving on
these new songs. It is a complete waste of time. If he wanted to waste
time he could do it on his own



I sit alone, behind the wheel
of this machine, that’s made of steel
I go to Portland, I mean in Maine
I drive the turnpikes, they’re all the same
I stop for coffee, they know my name

WILL HE BECOME ONE OF THOSE GUYS WHO COMPLAINS ABOUT CREATIVE

juices that do not flow and lament he could write a good song ‘in only’
he had:

• A GOOD PEN

• a decent notebook
• a real desk
• a good sleep
• a proper reading light
• new strings
• a light gauge pick
• some time to yourself
• a decent capo
• a pack of smokes
• a brand new lover
• some cash in the bank
• no need for a full time job
• too much or not enough to drink
• too much or not enough sex

Maggie: Okay. Let’s get this over with.



Ronnie: This?
Maggie: Seriously. One chance. I am cold and tired and I do not have
time to fuck around.
Ronnie: Stop beating around the bush.
Maggie: You can’t stay here forever.
Ronnie: I wasn’t planning on staying here forever.
Maggie: You never plan on doing anything forever. So how long are you
planning to stay.
Ronnie: Christ, I don’t know, Maggie. I did not want to end up like this.
You left me, remember.
Maggie: And for good reason.
Ronnie: Well, it was your good reason, not mine. You did not have to
screw me over.
Maggie: I’m not sure that is true.
Ronnie: Of course it is. You always think screwing someone over is best. I
have seen you do it, how many times?
Maggie: You were the first.
Ronnie: The first that month, maybe. You don’t like relationships. You
only need somewhere to rest your demented brain for a while.
Maggie: That is not fair.
Ronnie: Of course it is. You go on the hunt for ‘good guys’ but that is not
what you want. You want trouble. Bad boys who will fuck you off and
then you can fuck off.
Maggie: Well…
Ronnie: So I am not going to stay here forever. Any more than you are.
So listen, why don’t we let it ride and we will see who bolts first.
Maggie: (laughs)
Ronnie: (shrugs)
Maggie: Okay. Just keep out of my hair.
Ronnie: Back at you, darling.



BO AND RONNIE CAN NOW PRACTICE WITHOUT ANY BULLSHIT FROM MAGGIE.
She is so negative about everything. Whenever they play anything she
makes a negative comment. And not necessarily about the songs. Just
something plain negative.

So… their sound is not exceptional but it is not horrible. Bo is
frustrated with Ronnie’s apparent lack of musical knowledge so when
they hit a roadblock they take a break and open a beer. They may never
jell musically. He is already preparing for a mismatch.

   Bo’s songs are mostly still rehashed fried beans, ill-formed (and
largely incomplete!) and a tad pedestrian. They are concentrating on the
songs that everyone is playing at the moment, folk songs old and new,
some that touch a nerve and others that are so old that the dust fairly
flies off his guitar strings.

They both have a good sense of rhythm and timing and a good sense
of humor and they are not easily offended when the other person does
something very good or even very bad.

    But something is missing. Their musical roadmap is tired and worn
and frankly becoming quite boring.

 Leave it to Maggie to come to the rescue.
“I have a friend,” she announces.
“I bet you do,” Bo says they all laugh.
“Funny man,” she says. “I have a friend who is a guitar player.”
“Oh? Good?”
“Not so good he will ruffle but not so bad it would be hopeless.”
“Sounds promising,” Bo says.
“The thing is, he is a musician. I mean like an actual musician.”
There is a long pause. Maggie is patient. She lets it sink in.
“Well,” Bo says at last.
“Yeah,” Ronnie says.
“So?”
“Yeah,” Bo says.
“Well,” Ronnie says.



“Okay,” Maggie says, getting up as though preparing to walk out of
the room.

“No, no,” Bo says. “It could work.”
“It could,” Ronnie says. “We’re all adults.”
“Well, most of us are adults,” Maggie says. “The jury is still out.”
“True,” Ronnie says, looking at Bo with a sideways glance.
Bo ignores him.
“Is he that good?”
“Well, he thinks he is that good and he might be that good. But he

will... act as though he is.”
“Ah,” Bo says. “Ego-train.”
“Ego-train,” Ronnie says.
“What does that mean?” Maggie says.
“Musical term. You wouldn’t understand.”
“Nope. Musicians understand.”
“Seriously? Ego-train. You make up shit and it just falls out of your

mouth.”
“Well...” Bo says.
Ronnie starts to agree but Maggie shoots him a look that could most

assuredly send his “ego-train” flying off its track.
“Okay, clowns,” she says. “I will set it up. Okay? I’ll set it up and you

two can screw it up at your leisure.”
“Sounds good,” Ronnie says without a trace of irony.

DEXTER FULBRIGHT LOOKS LIKE HIS NAME. TALL, BRAWNY WITH JUST ENOUGH

hair on his head to hide the fact that he will spend at least part of his 30th
birthday combing over in front of the bathroom mirror with the lights
turned down low.

“Call me Dex,” he says.
Even his voice sounds like a Dexter Fulbright, like someone



perpetually on the verge of either passing into or finally passing out of
puberty. But no visible signs of “ego-train.” Yet.

“So you play,” Bo says.
“Oh sure,” Dex says. “I know a lick or two.”
“Maggie says you’re okay.”
“Well, Maggie is one of my biggest fans,” he gushes and as he says

these words all three boys know they have all slept with the lovely
Maggie.

“I have my ax with me,” Dex says, changing a subject not-yet
broached.

“We don’t need any wood,” Ronnie says and everyone laughs but he
is not joking.

The long silence is breathtaking. Do or die.
Dex plugs in his amp, tunes his guitar (a big plus!) and begins

jamming all over the musical map. A blues refrain, some Holly-style-
rock, some country-type stuff. He is wearing old, dirty and frayed
cowboy boots and they serve as his rhythm section, keeping time while
the notes fly from his guitar.

“Not bad,” Bo says when he is finished.
“Not bad at all,” Ronnie says.
“You write? Songs?”
“Oh sure,” Dex says. “Not great. Not radio-ready. But yeah.”
“Well, we don’t want radio-ready,” Bo says. “Been there.”
“Then it might be just the ticket.”
“So you game?” Bo says.
“I am willing to give it the old college. You?”
“Yeah. Why don’t we see if we can find a style.”
They all laugh. Their only style until now has been disorganized

mayhem. Maybe a slice of the other kind might be just the ticket.
Maggie laughs. These boys are so predictable. Pissing out their

territory even when there is no territory to claim! It is in their genes. They
have no more control over that than she has over her menstrual cycle.



Which sure as hell better come soon, she thinks as she gazes out over the
cold, sad decay that is her corner of Baltimore.

THE ORIGINAL MUSICAL MEEKNESS AND HESITANCY HAS MORPHED INTO A MILD

wave of experimentation that, while not-yet unique, is also not all that
common. They are still on the middle diving board.

Musicians are a strange breed. Most are compelled to confront their
insecurities every time they pick up pen, instrument or take to the stage.
Being good last week does not mean a thing this week.

So a pissing match in this new band is inevitable. But at least this one
is short-lived. The battle for “leadership” between Bo and Dex ends
when they reach a “compromise.” Dex will be the leader of the band and
Bo will be the public face.

Bo is savvy enough to know that the public face is the de facto leader,
but whether through cunning or simple convenience he allows Dex to
cultivate the fiction he is the boss. The King of Nothing.

With that settled, they can concentrate on becoming a real band. And
much to everyone’s surprise, they begin to show signs of doing just that.
They rehearse every day, sometimes for hours at a time. They are looking
(even if they do not know it) for a sound that is conventional enough to
attract attention but not so mainstream that boredom will set in, for them
or their hopeful audiences.

The sound they settle on is an unorthodox highbred of folk and rock,
but not quite in the manner of the other bands who are exploring that
territory. They are unaware of those other experimentations anyway, but
by chance their sound is learner and meaner, sort of bad boys who spit
on the sidewalk but have never served a detention.

Bo assumes the role of main bad boy, barking out lyrics and walking
on the edge. The edge of what, is not yet clear, but he more than anyone
is eager to hit the stage.



It is Dex who is keeping them from exposing themselves in public. He
knows that to do so prematurely would set everyone up for
disappointment and so they continue to play in and for the shadows.

To say nothing of Dexter’s dexterity. It has taken longer than he
expected to get his guitar licks back again. In the early days he’d just pick
up his guitar and start to not only play, but play well. His fingers would
slide up and down the fret with ease, teasing out a myriad of unique and
interesting sounds . Now he has to work at getting that groove back.

Now he is eager to ease his way back into the whole scene again. His
wife Glenda was not so keen.

“You’d have to be either a moron or a drug addict to place your right
arm within reach of a needle and a spoon,” Glenda told him when he
announced his intentions.

“I might be both,” he replied.
“Might be? And yet your bag is packed? And you have bought a train

ticket to Baltimore?”
“Well, yeah.”
“Well, yeah. Jack Casual all the way, right?”
“You are right. I’m not afraid. Of leaving or the needle.”
“You should be. You should be very afraid.”
Glenda was right. Perhaps he is simply suicidal. Or maybe he is on a

mission? People say addiction is a sickness. Fuck them.
The first few hits will be joyful and that will change somewhat further

along the line but he has learned his lessons. He knows how to control
the urges now. New rules. One hit a day. After breakfast. Never on an
empty stomach. And nothing but high-grade product. No more of this
OTC shit. Now for the best and later for the garbage. A hit a day keeps
the doctor away.

RONNIE IS ALMOST IN HEAVEN. HE HAS A HOME (SORT OF), A JOB (SORT OF),



free beer and smokes. He is feeling his way around this new musical life
but he is also runs the risk of being crushed in the Dexter and Bo wall.

He is the odd odd man out.
He is not sure about Dexter. He might be a toxic fly in the musical

ointment. Sometimes he has a ‘manic madman’ look in his eyes, like he
could flip out at any moment, whether through craziness or drugs or
booze.

But he can play guitar. He says he is self-taught, but clearly it just
came to him. He picked up the guitar and he fell into it. He is a musician.
A real one.

Ronnie also had to teach himself how to play, but he is not like
Dexter. He has never ‘fallen’ into anything. He is better at falling out of
things.

His biggest fear is that he will go out one day for a coffee and come
back and discover that the rest of the band has held a meeting without
him and they have decided he is no longer in the band.

If that happens, he has already decided he will become a part-time
groupie. For an all-girl-band.

“IT’S TOO MUCH,” MAGGIE SAYS. “I’M STUCK IN THE MIDDLE, AREN’T I.”
“Not literally,” Bo says.
“Well, no, not literally. If it was literally I would have said ‘I’m

literally stuck in the middle.’”
“Point taken,” Bo says. Some men love ‘strong’ women. Bo is not one

of those men.
This one is too quick on her feet. He will never be able to match her.
Ever since Dex arrived she has become a cranky nun. She does not

want to appear to be favoring anyone and so she does not favor anyone
at all. And if she adds Dex to the list -he wonders if it is still an ‘if?’- there
is no hope any of them will ever sleep with her again.



And that would be a bloody shame.
“Listen,” he says.
“Forget it.”
“I mean, we’re alone.”
“You’re alone. But I am under constant scrutiny.”
“Not literally,” he says foolishly.
“You are such a fool,” she says, but she throws in a free smile. “Okay,

okay. Why don’t we sneak out for a night. Book a hotel or something?
Well, more likely a motel. Get a cheap bottle of wine? I’ll put on my
summer dress?”

“You mean like now?”
“If I meant now I would have said now.”
“I just thought…”
“Well, I know what you just thought, Bo, and I made an offer, didn’t

I.”
“You did. And for that I should be thankful.”
“Yes,” she says. “You should be thankful.”
“But you know me. I follow the penis.”
“And you did not even have to say ‘literally.’”

DEXTER GETS MOODY AND PENSIVE WHEN HE IS WRITING A SONG. HE IS

convinced he is being punished for being creative. Yesterday he set
himself up in the washroom at the crack of noon and no one heard a
peep from him for over an hour. Bo began to wonder if he had given up
and flushed himself down the crapper. He knocked on the door but Dex
just grunted. So at least they knew he was still alive. He might have been
supine in a pool of blood, but he was alive.

Bo does not understand such ‘creative angst.’ When you want to
write a song, you write it. If you can’t write it at that moment, you stop.

But Dex goes through a big ritual which might include meditation



and what he calls ‘visualization.’ Whatever the hell that means.
Bo decided that the only thing missing was a scented candle in the

loo, so Bo (thanks Rudy) bought one. It is in a glass cup so it can be used
as a real glass later, making it a functional prank.

He left the candle in the bathroom and tossed an old pack of matches
in the cabinet and sure enough, the next time Dex had the creative urge,
the candle was lit and the entire house smelled of lavender in no time. Bo
likes to think he has added something to Dex’s life, but he also wishes he
had picked something other than lavender.

The inner-angst nevertheless came to a head a short time later. Dex
took Bo aside and confessed he was facing a dilemma.

“Listen, pal,” he said.
“Pal?”
“Buddy? Sweetheart? Cupcake? Dickhead?”
“Pal.”
“Listen, pal. The songwriting?”
“Yes,” Bo says.
“It is… difficult.”
“Well, yeah. It is supposed to be.”
“But you make it look easy.”
“I make it look easy,” Bo said. “That does not mean it is easy.”
“True, I guess. But you finish most of what you start.”
“Well, eventually.”
“Even if you don’t like it?”
“Well, eventually.”
“But it might be crap!”
“Well, yeah,” Bo said. “But I know when it’s crap.”
“But you finish it, anyway?”
“Sure. I try. Why not?”
“I guess. I don’t know. I can hardly start one. The thought of finishing

it…”
“Different strokes.”



“What does that mean?”
“What are you driving at?”
“Not driving at anything,” Dex said.
“Listen,” Bo said. “You want to team up, we can team up.”
“Well…” he said, but he stopped short. Maybe they do need a

songwriting team. It would be hellish and a royal pain in the royal ass
but maybe it would not be such a bad idea. “So shares?”

“Sure. Why not? We’ll share writing credits.”
“For everything?”
“Well, everything or everything we work on together. All the same.”
There was a long pause. They were both thinking the same thing:

FULBRIGHT - CARTER

OR

CARTER - FULBRIGHT

THAT IS THE QUESTION.
“So, we’ll work out the name after we’ve written something?” Dex

said.
“You mean after every song?”
“No, I mean once we’ve written something. Right?’
“Sure,” Bo said. “Just the once would do, I guess.”
“Right. No need to go through this every fucking time.”
“Fine,” Bo said with a giggle. Dex really is such a hapless sap

sometimes.



DEXTER IS PISSED OFF. HE DOES NOT HAVE TO WORK AT ATTRACTING WOMEN

or notes from his guitar but putting words to paper is a nightmare. He
has been in the washroom for half an hour and has managed to put three
words to paper:

She is so cute
Okay, he has put four words to paper. What the fuck. He has been

kind to the muse. Comforted her. Offered her high-grade dope. Caressed
her.

Okay, that was himself he was caressing but same thing.
Bo acts like he lives to write, like he does not need to feed the muse. It

just comes to him. As if.
He is so full of shit. He still does his own quasi-mystic rituals that are

meant to achieve the same thing.
Screw him. You can’t have it both ways. Either you believe in The Gift

or you don’t.
Dexter believes in The Gift. He is The King of Karma. Well, music

karma. The rest is just life. It will happen or not. It can either be a big
roller coaster or a small hill. You can’t let anyone else decide for you.

He never had any doubt he would follow the path he is following. He
is a guitar player. Plain and simple. That defines him.

But then there is life on the road. It is hard on him but he can put up
with it if the music is good. But it is rarely very good. In his last band it
was only days before they were playing like shit and sleeping and
travelling in the van, going from one inept show to another. No money,
no food to speak of.

They always had lots of drugs but the hard stuff made him feel like
he never had a chance to connect with his mind. He was always one toke
or hit shy of making something happen. But then he would wake up in
the back seat of the shitty van on their way one bumfuck or another.

A week or two? A month? Two? Sure. Longer? What are the odds of



surviving. Either your brain or your body or the car is going to give out
at some point and then the drugs don’t work at all.

It is going to be different this time. He is going to hold onto the ropes
and tame this bronco. He is going to take it easy with the drugs and play
the best music he has ever played. That is the deal he made with The
Muse. He promised to give it his all or take a fall.

YOU NEED A DRUMMER. YOU MAY NOT WANT OR FEEL YOU NEED A BASS

player but you need a drummer. Unless you want to be one of those
“folk trios” trying to make a name for themselves in this post-Dylan-
folky-wannabe New York world.

But once you take that step -to add a drummer- there is no turning
back. No last-minute reprieves or ‘change of direction.’ You have a band,
a sound, a format and unless you want to change your name and start
fresh, you’re sort of stuck with what you have once you ‘go public.’

And that, as it turns out, is what Dex was aiming for all along. He
places a ‘drummer wanted’ notice at the local grocery store and on the
notice-board at a local pub. How else do you a find a drummer these
days?

One day a kid with a kit turns up and knocks on the front door so
softly that no one even hears him for ages.

That a drummer cannot hit a door loud enough to be heard in the
dead of the afternoon is the source of great levity and the poor sucker
knows at once that this will be his lasting legacy.

He is a slight thing, sloppy red hair, long limbs and red suspenders.
He has more pimples than drum sticks.

“We’ll call you Silent Bob,” Dex says during their ‘interview” with
him.

“My name’s not Bob,” he says.
“I don’t care what you think your name is. In the band you’ll be



known as Silent Bob.”
“So I’m in the band,” he says hopefully.
“Is he in the band?” Bo says. “Christ, you haven’t even played for us

yet. How could you be in the band if we don’t even know if you can
play?”

“Yeah,” Ronnie says. “It takes more than having a catchy nickname to
be in our band.”

They all laugh. Ronnie is no longer the ‘new guy,’ the always-shat-on
guy, the butt-of-all-the-jokes-guy.

“I can play,” the would-be drummer says. “I am in a marching band
and…”

“Marching band?” Dex says.
“Yeah. Drums.”
“Christ,” Dex says. “What’s your name? Your real name?”
“Artie Schumacher.”
“Well, pal, you do know you are applying for a rock band, don’t

you?”
“I do. I read the notice. That’s why I’m here.”
“Well, yeah, you would not be here if you had not read the notice. I’m

just wondering -we’re all just wondering- if you know what it means to
be in a rock band?”

“I reckon I know as much as you guys,” he says.
“Cheeky!” Bo says. “I like that in a drummer.”
“Quit horsing around,” Dex says to Bo. “Okay, listen, we’ll set up and

you can sit in with us.”
“Deal,” he says.
Dex looks at him like he is ready to beat the piss out of him but he lets

it pass. A moment he will always regret.
They set up in the living room, two acoustic guitars and an acoustic

bass and the kid on his kit. They run through a few tunes -a few Kinks,
some Buddy Holly, a rocking Kingston Trio- and the kid does fine.
Nothing spectacular, but not-half-bad and better than any of them could



do.
Dex and Bo try to hide their smiles but Ronnie is not very good at

such things. He shakes Artie’s hand and beams at his pals. Ronnie has
played their hand and they can either come up with a good reason Artie
is wrong for the band or they can put their pride aside and ask him to
join up.

The choose the latter. They have a band.

THE NEXT ORDER OF BUSINESS IS TO COME UP WITH A NAME FOR THEIR NEW

band. Bo calls a meeting and suggests everyone bring suggestions.
“So, I’m thinking, everyone should put their ideas down on pieces of

paper and we’ll throw them all into a hat…”
“A hat?” Dex says.
“And we’ll reach in and pull out the winner.”
“Naw,” Dex says. “The first part is fine, but we won’t name the band

at random. What if someone puts in something like The Pig Shits or
something? We’d go with that?”

“Well, no,” Bo says. That is a good point. He would not mind being
called The Pig Shits, but there might be other suggestions worthy of
consideration. “Okay, write down your suggestions and we will read
them?”

“Deal,” Dex says and Ronnie concurs. The drummer, new to the
band, does not yet have a vote.

They each move to their private corners, pens in hand. It is a long
drawn-out process. It becomes even longer once bottles of beer are
introduced to the process. 

 It falls to Bo to read the suggestions aloud:

- THE WET PYJAMAS



- Busted Flat
- The Touts
- Maximum Throttle
- The Short Sentences
- Mother Mayhem
- Yesterday's News
- Full Throttle
- The Burnt Onions
- Speculation
- The Nocturnal Visionaries
- Piss Proud
- The Orange Crates
- Busted Flat
- The Urns
- The Shout Outs
- The Raspberry Raptures
- The Bad Jokes
- The Horny Toads
- The Broken Parachutes
- The Ticking Clocks
- The Vaginas
- The Hard Caulks
- Splendid
- The Pig Shits
- BARF
- The Rusty Zippers
- The Churlish Children
- Eat Me
- Eat You
- Take it Back
- The Gas Tanks
- The Bad Jokes



- Up Yours
- Smell My Feet
- The Worried Men
- Too Hot to Handle
- The Cheap Dates
- Big Trouble
- The Salty Kisses
- The Street Lights
- The Bad Bumpers
- The Secret Sluts
- The Red Hot Chilli
- Piss Off
- The Gigantic Giraffes
- The Stop Signs
- The Modest Mice
- The Glass Eyes
- The Data Dicks
- The March Hairs
- The Stupid Step-Fathers
- The Empty Sky

THEY SHOULD HAVE HELD OFF VOTING UNTIL THEY WERE SOBER, AS WELL, BUT

there is no stopping the ‘ego-train’ from rolling into the next station.
“Your choice?” Bo says to Dexter.
“The Pig Shits.”
“Christ,” Bo says.
“What? It’s a good name. And I’m sure no one has ever used it.”
“There are good reasons no one has ever used it.”
“Such as?”
“Well, no album covers could be displayed in store windows, no ads

could run in newspapers, no songs would be played on the radio, no



greatest hits collection. To name a few.”
“True enough,” Dexter says. “And your choice?”
“The Touts.”
“I don’t even know what that means.”
“Me, either,” Ronnie says.
“Me, too,” Artie says.
“In the UK and Ireland it means one who informs on others. An

informer.”
“Oh,” Dex says with a smile. “I like that.”
“You see?”
“I see.”
“Me, too,” Ronnie says.
“Me, too,” Artie says.
“So? Vote?”
“Count me in,” Dexter says.
“I’m all for it,” Ronnie says.
“I’m…” Artie starts to say.
“So unanimous. Ladies and gentlemen, The Touts.”
The is much guffawing and toasting and even Artie gets to knock

back a glass or two. In the spirit of the moment and all.
“You wanna do it?” Dexter says to Bo.
“Oh lord. I don’t know. Maybe we should get Artie to do it.”
They all laugh. Even Artie, although he does not understand what he

is laughing at.
Maggie is in the living room, doing her nails. In black. Not a good

omen, Bo thinks absently.
“Well,” he says to her. “Done. We have a name.”
“I thought you already had a name, Bo.”
“For the band, I mean. We have a name for the band.”
“I knew what you meant, Bo. You really are exceedingly gullible,

aren’t you.”
“I suppose,” he says. “So you want to hear it.”



“Can we save it for tomorrow? I just ate and you know about my
delicate constitution.”

“Yeah, yeah,” he says, and she laughs. “Oh yeah. Gullible.”
“Oh yeah. So?”
“The Touts.”
“Oh,” she says with something approaching genuine glee. “I do like

that. Very good, young man. Very good indeed!”
“Well, I came up with it.”
“I’m sure you did. Did any of the others know what it meant?”
“Well, no,” he says, trying not to appear boastful. “I sort of had to tell

them.”
“Well, my little tout, job well-done. All you need now are some

shows.”
And that is the next step and by now they are feeling true trepidation.

But Maggie, to the rescue, as usual.
“I have friends of some friends,” she says. “Friends thrice removed.

Anyway, one of them has a club. Nothing great, you understand, but it is
okay. They have a sound system. And there are at least some paying
customers on Friday nights.”

The friend thrice removed books them in for the following Friday
night. Opening no less for a band that have never played a real concert.

“It’s a start, right?” Maggie says. “You have to start somewhere.”
“Do we have to start at the bottom?” Dex says harshly.
“Well, yes, it appears you do,” Maggie says. “You didn’t think you

were going to play for a paid audience the first time out, did you?”
“You mean we don’t even get paid?” Artie says.
“You mean we don’t even get paid?” Dex says, as though he had not

just heard those words emanating from the drummer.
“Paid,” Maggie says with a laugh. “Hell boys, if you did not know me

you would have to pay him!”
“Oh,” Dex says.
“Balls,” Bo says.



“Yeah,” Ronnie says.
Artie does not bother responding.
Three days later they are hauling their equipment 15 blocks to the

club, one piece at a time. Artie is nominated to stay with the gear while
they go back for the rest. By the time they finish their arms are so sore
they can barely lift their instruments. At least the dummer’s arms will be
fresh.

The sound guy shows up two hours late.
“Headliners first,” he says with a smirk.
“Headliners?” Bo says.
“Yup.”
“Milk it,” Bo says.
“I plan on it,” he says.
The Touts cool their jets at the (still-closed) bar while The Angry

Fusions work to get their sound right for the show. They sound like shit.
Loud shit, but shit.

“They got the hair,” Artie says. “But they play like they are sorry to
be missing Captain Kangaroo.”

Everyone laughs and Artie gets a tick on the chalkboard. How long
has it been?

“The hair really is good,” Dex says. “Maybe we should go shaggy. It
couldn’t hurt.”

“Ain’t no way I can get my hair that long by tonight,” Ronnie says.
Ha. They laugh at that one, too.
“Good lord,” Bo says. “You don’t think we’re actually becoming a

band, do you?”
“Yeah. We’re becoming The Pig Shits,” Dex says. “At least amongst

ourselves. But yeah, we’ll do fine tonight.”
“Yeah,” Bo says. “We’ll do fine.”
Back home they discover that Maggie has hidden most of the booze.

Leave it to her.
They are so uptight they could run a power station on their nerves. Bo



tries to sleep while Dex runs the same riff over and over again until
Maggie finally yells at him to “shut the fuck up.”

Artie and Ronnie sit in the corner talking about the girls they want to
screw and the girls they do not want to screw and slowly but surely the
time passes and then it is time to head back to the club.

“Limo is here,” Maggie says and feels badly as their poor wee eyes
light up. “Sorry,” she says.

“Ego-train,” Bo says, and she shoots him a look. “Even,” he says.
“Even.”
They do not-yet have any pre-show rituals but even without knowing

of such things they walk to the club in complete silence. Artie kicks the
same stone all the way and Dex keeps his hands in his pocket just in case
he trips on said stone and breaks a finger and is unable to ever play
guitar again.

Maggie buys them each a beer and takes her place in the audience.
She has plenty of seats to choose from. Aside from the bartender and the
sound guy no one else is in the club.

“Ready when you are,” the sound guy says.
And so they start. No “ladies and gentlemen, The Touts,” or anything

such. Artie counts off and they miss it completely and they are very
pleased that no one is there to see them. They take another run at it and
this time hit the mark. Well, close enough.

They do not have monitors and they did not ask for them so the
sound clown did not bother to offer, so they cannot hear each other, but
they put together at least some semblance of a real song. Artie’s drums
are shifting from side-to-side and Dexter’s guitar is continually going out
of tune and Bo’s vocal mic is set so low he sounds like he is singing
under water, but things get better after the first few songs.

This is the first and last time they will ever have to play in person for
the first time and they want to get it over with and say it is done and
move on.

The Angry Fusions show up toward the end of their set and for the



last couple of songs The Touts can hear clapping from two or three
people but they don’t know if they are friends or hobos or paying
customers.

Still, the sound is music to their ears and by the last song they are
putting on what could almost be called a performance. Dexter is taking a
few chances with his solos and Artie and Ronnie are almost rock steady.
Bo is barking out the words with confidence and even manages a ‘thank
you’ at the end of their last song.

No encore, but no fruit in cans or gunfire, either.
They begin packing up their gear without leaving the stage.
“Nice sound,” one of the Fusions says to Bo.
“Thanks man. First show.”
“Well,” he says. “Hope you can stick around for our set.”
Christ. That is right. It would be bad form to leave now. Fine. He will

buy everyone a beer -one each- and they’ll go home and throw up or
drink themselves silly or sit on the front stoop and stare up at the stars.

The bartender brings them two pitchers of beer and a bunch of
glasses.

“On the house,” he says. “Nicely done.”
If the house lights had been on at that moment the bartender and The

Angry Fusions might have seen what appeared to be tears in the eyes of
The Touts. Maggie sees it and she can’t help joining in.

Cheers all around and many more to come. They might be a real band
after all.

THE NEXT SHOWS FOLLOW MORE-OR-LESS THE SAME PATTERN: SCHLEPPING THE

gear by various means to various clubs and enjoying what few perks are
offered and wondering at the end of each set if they will ever play
anywhere again.

Maggie takes on the role of manager with some seriousness although



no one has yet confirmed that she should or will play that role on a
regular basis.

There are now two ‘teams’ in the band, with Ronnie and Artie
happily in one camp and Dexter and Bo working to sort out their
songwriting roles in the other. It is usually a painful process.

Bo: I like the ‘flowers of heaven’ line, but the next one needs to be…
Dexter: What?
Bo: Well, not so heavenly.
Dexter: There is nothing wrong with another heavenly.
Bo: Not if you are writing a song that will be played in kindergarten. Or
church.
Dexter: It is not a religious motif. It is more… spiritual.
Bo: Which is the problem. Do you want to write a spiritual or a rock
song?
Dexter: I want to do both. Why can’t you see that?
Bo: I can see it. I just don’t like it.
Dexter: You don’t have to like it. You need to accept it.
Bo: Well, I vote we take line one and then do something completely
unrelated for the next one.
Dexter: Okay, let’s skip that one. What about the next verse?
Bo: It is okay. We sort of repeat the ‘I love you’ stuff from the first verse.
Dexter: True. How about we talk about going to church in that verse?
Bo: You’ve got to be kidding!
Dexter: I do got to be kidding.
Bo: Got me. You got me.
Dexter: ‘Bout time. Not fair I’m always the scapegoat.
Bo: True enough.



THEY DECIDE TO DIVIDE EVERYTHING STRAIGHT DOWN THE MIDDLE. BO WILL

write lyrics and hand them off to Dexter and he will put his words to
music. Then they will meet up later to fine tune.

Bo works hard and fast and has a few songs done in short order but
Dexter is slow and methodical and before long there is a backlog of songs
and by the time Dex gets to ‘Song C’ Bo has already lost interest and
wants Dexter to work on ‘Song AA’ instead. 

It is not Dexter’s fault and Maggie intercedes on his behalf.
“You know creative,” she says. “It is in your blood. Right? Dex knows

it, too, but it is not the same as yours. His is measured. You are all-or-
nothing. But you both get the job done.”

“Eventually,” Bo says.
“Well, yeah, eventually. But it will take even longer if you are riding

him all the time. He freezes up and gives up. And then you are left with
nothing.”

“So I give up.”
“Jesus, Bo. You don’t give up. You back off. Do your thing. Do it in

any way you want. And then move on to the next one. Let him sort out
his method.”

Bo does not like it. He is concerned that by agreeing he is accepting
things he does not like in the name of co-operation. Most people would
look at that and conclude that they are growing and learning about life
but Bo would rather lose $10 on a bet knowing he cannot win rather than
back off and keeping the money.

The ‘partnership’ does not last very long. Bo does not officially end it
but he does soon cut out the middleman and goes back to writing on his
own.

Words and Music
by
Bo Carter



“IS THERE SOMEONE ELSE?” BO SAYS.
“How on earth could there be anyone else? I am with you schmucks

every waking hour,” Maggie screams.
“Every ‘waking hour,’” Bo says.
“You are such a fool.”
“I am not denying that. I just want to know the truth.”
“No, Bo, you want me to make up a truth. One you can sulk about

and get pissed off about and use as an excuse to stop brushing your teeth
or wiping your ass when you shit. You want to be the poor boy who
never gets what he wants. Right?”

He snorts like a wild bull.
“Go,” Maggie says. “Take a hissy fit and leave. That is fine by me. I

don’t want to keep having this discussion with you. I don’t have
any need to treat you like a two-year-old. But if that is what you want…”

He should leave. Just throw on his boots and winter coat and go out
and drink until morning.

He does not move. Nor does she. Has there ever been such a woman?
Maggie is slightly taller than Bo and she knows how to use it. She can

add an inch or two if she needs it. She has no idea how she does it.
She is not trying to wear the pants but he is determined to remain

immature for the rest of his life. How can she make a commitment to
someone who will be forever on the very cusp of manhood? A semi-
talented but awkward boy-man.

She is not going to stretch out on the sofa of life and jump up every
time her man wants a refill. Of anything. Her mother did that her entire
life and she is not going to be her mother.

So why does she keep picking boytoys her mother would have
picked! How is that possible? If she knows from the get-go that this one -
Bo- or the last one -Ronnie- will disappoint, why on earth does she take
the plunge instead of running for the hills?



Poor Bo. He is staring at the floor. She could sit and stare at him for
half an hour and he would not even notice.

Sex. That is what he needs. They need. That is what they want. And
that is what they shall have.

“Come on,” she says, taking his arm. “I think we both need to fuck.”
“Each other?” he says.
“Well of course each other!” she says.
“Got ya,” Bo says with a smile.
She laughs. But she’ll have the last laugh. She’ll take this boy to her

bed and show him who is boss. And once he is back onside she can
continue to plan her getaway.

WHAT THE HELL? THE SOUNDS COMING FROM THE STUDIO ARE SCARING THE

shit out of them. It is a wild rampage of sounds, like modern classical
music hitting a freight train head-on in the dead of winter. There are
dozens of instruments and sounds all meshed together, changing
tempo at a whim, its time-signatures thrown out the window like soapy
bathwater. It is unlike anything they or anyone else has ever heard.

And then there is The Freak. This guy looks like a mad maestro in
charge of a bevy of virgins at a holiday orgy of contraband music. He is
swinging his hands about wildly to the wild music, dancing like a cheap
bimbo at an upscale voodoo retreat, his long hair tossing to and fro with
gay abandon. It is hard to say if the music is driving him or the other way
around.

He may or may not have seen his visitors come in, but he is not giving
anything away. He waits until the end of the ‘song’ before he comes out
to greet them. Although no one is sure if the song has formally ended or
not.

“You must be The Touts,” he says warmly. “Love the name.”
The silence that follows is clearly nothing new to him. He smiles. It is



a warm and generous smile.
Bo looks at Dexter who looks at Ronnie who looks at Artie who has

not taken his eyes off the freak since they arrived.
“Maggie warned us,” Bo says to no one in particular.
“That she did,” Dexter says.
“Sure enough,” Ronnie adds.
Artie is still silently staring. He shows not one iota of fear.
“Mars,” he says finally, without additional clarification.
“Venus,” the Freak replies as though understanding the oblique

reference.
“Planet Earth,” Artie rejoins, extending his hand.
“Frank Zappa,” the Freak says. “Perhaps you have heard of me?”
“Well, no, I’m afraid not,” Artie says. “But I have lived a sheltered

life.”
“Well that is about to come to an end,” Zappa shrieks.
“How?” he says. “How on earth did you create that!”
“Magic,” he says with a laugh. “Well, not quite. Studio Z is a state-of-

the-art. Believe it or not. It is not me. I bought it. As-is. It is one of the few
studios anywhere with a five track board. It is like having five recording
studios in one. Each as good as the last. Play whatever you want. How
many times you want. There is no limit,” he says, waving his hands
about. “None.”

“Amazing,” Artie says. It is clear he is the only one who knows what
Zappa is talking about.

“It is a dream come true. I have waited all my life for this.”
“All 15 years,” Artie says with a laugh.
“Yeah. All 15 years. But it is the future. The days of going to a studio

and standing around a shitty mic singing shitty folk songs? That is done.
I can play something here, record it on one track and play something on
another track and bump both to a third track and start fresh with the first
two. You know how many permutations that gives me? Endless. Just
endless.”



“And you will find something to put on the ‘endless?’”
“You’re damn right,” Zappa says. “I will find endless to put on the

endless.”
Artie and Zappa laugh but no one else has any clue what they are

talking about.
“So listen,” he says to the rest of them. “I’ve got to work on some

Mother’s stuff early next week and I can do my other stuff during the
day. So how about three or four nights? Midnight on. As long as you can
last?”

“Sounds good,” Artie says.
“So you have songs?”
“Sure,” Bo says but Zappa is still looking at Artie.
“We got some. Enough. We want to shop them around.”
“And shop you shall,” Zappa says.
“So first things first. We get your gear in here. We’ll set it up. We start

to record.”
“That’s it?” Bo says.
“That’s it, my man,” Zappa says. “I’ll leave the door open. You bring

your stuff over whenever you want. And then come back circa midnight
and we’ll take a run at this. Good?”

“Good,” they say in unison.
“Okay. Me, I’m back to work. You wanna stick around and hear the

next section?”
“You bet!” Artie says.
The rest of The Touts troop home, clearly baffled but also filled with

something akin to hope that they might be on the verge of being…
professional musicians.

Maggie is giddy with anticipation.
“So!” she shrieks.
“So indeed,” Bo says. “You warned us.”
“Didn’t I? Ha. Isn’t he something?”
“He is that, all right.”



“Well, you lucked out, boys. He rarely takes on anyone other than his
friends. I don’t know how he even pays the rent. My friend says he is in
there 12 hours a day, just recording and re-recording. He is like a mad
genius.”

“The mad part is right,” Bo says and everyone laughs.

STUDIO Z IS TOO FAR AWAY TO MOVE THE GEAR BY FOOT. THEY MAKE A FEW

taxi trips and one bus trip when they run out of “disposable” cash. By
dinnertime everything is moved.

They return to the studio at midnight and find Zappa asleep on the
couch.

“You live here,” Bo says.
“Sort of,” Zappa says with a laugh. “Saves on renting two places.”
“Well, it’s just that we don’t want to fill your bedroom with our

crap,” Ronnie says and he gets a laugh, even from Zappa.
“First things first,” he says. “There is no pressure here, but we are

here to do this thing. Right? You want to screw around, get drunk,
whatever, do that at home. You come in here, you come to get this thing
done.

“It will take awhile to get used to playing on demand. But we have
time for that. It is built in, okay? First time out, you learn the ropes. We’ll
lay down four tracks on the last day. I swear to god, no matter what, that
is how it will play out. And I want you to leave here with something.
Right? Some tracks you can tuck under your arm and carry home with
you. That’s it. Nothing else matters.”

It does not take them long to realize how right he is. It sounds so easy:
Set up your gear and play. Just like at home. But it is not like at home. It
is something else all together. Playing in a recording studio is so
unnatural it seems almost hopeless. The Touts are so afraid they will
make mistakes they do make mistakes and each take is worse than the



last. The more they try to “unwind” the more uptight they become. The
more they take it easy, the more they fret about every last detail.

Zappa is calm throughout. Dexter assumes it must be drug-induced.
Perhaps this won’t be such a bad gig after all. This guy looks like he
would have access to high quality stuff.

The Freak has them run through a half dozen songs -nothing worth
keeping, even as demos- but by the third round they are getting there.
And that is it for the first night.

They go home feeling pissed off about the recordings and then get
pissed.

“Christ,” Bo says. “That was a nightmare. I have not played that
poorly since high school.”

“I know!” Dex says. “I wanted to thrash my guitar. I kept thinking ‘I
can play. I know I can. I’ve done it before. Many times!’”

“I might as well have had frying pans in my hands,” Ronnie says. “It
was hopeless.”

“And Artie, what’s with you and this Freak?” Bo says. “You sit there
nodding your head like you understand him.”

“Well, maybe it is because he’s a freak, too,” Dexter says.
“I am a closet freak myself,” Artie says. They look at Artie as though

seeing him for the first time.
“Hell, I never knew such a person even existed.”
“True enough,” Bo says. “How would anyone know? I’m thinking he

might have been the missing link that killed off the dinosaurs.”
“It’s gonna work,” Ronnie says. “We have a few days. He said we’ll

walk out with something.”
“With something. I’d rather we didn’t walk out with a bag of shit

under our arms.”
They arrive the next night feeling less than inspired. Which is just as

well. Zappa is once again asleep on the couch.
“Sorry, man,” he says, barely lifting his head to speak. “I had this

idea…” but he does not elaborate. He looks like he’s been up all day.



And night. “But look,” he says, pointing to the far corner of the room.
“Bebop,” he says as if that explains anything.

Bebop does not stir. Nor is he shaken. He is not within shouting
distance, clearly.

“Listen,” Zappa says. “How about…”
“Sure,” Bo says. “We’ll chill in the other room.”
The Touts move.They are tired and not feeling very optimistic.
“My my!” Dexter says.
There is a mini-fridge and it is filled with beer. All is not lost.
The relief is almost palatable. They crack open beers and sprawl out

on the couches and chairs. Party time.
They sit and drink and talk. And laugh. It is not long before they

forget why they are there or what they should be doing. They are…
bonding. Outside their house. They are learning more about each other
than who pisses on the floor and who slurps when they eat oranges and
who gets nervous in the back seat of a taxi. Last night it was Artie’s turn.
Tonight it is Bo’s.

“And I walked further,” Bo is saying, “and he followed me. Right up
the street. And you know New York. Hell, the oddballs outnumber the
sane ones ten to one. So this guy comes up beside me and walks, right in
perfect measure, just matching my steps as clear as day. And he is not
having an easy time of it. He keeps tripping over stones and dust and
cracks in the sidewalk. I mean there is no doubt his mother is crippled by
the time we reach the next corner.

“So we’re walking and I’m trying my level best to ignore him and
then he gets right pissed at me. Just foaming at the mouth. I turn and
look at him and I say, ‘listen, pal, I don’t know who you are or what the
hell you want, but I ain’t your wet nurse.’

“Well, he stands there looking at me like I’m the freaking freak and
then he says, ‘well, if you understood then you would understand.’

“Well, I swear to Christ, I wanted to punch him in the face but then
it’s like me who gets busted, not him. So fine, I say, what do I not



understand?
“Well, big production. He sighs and sort of wipes his hands clean and

he says, ‘follow me.’ So okay, sure. I’ll follow the freak. He’s going my
way. I know I’ve got a home to go home to. Lord knows about him.

“So we walk for a spell and then suddenly he stops dead. Right in the
middle of nowhere and he puts up his hand to stop me and he turns and
he says ‘You see it?’ I say I don’t see a thing other than your piss poor
shitty hand and he screams, at the top of his lungs: ‘Fuck!’

“Well, everyone is looking at us now and I’m feeling certain the cops
will be around at any second to arrest us and I’ll spend the next six years
chained to this guy digging ditches in the wilds of deepest Mississippi.

“But no. Just a misunderstanding. On my part. So he says. He tells me
there’s a door there. Right in the middle of nowhere, in the middle of the
sidewalk, in the middle of New York. He leans over and takes hold of the
doorknob and ‘opens’ the door and tells me to go in first. I go in.
Apparently I am not all that stable because he says I hit the doorframe. I
don’t bruise easy, so I’m not too concerned.”

“Man,” Dexter says. “It takes all kinds.”
“Don’t it?” Ronnie says.
“So what happened then?”
“Well, we walk a few blocks and I get good at spotting the doors. At

one point I tire of the entire thing and I sort of walk faster and leave him
behind and when I got to the next door I open it and go through and I
slam it shut and lock it from the other side. And that was that. Never saw
the freak again. He didn’t have a key.”

“You clown. You strung us along for half an hour.”
“Ha,” Bo says. “Live and learn.”
“You live and learn,” Ronnie says. “That’s the last time I listen to you.

Say anything.”
“Very good,” Artie says. “That can be your next song. Where was this

freak from? His last name didn’t start with a Z did it?”
“No, no, it was not our mad maestro. I’m not sure where he was



from. I asked him and he said Mars. So who knows.”
“You mean that story is true?” Dexter says.
“Oh yeah. Except for the last part. Yeah, 100%.”
“Jesus,” Dexter says.
“Christ,” Ronnie says. “It is almost 3AM. Maybe we should call it a

night.”
“Yeah,” Bo says. “We won’t get anything laid down tonight.”
“Laid down,” Artie says. “Bo is picking up the lingo.”
“That’s all we’re picking up,” Dexter says.
And so The Touts once again head home empty-handed.
The next night is even more laid-back. Zappa has set up candles in

the studio and brought in a few bottles of beer and at first they sit around
and chat. About life. Not music or careers or anything else.

“Where you from?” Bo asks Zappa.
“Mars,” Zappa says with a straight face. He is not sure why that

brings such a hearty response but he will live with it. He likes being the
center of attention. He wears it well. “Actually, I’m from here,” he says.
“Baltimore.”

“Really? I didn’t think anyone was actually from here.”
“You’d wonder,” Zappa says.
“You play a mean guitar,” Dexter says.
“Well, you should talk,” Zappa says. “Where the hell did you learn to

play?”
“Oh, here and there,” he says. “I took lessons. Hawaiian guitar,

believe it or not.”
They all laugh, trying to picture Dexter in a lei and a ukulele.
“And then I met a guy, you know one of ‘those guys’ who looks and

sounds like he learned to play guitar on a plantation. He played slide and
it would just blow me away. He was on the corner, playing for nickels
and dimes. So he took me in. I slept in his shack and listened to him play
all day. After a while he gave me a beaten up National Steel and I sort of
took it from there.”



“You sure did, man.”
“Thanks man,” Dexter says. “And here we are.”
“And here we are,” Zappa says. “You dudes down for some tunes?”
Their instruments are where they left them a few days ago. The

guitars are still in tune. Bo takes that as a good omen. Foolishly or not.
Dexter strums his guitar and it is still in tune, too, and Bo can tell by

the wee smile on his face he is also taking that as an omen.
The guy named Bebop is working the boards with Zappa. He looks

like a slightly-less-weird version of Zappa, but his eyes project a sense of
cosmic calamity. Or so Bo thinks, at least. Even if it makes little sense to
him.

“Okay,” Zappa says. “So tonight is a rehearsal night, okay? You will
play and we will record and we’ll come back tomorrow night and do it
for real. Okay?”

“Sounds good,” Bo says.
“So listen,” Bebop says. “How about you pick four songs and we’ll

run through them, one at a time.”
They start off with a cover, a variation of a variation of a Pete Seeger

song and it is not bad. They will not try to sell a cover of a cover as a
demo but at least now they can say they have one song ‘in the can.’ It is
not perfect, but good enough for rock ’n’ roll. Or folk rock. Or whatever
the hell they are doing.

Their original song, “Who Do That,” is passable but not quite there.
They keep it, just in case, but it is lame. Two more follow and they are
better than the first but not by much.

“Can we do one other?” Bo says.
“Sure,” Zappa says.
“Let’s take a run at “Coal Miner's Blues?”
“You sure?” Bebop says. “I’m not sure you want another cover.”
“You know the song?” Bo says.
“Yeah, sure,” Zappa says.
“Bobby Keyes,” Bebop says.



“Well, I wrote that one,” Bo says proudly.
“Well, hells bells,” Bebop says. “Let’s go for it.”
And so they do. It is not bad. Not bad at all. Dexter knows the song

from the radio and Artie and Ronnie pick up on the hillbilly -R&B-rock
progressions with ease.

Bo is in top form. He has rehearsed this moment in his sleep, like one
of those young guys who dreams of seeing his hero play at Carnegie Hall
and he invites his ‘biggest fan to come up and give me a hand on this
one.’ Bo belts out the words like he owns the song. Which, against all
odds, is still true.

Zappa knows they have hit a home run. Three days in and they have
nailed that one and enough other stuff to make it all worthwhile. He
comes into the studio and shakes their hands. He is wearing a big smile.

“Nicely done,” he says. “I know guys -quasi-professionals- who could
not have done what you guys have done.”

“Ditto,” Bebop says over the loudspeaker.
“So tomorrow?” Bo says.
“Naw,” Zappa says. “A bit of a sleight of hand on my part. I figured if

you thought we were just rehearsing you might be more relaxed. No,
man, we’ve got what we need here. You agree?” he says to Bebop.

“Dig it,” Bebop says.
“Does that mean he agrees?” Artie says.
“Who knows,” Zappa says with a laugh. “But yeah. This is good,

guys. Bop and I will spend a couple days mixing the tracks and we’ll dub
it to tape and you can start shopping it around.”

“So that’s that,” Bo says.
“That’s it,” Zappa says with a grin.

IT IS ARTIE WHO FIRSTS READS ABOUT THE CASE IN THE BALTIMORE SUN. THE

story concerns the so-called “Movie King of Cucamonga” who had been



approached by an undercover cop and offered $100 to produce an “erotic
tape” for a stag party. The King and a friend complied, and when he
offered the cop the fake episode he was arrested and charged with
“conspiracy to commit pornography.” The cops searched the studio
where the tape had been produced and took possession of all the tapes
they found in the studio.

It is all shits and giggles until Artie reads the real name of the would-
be pornographer: Frank Zappa.

“If it wasn’t for bad luck, we’d have no luck at all,” Bo says upon
hearing the news.

“Hey, that would make a great line for a song,” Ronnie says.
Bo doesn’t speak a word. They have lost everything.
Maybe it is time for them to hang up their rock ’n’ roll shoes.

QUIET DESPERATION COMPOUNDED BY WASTED DAYS AND WASTED NIGHTS.
What a song that would make. Maggie should offer the idea to the band.
She could demand credit and become rich.

Bo has passed out in the living room chair. He would have to be
really drunk to sleep in that chair. He will wake up in a few hours and
piss and/or puke and crawl to bed for some more shuteye and wake up,
in the twilight of the day, ready to start drinking anew.

It is all pathetic. And what does that make her if she willingly stays?
She goes to bed. Alone. It is only 8:00 PM, but she is tired. Tired and

sober. She is always tired and sober these days.
But she cannot sleep. She stares at the ceiling, thinking of the way

things used to be, when she was happy. At least she was happy
sometimes. When she looks at pictures from the old days she looks
happy enough.

But then she remembers. The smile. She has mastered The Smile. She
can turn it on or off. Like a light switch. Smile for the camera. Just for a



second. Another one? Sure. Smile for the camera. Just for a second. No
one knows the truth. They see the endless photographic miles of smiles
and assume that a moment of bliss has been captured for eternity. Smile
for the camera. And the moment the camera disappears the smile would
vanish until called upon later. The camera smile.

SHE DOES NOT NEED A DOCTOR. A WOMAN KNOWS. BUT SHE MAKES AN

appointment.
There are many older women in the waiting room. Well, older than

her. But perhaps not by that much. A year or two?
She tries not to look at them. She will look like them soon. The funny

thing is that they know it too, the older ones. They are not jealous of her
youth and beauty. They know what is coming.

The doctor is old enough to be her grandfather. His grey hair is
slicked back and he is wearing coke-bottle-glasses and he smells of
mouth wash. Does he bathe in it before he comes to work?

“So,” he says. He does not know what to say after that. He can see no
joy in her face or even fear in her eyes so he knows that this is both
unexpected and… inconvenient.

Maggie feels sorry for grandfather. There is perspiration forming on
his old brow. As if to prove his age, he takes a handkerchief and wipes
away the sweat.

I am such a bitch!  She could so easily let him off the hook.
He takes a deep breath. Shuffles his feet. Literally. Coughs. Sighs.

Shuffles his feet again.
Oh christ. She is not that mean.
“So I’m pregnant,” she says.
Oh dear. The relief is palatable. If he were not so staid and stuck in

the 1920s he would do a Gene Kelly on the ceiling.
“Why, yes,” he sputters. “You are… in the family way.”



“The family way?”
“With child,” he says.
“Surely that comes later,” she says.
“Well. Semantics.”
“Yes,” she says with no joy. “With semantics.”
“Have you…”
“Have I?”
“I am sorry,” he says with utmost kindness. “I suspect…

complications?”
Oh god. The poor fucker.
“It is okay,” she says. “I know who is the father. I am not… thrilled.

But I will sort things out.”
“Right? That is the key, isn’t it? When life throws us a curve we step

back and collect ourselves and forge on.”
“You are so right,” she says. “Do you have children?”
“Well, that is personal… Well, yes. Two. A boy and a girl. They are

the lights of my life. I don’t know what I would have done without
them.”

“It is not always easy.”
“No,” he says, taking her hand. “It is not always easy. But it is always

life.”
“Yes,” Maggie says. “Well…”
“So,” he says, stepping back from his patient. “We are…I can confirm

that you are indeed pregnant.”
“Okay,” she says.
“Now, we should set up a regime. I would like you to come back in a

day or two and we can do a full physical and take it from there?”
“I guess.”
“Well, yes. I think we should.”
“Okay.”
“Good. You can make an appointment at the desk? And we’ll see you

in a few days?”



“I don’t know.”
“I do know,” he says.
“Okay.”
“Goodbye Maggie,” he says.
“Goodbye.”
She stumbles from the office feeling pretty-much the same as she did

when she went in. There will be no epiphany, no motherly love sweeping
over her. She is a tired, fed-up mother-to-be.

Now she has to contemplate the alternatives, none of which are very
pretty or comforting. She does not want to feel as though she is being
pushed into a corner. As grandfather said, life is life. You do what you do
today and it stays with you forever. Or as long as you live, at least.

Her instinct is to go to a bar and have a drink or two or three and then
come to some conclusion but something about the idea rubs her the
wrong way. Perhaps some motherly instincts are evolving?

THE GUYS FINALLY GET TIRED OF SITTING AROUND, WAITING FOR NOTHING TO

happen and they ‘go out’ without her. Finally.
She has reached a decision. She is not going to have an abortion. She

is keeping the baby but not for any moral reasons. If she wanted, she
could scrape up the money and scrape out the fetus. That part would be
easy. The decision not to do something is always easier. The question of
what to do next is not so easy.

Deep down or maybe not so deep down she knows she cannot stay
here. Bo and The Touts are sucking the life out of her. They would suck
the life out of the baby, too. And the drama of “who is the father” would
go on endlessly.

And the poverty of their lives, not only the lack of food and money,
but of ideas and spirit. She does not want to fall into their abyss, with its
endless hangovers and the forgotten meals and bathtub stains and pee on



the floor and the two dirty coffee mugs split five ways.
Normal people don’t live like this. Chaos is chaos.
It only takes a minute or two to pack everything she owns. She leaves

them the towels and shampoo and toothpaste. The boys will need that
stuff. She can buy more. They will not even know buying more is an
option.

One of them will find someone else to mother them. There is always
someone willing to play that role. These guys know how to find mothers
of creation.

She leaves as though going for milk, without leaving a note or taking
a final look back. She closes the door and walks down the street and
around the corner and begins her life anew.

The corner streetlight is out. Broken or late coming on? It does not
matter. The darkness will fade in time.

IT TAKES AGES BEFORE BO EVEN REALIZES THAT MAGGIE IS GONE. SHE IS NOT

in bed and not on the couch and not in the tub and he half thinks it is too
cold to be sitting out back and so he does not check there.

No one else notices, either, but they are as drunk as Bo so that is not
surprising.

There are two beers and a half bottle of Ouzo in the ‘bar.’ It
cannot really be called a bar because nothing stays there long enough to
quality.

Bo goes back to sleep around 3:00AM and has a vague sense the bed
is colder than usual and he almost puts his finger on the reason for the
lack of warmth, but not quite.

He closes his eyes and counts a few sheep and ponders a quick
masturbation but he is asleep before the thought takes root. Maybe he
will ask Maggie to pleasure him in the morning.

Maggie?



D

CHAPTER	3

THE	ROAD

exter looks at the mess in the kitchen sink as though
mesmerized by the scandal of it all. How did it come to this!
Mr. Devil-May-Care bemoaning the trash and decay and filth!

The mess is beyond even his sub-human comprehension. The dirty
dishes have crested the counter-top and the stench is that of unrepentant
decay.

Is it worth venturing in, even for a cup of coffee? Probably not. He
will not likely find a usable mug.

It has been this way since Maggie left. Whatever sense of order she
had instilled quickly dissipated into an endless routine of drink, drugs
and delirium. Great possible song title.

There has been no effort on anyone’s part to stem the decline.
They eased into the life of debauchery as though it were the most natural
thing in the world.

Perhaps The Touts can no longer call themselves starving artists.
They are not artists at all. They have not played a gig in months. Nor are
they rehearsing or writing new songs, dreaming of The Big Time or
pretending they might someday produce hit singles or make Grand
Tours of America.

Their new ‘manager’ quit after ‘working’ with them for a week;
Maggie abandoned them; the landlord despises them; the owners of the
local coffee shop and bar shutter their doors when they see them coming.



Indeed so many have given up The Touts that perhaps it could be
said that they are living up to their name.

MARTY KLEIN QUIT ART SCHOOL AFTER THREE MONTHS BECAUSE HIS GRADES

were so bad they did not even bother to print out the results. “Not worth
the death of a single tree,” said one university employee.

Suddenly he had time to kill and his father’s money to burn and he
could not help but notice that the hip gals parading about were very
wowed by the new crop of shaggy artists who were likewise parading
about. He put on a temporary English accent, a tailored suit and tie and
became a music artist manager.

His father, who had made his money in New York real estate, agreed
to front his son’s business despite having no idea what that business
might entail. In truth, what his father knew about the music business
could fill a hat. What Marty Klein new about the music business could
fill a thimble. And not quite to the top at that.

It was a new game in town, without rules so no one could prove
Marty did not know what he was doing. He could walk the walk and
before long he even looked the part; his sideburns came in long and
bushy and he combed his hair forward, bought some arty European
fashions from a used clothing store and bathed only reluctantly.

He seemed to be saying he would be content to waddle through life
and his clothes and manner were tailored to suggest he did not care.

The well ran dry when his father watched a CBS Evening News report
about the seedy and decadent lifestyle of the musicians who were shown
trashing hotel rooms and fornicating with girls under the age of consent
even in Romania. He pulled the plug.

A short time later Marty accidentally came into possession of a box of
reel-to-reel tapes that included some useless quasi-classical machinations
of someone named Frank Zappa and a few ‘acetate demos’ of which one



sounded at least mildly promising.
Three days and twenty-three bucks later Marty was the proud owner

of a halfway decent, playable version of something called ‘Coal Miner's
Blues’ by The Touts, a catchy little ditty, not rock ‘n’ roll but not new-folk
or country, either. And the fact that the song had already been a modest,
regional hit by another modest, regional singer meant that its potential to
hit the charts again might be increased at least ten-fold.

Basking in blissful ignorance Marty had the single mastered and then
released on his very own record label, Stonehenge Tower Records. Marty
began to schlep the single to local radio stations and pressed into the
sweaty palms of hundreds of independent store owners. He hawked it
on street corners and gave it away at weddings and funerals, junior high
school dances and played it full blast in his apartment hoping someone
might hear it and demand copies or else.

He gained some interest, enough to talk about it over Sunday dinner
but the radio stations would not touch it. It was lyrically too esoteric,
they said, at a time when the market was crying out for tunes that might
entertain the bimbos and bimbets in tight jeans and messy mascara. And
that was just the men.

The details of the next part are murky but somehow a copy of the
single made its way into the hands of real coal miners in Scotland and
from a whisper to a shout it somehow became A Marginally Big Deal
throughout the UK.

Marty did not know they had their own music industry in the UK but
a good chunk of the popular tunes anyone heard were either imported
from or based on blues and folk songs from America. That, plus the
realistic rending of the life of the coal miner made it a natural for British
radio.

Even a novice like Marty Klein knew it was make or break time. It
began with transcontinental phone calls coming in asking about The
Song. The question was always the same: Who were The Touts and when
on earth are they going to tour the UK?



But there was a problem. Marty was only their fictional manager and
had no clear rights to speak for the boys, let alone sign deals on their
behalf. That and the not-incidental fact he had not even met them, let
alone how to locate them.

And there was a time-limit, his music-buddies told him: If he did not
get ‘the boys’ over to the UK “toot-sweet,” sooner or later it would occur
to some Haggis-loving McSomething-or-other to re-record the tune
themselves and suck the wind right out of Marty’s sails.

He paid a young lackey a few bucks to roam the clubs and coffee
houses and half-way houses of New York in search of The Touts.

Eventually he was told the name of another musician who had
worked with The Touts and was now in New York: Frank Zappa.

MARTY CAN TELL, JUST BY LOOKING AT THIS UNHOLY FREAK, THAT HE IS 10 TO

15 bus stops past the point of no return. He is a combination of the white
uncle who once played sax with Duke Ellington, the brother who
escaped WWII by claiming to be a flatfooted homosexual, the high-
school teacher who kept a bottle of scotch in his desk drawer, the butcher
who could not stand the sight of blood, the cleaner who spit on the floor,
the newspaper seller who could not read, the cop who spent Friday
nights with his mistress and the father who peed into the sink whether
company had arrived or not.

“You Mr. Zappa?” he says.
“Not even my mother is Mr. Zappa,” he replies.
“No offense intended.”
“None taken. Yet.”
“Of course, I just meant that...”
“You a pig?” he says harshly. “FBI fuckwad?”
“No, no. Nothing like...”
“Because she was legal. And the tape was not pornographic. Are you

going to harass me for the rest of my life over that?”



“I’m not sure...”
“‘Cause I will hunt you down if that is the case. You know that?”
“I am sure I don’t...”
“I am sure you don’t,” Zappa says. “I am quite sure.”
Poor Marty. He pokes his hands in his pockets and rubs his balls for

inspiration. A moment that does not pass unnoticed.
“Need any help?” Zappa says. “I’m pretty good at pocket pool.”
“Listen,” Marty says, with much more zest than expected. “I am not...

I am looking for The Touts.”
“The Touts?”
“The band?”
“Oh,” he says quietly. “I’m afraid I can’t help you much with that.

Try Baltimore.”
“That’s it? Baltimore?”
“Well, Jack, if I wanted to screw with you I would have told you to

check Tehachapi.”
“Where the hell is that?”
“Look it up.”

THE TOUTS ARE SPRAWLED VARIOUSLY ON THE FLOOR, THE COUCH, THE

bathtub and the front lawn of a house in Baltimore.
Marty pokes the guy on the couch with a mop handle until he comes

to. He thinks his attempt to update him may have gotten through to him
on the third go-round.

“You’ve got what?” Bo says.
“Christ,” Marty says. “A deal. To tour the UK.”
“What is the UK?” Dexter says.
“It is a country. Overseas.”
“Over what?” he says.
“And they love your single.”



“What single?” Bo says. “Listen, I’m busy.”
“Busy! With what! Listen to me. They love your single in the UK. Coal

Miner's Blues. Listen, long story. I can fill you in on the way over.”
“On the way over where?”
“The UK.”
“You are shitting me.”
“Yeah. That is what I’m doing. Come on. Don’t be shits. This is the

real deal. Listen, get your gear together, yeah? I’ll book the flight, set up
some gigs. You just show up and play. That is all you have to do.”

“In UK?”
“Wherever you want. We’ll start out in the boonies and work our way

to London. You’ve heard of London, haven’t you?”
“I’ve heard of London,” Bo says. “But I’ve heard of setups, too.”
“Well, I can guarantee you London. So what say?”
“I guess,” Bo says.
“You guess. What about the rest of you? Anyone have an opinion

they’d like to share?”
“I do,” Ronnie says proudly.
“Okay. What is it?”
He does not really respond.
“You?”
“I’m game,” Artie says. “As long as everyone else goes.”
“Well, you sort of all have to go. I have a feeling you would not be

able to carry this off on your own.”
“See?” Artie says.
“Jesus, guys. Seriously. What do you have to lose? Aside from this

shit apartment and the vomit-soaked bed and a sink filled with dirty 10-
year-old dishes?”

“Point taken,” Ronnie says.
There is a long pause. Everyone is waiting for Bo to speak up.
“Well, we need to take a vote,” he says.
“Yeah. Democracy in action,” Dex says.



Poor Marty shakes his head. At this point he does not care if they go
or not. He just wants to extricate himself from the rank smell of the
apartment. He can hire a real band in New York if he wants.

THEIR NEW ‘MANAGER’ DID NOT EVEN THINK TO BRING A COPY OF THEIR NEW

single to ‘UK.’ And he is going to chart their ‘career?’
Bo wishes he could talk to Maggie. Maybe she had something to do

with this guy and the single? Probably not. She was not in a helpful
mood when she left.

Now Bo is ‘in charge.’ Man how he hates that concept! He is the last
guy anyone should listen to! About anything.

But they have to do this thing and if they are going to do it they might
as well try to really try. It would be so easy to roll over and play dead
and then blame failure on fate or Marty or Artie. He laughs out loud.
Poor Artie. How many days into this bedlam and he is at home packing a
suitcase to go to… Hell, who knows where.

DEXTER IS PACKED AND READY TO GO. HE HAS BEEN PACKED AND READY TO

go since he arrived in Baltimore. Mind you, he does not have much to
pack and he still has no idea where they are going. Or why. It sounds like
someone has released a copy of their single? Whatever the hell that
means.

Who knows. It might be okay. It might be a train wreck. It might be
an okay train-wreck. He picks up his guitar and plays a few runs.

Better. Much better. Things are always better guitar-in-hand. Better
than drugs. Well, almost better than drugs.

Speaking of which, does he take to the UK or should he wait to buy
something there?



There must be a border to cross. And they might not all that keen on
misfits from America bringing in their own drugs.

“UK,” RONNIE SAYS.
“Yeah. You okay?” Artie replies.
“No. That is where we are going? UK?”
“Okay.”
“No,” Ronnie says again. “It is called the UK.”
“Okay,” Artie replies again.
They fall silent. They need to pack and rest and this could go on the

entire trip.

TRUE TO HIS WORD (WHATEVER THAT MEANS AT THIS POINT) MARTY MEETS

The Touts at the airport. He has their tickets and passports and gives
them each some funny money with explicit instructions that the money is
not to be spent until they reach the UK.

“You okay?” Artie asks.
That said, Dexter heads off at once to buy a snack with his funny

money and Marty rushes over just in time to prevent him from
converting his pounds back into American money before they even get
on the plane.

THEY ARE SITTING TWO-AND-TWO. MARTY HAD A VAGUE NOTION THAT IT WAS

probably not the best idea to coral all four of them into the same area. He
had visions of them trashing the plane and everyone being arrested
before they even leave the country.

Christ, he has no idea what he is doing. He can barely orchestrate a



trip on his own, let alone with four additional misfits. Perhaps it is better
to leave it alone for now. If they knew the full details -tour, concerts,
traveling, actual people- they might freak out. At least this way they are
largely manageable. And this way he is not pouring them on the plane.
He might have to pour them off but that is then and this is now.

He has a seat in first class, with free booze and meal. He has earned it.
Well, he hasn’t really. He asked a lot of people a lot of questions and
talked to one massive freak and then had his sister-in-law book some
airplane tickets. He probably should have been able to do these things on
his own.

BO CAN’T SLEEP. HE WOULD LIKE TO BE ABLE TO SAY HE NEVER SLEEPS ON

airplanes but he has never been on an airplane so he has no idea whether
this is the norm or not. It does not really matter. What matters now is…

Christ. Tell me, dad, what really matters now? Chin up? Nose to the
grindstone?

If he could see him now. “So you’re on an airplane, are you. Heading
where? Oh goodness. That is a long way away son. Over the ocean. Dress
warm, you hear. You know, in case…”

Bo takes out his notebook. When in doubt. Take out your notebook.
Everything he writes now is truly post-Dylan. He should write a song

called This is a Post-Dylan Song. No one would understand. Not even
Dylan. Which is why it might work! A ‘Dylan-song’ that Dylan would
not understand. That is the ticket, as his father would say.

More bullshit lyrics. Useless bullshit lyrics.
He puts his notebook aside and tries to sleep but the guy next to him

is snoring to beat the band. It is Dexter. Is this what life on the road is
going to be like?



“UK,” RONNIE SAYS.
“Yeah. You okay?” Artie replies.
“No. That is where we are going. UK.”
“Okay.”
“No,” Ronnie says again. “It is called the UK.”
“Yeah,” Artie replies again.
They fall silent. They need to rest. This could go on the entire flight.

DEXTER DREAMS OF HITTING-UP IN A BACK ALLEY IN THE MIDDLE OF THE

night in the pitch dark with a used needle and his head drops back in
anticipation of that first glorious rush only to discover that the needle is
filled with some crap he cannot identify but does not need to identify
because all he really needs to know at that moment is that he has paid his
last chunk of change for drugs that are not really drugs and the clown
who sold it to him is probably six to ten blocks away by now.

You’re Movin’ On

Words & Music
by
Bo Carter

You’re movin’ on
I see you’re gone
not even a swan
song
You’re



MARTY WAKES UP FROM A DEEP DREAM IN A COLD SWEAT. WHAT THE FUCK

has he done? He must be mad. They are babies. At least babies know
they are babies.

They are doomed. They might not even make it into the country.
Thank god he took their passports in New York.

Shit. He could always pretend he doesn’t have them. Then they
would be forced to return to New York and he could forget this entire
thing ever happened. Or almost happened. Hell, he could go home and
open a bottle of cheap wine and pretend he had never left the damn
country.

“PASSPORTS?”
“Who’s asking?”
“It’s me. Bo.”
“Oh. And what are you asking?”
“If you have our passports? I’ve been hunting high and low low and I

can’t find mine.”
“Low low?”
“High and low.”
“You said low low,” Marty says.
“I don’t care what I said I said,” Bo says. “I just want to know if you

have my damn passport.”
Last chance, Marty thinks to himself. Last chance to blow off this

clown and the rest of the clowns and find a way out of this. Home-free.
Cheap vino and minute steaks and complete freedom are just one
sentence away.

“Yes, I have have the passports,” he says.
“You have have? What the hell does that mean?”
“I said I have them. Not have have.”



“Jesus,” Bo says. “I need a drink drink. Can I have another one of
these,” Bo says to the stewardess.

“We’ll be landing soon, sir.”
“Exactly,” Bo says.
“I mean to say that we are prohibited by law from serving alcoholic

beverages at this point in the flight.”
“At what point in the flight?”
“I’m sorry?” she says.
“I am, too. But it does not answer my question.”
“I’m sorry. I think perhaps I misunderstood.”
“I understand. Might I have another one of these?” Bo says, pointing

to the empty glass.
“I’m sorry, sir. We are prohibited by law from serving alcoholic

beverages at this point in the flight.”
“At what point in the flight?”
“I’m sorry I could not be of assistance,” she says before walking

away.
Jesus that was insane. But at least he liked her accent. He wonders if

they all speak like that in UK.

Bring Me Another Fuckin’ Drink

Words & Music
by
Bo Carter

Bring me another fucking drink why dontcha
Is that asking too much?
Is that against the law or something
Why dontcha bring me another fucking drink



Or is that asking too much?

“I BEG YOUR PARDON?”
“Sorry?”
“I assure you we do not put up with that kind of language on this

flight.”
“Oh,” Bo says. “Sorry. I was writing something. I must have said it

out loud.”
“You most certainly did,” the stewardess says. “Perhaps it is not a

good idea at this juncture to even write such things.”
“Perhaps you are right,” Bo says. “No chance of scoring another

drink, I suppose.”
She does not respond. She goes straight to the pilots’ cabin and

knocks on the door.
Marty sees this as well. He is much closer and he can hear her

referencing an unruly American passenger in coach. He just knows it is
one of his charges. How could it not be?

TOUCHDOWN. THEY ARE IN ANOTHER COUNTRY. NEW CIVILIZATION. NEW

rules. New vocabulary. New temperament. Hell, they could barely cope
with the old rules.

Yanks away from home are rude and crude. And these people don’t
like Yanks to begin with.

For some inexplicable reason, Dexter is trying to get off the plane
before everyone else. He looks demented.

“You okay?”
“Fuck you,” Dexter says.
“No, I asked if you are okay.”



“Oh. Yeah. Fine. Can we go?”
Marty pushes him into the aisle. He is afraid to touch him.
“What the heck,” Ronnie says.
“Who knows,” Bo says. But he is beginning to paint a picture.
Ronnie and Artie and Bo leave the plane with the rest of the third-

class passengers. Calmly. Without tears or apprehension.
“Okay, boys. This is serious time, okay. Last serious time for a few

days. But listen to me. No farting around when we go through customs,
yeah? You let me talk. If anyone asks, we are here to do some publicity
for our new single. Well, your new single. No extra details needed.”

“Fine, fine,” Bo says. “Now, who has the passports?”
There is pandemonium as they each start search through their

pockets for their individual passports.
Marty eventually hands them their passports and then puts The Touts

in a single line and, as promised, does all the talking. He is calm and
detailed without giving away anything that should not be given away.

The border people ignore Marty but look at The Touts as though they
might be reluctant to touch them without wearing protective gloves.
Which might be a good policy, Marty thinks to himself.

“UK,” Ronnie says.
“Yeah. You okay?” Artie replies.
“Sorry,” the border guard asks.
“UK,” Ronnie says.
“Yeah. You okay?” Artie replies.
“Long flight,” Marty says.
“You their father?”
“As if,” Marty says. “Chaperone.”
“You up to it?”
“I’m not sure,” Marty says.
“And you?” he says to Dexter.
“Sure,” he says.
“Is he?” the guard asks Marty.



“Good as gold.”
“Really?”
“Well, good as fool’s gold.”
They laugh. The guard waves them through.
“Good luck,” he says to Marty.
“Thanks,” he replies. He is going to need it.
They move into the terminal. Save for Dexter.
“So?” Bo says to Marty.
“Who knows. He ran off the plane and into the toilet. I guess he really

had to go.”
“Jesus,” Bo says. “He must have had the shrimp for dinner.”

DEXTER KNOWS HOW TO FIND SECLUDED PLACES, WHETHER WASHROOMS,
broom closets, bushes or shrubs. Only this place does not appear to have
washrooms.

In a moment of panic, he asks a ten-year-old boy assistance.
“You want toilet,” he says, pointing to a sign.
“Leave my boy alone,” his mother says. “We’ve heard about your

Yanks.”
“I’ve heard about you, too,” Dexter says as he storms off.
Empty stall. Works in bag. Hit in underwear. Prep. Needle. Vein.

Done.
Heaven. Oh sweet heaven. And on the first day in the UK, God

created heaven.
He pauses to collect himself. Best not to look too heavenly when he

rejoins. Calm down. Calm down. Regroup. Big sigh. Done.
“UK,” Ronnie says as he rejoins them.
“He’s UK,” Artie says.
“A little too UK,” Bo says.
“Christ,” Marty says.



Dexter is oblivious.

AN IRISH MAN -REPUBLIC OR NORTHERN IS NOT KNOWN- NAMED JIMMY

meets them just outside the terminal. He has been hired by Marty to
drive The Touts around the UK.

“Good day, mates,” he says.
“UK,” Ronnie says.
“Yes, it is,” Jimmy says.
Ronnie is asleep and so cannot utter his rejoinder.
Dexter is asleep and so cannot utter anything at all.
Bo is gazing out the window and wondering about the sexual

promiscuity of UK women. More or less so?
Marty is exhausted. And worried; this is only day one.
Jimmy is exhausted. This is only hour three.

THEY HAVE TO DRIVE AN ABSURD DISTANCE TO REACH THEIR FIRST GIG.
“This place is a shithole,” Bo says to no one in particular.
“Yes,” Jimmy says. “It is that.”
“So?”
“So?”
“You going to fix it?”
“I am quite sure I don’t know how to respond to that,” Jimmy says.
“We deserve better,” Dex says.
“Not from what I hear,” Jimmy says. “I’ll be back at two. PM. The

club is just across the street. You go on first.”
“You mean we’re not even headlining!”
“That is what I mean,” Jimmy says with a smirk. “You’ve been in the

country how long?”
“Six hours,” Ronnie says after checking his watch and then slowly

doing the math.



“This is an outrage,” Artie says once Jimmy has left. “I have been
treated better by my mother’s ex.”

“Your mother’s ex what?”
“You know. Ex.”
“I don’t know. I would not have asked if I knew.”
“Well, I don’t know that, do I.”
“Well you should know that, shouldn’t you.”
“Okay okay okay,” Bo yells. “Enough. You two go on like my

mother’s ex.”
“What ex?” Ronnie says.
“This will do, okay? It is not the Lord Baltimore but it has two beds

and we will only be here for one night.”
“My point, exactly,” Ronnie says. “If we don’t put our foot down now

the next one could be even worse.”
“It will be even worse,” Bo says. “Let’s agree on that right now.”
“I don’t like the sound of that,” Artie says. “I don’t like the sound of

that at all.”
Marty leaves them be. They have a few hours to settle in. And down.

He locks the door on the way out.
He does not tell them that the single has become a hit the UK. The

news might lead to certain… expectations. Better to leave them lurching
in the dark, beer in hand, fussing about accents and funny money.

THE PUB WAS CLEARLY DESIGNED BY THE SAME PEOPLE WHO TOILED FOR TEN

minutes decorating their rooms. It is something akin to a real and actual
coal mine. The walls appear to be covered in… silt? It could be anything
at all. Let’s just say that most people wash their hands on the way in and
on the way out.

“There is a trough instead of pissers,” Artie says on his return.
No one knows what he is talking about.



Their gear is stowed near the stage. Jimmy must have brought it in
earlier. The Touts start to set up. The stage is the size of the toilet.
Without the trough. There is not enough room to place the drums, so
they set up a single snare drum and high-hat stage right. Bo and Dexter
tune their guitars but it is so damp and dank that they know they will
have to do so again another half dozen times before the night is out.
Ronnie is not concerned. He does not really know how to tune his bass.

There are already a few people in the pub. Most of them actually
appear to be pretty young. It is hard to tell in the light.

One saunters up to the stage and leans into Dexter.
“You The Touts?” she asks.
“Who’s asking?” Ronnie says rudely, before Bo thumps him on the

chest.
Who is asking is a beautiful, buxom blonde who has been around the

block once or even twice but Bo makes a beeline to her side just the same.
“We are indeed,” he says, guiding her away from Ronnie.
“Helen,” she says.
There are three other girls. Just enough to go around,
“You’re mine,” Helen says.
“So be it.”
“We are your biggest fans,” one girl says.
“You’re likely our only fans,” Dexter says, moving in to claim this

one.
“I wouldn’t count on that,” says the third, sashaying to within reach

of Ronnie as the fourth, perhaps with some historical reluctance, teams
up with the drummer.

“Your place,” Bo’s girl says.
“Our place,” he says as he takes her hand and leads everyone out the

back door and up the back stairs to their room in the hotel.
What follows could be termed unbridled mayhem. The girls disrobe

and it is not long at all before The Touts are likewise exposed.
Bo and Dexter take to the gals more-or-less as part of their birthright



but Ronnie and Artie are out of their depth. Or at least they would be
were their two girls not so in their depth.

Artie lets out a moan within seconds of his pants hitting his ankles
and Ronnie is not too far removed.

Bo and Dex are less eager to climax, but the look on Helen’s face
would suggest that he is not as adept as he might think.

And that is that. Giggles all around and enough smirks to fill a girdle
and then the girls leave and the boys take turns ‘cleaning up’ before the
show.

There is a certain bounce in their steps as they take the stage. The
level of pomposity only increases when they see that there are dozens of
young females in the audience.

The Touts performance for the first few songs is a bit anticlimactic as
they try to exorcise the visions of recent sugar plumes out of their minds,
but there is a measure of unexpected excitement from the crowd. Many
of the females can be heard squealing every time there is the vaguest
excuse to do so. Which is often.

The music coming from the stage, or at least the music that can
actually be heard is tad workman-like but not bad for a bunch of
inexperienced Yanks in a strange land.

The only cockup comes at the end of the show when, in a moment of
anxiety, The Touts leave the stage without playing what could now fairly
and accurately be called their hit single.

Jimmy has to escort them back to the stage and then quickly from the
pub. He is confused as to why the boys do not take up any of the many
invitations to accompany them back to their room.

The rest of the night is a purple haze. Six beers each, followed by a
massive crash that in human terms might rival the Hindenburg. The
horror the horror.

“So?” Jimmy says to Marty.
“Yeah.
“It was okay. Maybe a bit better than okay. And you?”



“Same. I was expecting a bit of a pig fuck to be honest. I was not sure
they had it in them. No, let me rephrase. I was almost certain they did
not have it in them. I’m glad I was wrong.”

“I’m glad you were wrong, too,” Marty says. “Beer?”
“Oh yes. Maybe two.”

THE MORNING AFTER. THEY HAVE ALL BEEN HERE BEFORE, BUT THERE IS A

huge difference between sleeping with your head in the toilet in your
own home and doing so in a strange toilet in a strange land.

Bo is the first to attempt rejuvenation. He does not even lift his head
giving up and reentering his intoxicated, vomitious dream world. Dexter
manages to extricate himself from the floor to the couch without
knowing he has done so, while Artie and Ronnie continue to sleep arm-
in-arm, blissfully spooning and unaware that anything else happening in
the room.

Jimmy is the only one with a key to their room. He arrives at 9:00 AM
with instructions to wake and prepare his charges for the long, arduous
drive to the next show. He is not very optimistic as he surveys the
drunken carnage. Most unsettling to him, a man who has been down this
road before, is the knowledge that this is only the first night of the tour.
He knows from experience that the hair of the dog will enter the equation
by necessity and his hapless charges will ride the slippery slope with all
the premeditated gusto that life can muster. They will not do well. He
knows this without question.

“Up and at ‘em,” he says.
“Who’s Adam?” Ronnie says.
“Cute. Everyone up.”
The boys rise and but do not shine.
The gear is loaded into the van and the band members are poured in

and off they go, with Poor Jimmy (as he now refers to himself) at the



helm. He reaches into the glove compartment and passes around a bottle
of whisky and continues to drive to the next town in relative peace.

They lurch into town mid-afternoon and collectively plea for a liquid
lunch.

Jimmy breaks the ice by acting as a ‘beer guide.’ Following a short but
detailed survey he can suggest pints of Guinness for Artie and Ronnie
and best bitters for Bo and Dexter.

The waitress, new to the ways of Americans, foolishly brings the
bitters to the table first while the other two pints are settling.

“Can you feel that?” Artie says, punching Ronnie rather soundly on
the arm.

“Of course I can feel that,” he replies.
“Good. I thought perhaps I had become invisible and that would

explain why I was still awaiting my beverage.”
Jimmy sighs. Is there enough money in the world?
“You may have noticed I am also awaiting my ‘beverage’,” he says.
“Oh yeah.”
“So what’s the deal?”
“They have to pour it,” he says.
“Of course they do. Otherwise we could not drink it,” Artie says to

big laughs.
“Yeah. Otherwise we’d put our mouths to the tap?”
The Touts laugh in hilarious unison. They are not all that different

from one another. Jimmy had thought perhaps The Bitter Boys were
more worldly. They are not a mean or stupid . They are just not of this
world. Or at least not of his world. Maybe they are just Yanks? The ones
he’s met so far, including these, are walking, talking contradictions, both
deliriously self-confident and self-assured on the one hand and lacking
any appreciable worldview on the other.

They all laugh when Jimmy makes a point of humorously ordering
the next round of Guinness just as the first round is delivered.

“Thanks, mate,” Artie says, raising his glass in a toast. “Mate, is it,”



Jimmy says and they all laugh. “Your accent just then reminded me of a
retarded groundskeeper I once met. He worked at an Australian
penitentiary.”

“Thanks mate,” Artie says. “But I think I asked you not to mention
my father during this tour.”

“I second that request,” Bo says. “Unless you’d like to escort a
weeping drummer to the stage later.”

“I would very much not like to do so,” Jimmy says.
“So?” Dexter says.
“Yeah,” Bo adds.
“Well, nothing, really,” Jimmy says. “I can’t play. Can’t sing. Need

bread. Here I am.”
“And how did you end up with Marty?”
“Oh, I don’t know Marty. I know someone who knows Marty’s

father. His father paid for all this. All this glory.”
“Is that right,” Bo says. “Marty said it was all his doing.”
“Well, I guess he can say whatever he wishes,” Jimmy says.
“So you think we have a chance?” Artie says. “As a band, I mean.”
“I’m sorry, lads. I haven’t a clue. I have never worked with a Yank

band before. I think the tide is turning the other way, but I don’t know
for sure.”

“The other way?” Dexter says.
“Brit bands heading to America. There are only a handful now, but I

suspect that might change dramatically over the next year.”
“Dramatically, is it?” Artie says.
“Well, fear not, dear boy. You can always fall back on your gardening

experience.”

THE FOX AND FIDDLE DOES NOT EVEN HAVE A DRESSING ROOM. THERE ARE

not as many girls as the first night, but there are a few and this pleases



the boys to no end.
They are the only group playing so they do not bother with a sound

check. The sound kid -and he is a kid- will sort it out during the show. Or
not.

The place is almost full by the time The Touts take the stage but one
local says the Fox is the only pub in the area and it would be full whether
The Touts were playing or not.

But everyone seems happy to have a near-famous band playing on
their wee stage.

The boys are on the verge of being hung over by the time they hit the
stage and the fresh round of beers -ordered well in advance this time- hit
the blood stream just in time.

But it will not be an easy night. The equipment blows a fuse midway
through the first song and there is a long lag while the owner’s sons
tinker with the electricity. In near darkness. The only saving grace is that
the crowd has not paid a cover-charge.

The lights and equipment are finally restored and they rip into their
next song and they almost finish this one before the power once again
disappears.

“Sorry lads,” the owner says. “I know you’ve come a long way to
entertain us, but I can’t afford to be without power all night. Shall we call
it a night, then?”

“Of course,” Jimmy says. “Pints all round and we’ll call it even?”
“Two rounds,” the owner says. “The least I can do.”
“Thanks, mate,” Artie says.
The owner looks at Artie as though he is uncertain if he is more

nervous or embarrassed.
“And you, mate,” he says to Artie, “you stay well-clear of my

daughter. Understand?”
“Understood, mate.”
They spend the rest of the night socializing with the locals. The mad

dash to hell feeling of the night before is gone and there is at least a sense



that maybe they are -well, if not stars, at least not completely unknown
and Bo suggests that maybe they should try to enjoy the moment.

“Lord knows when it might happen again,” he says and they all
agree.

THE TOUTS HAVE COVERED A LOT OF MILES BY NOW AND THE ARE ALREADY

wondering if they are getting anywhere. Sometimes it feels like they are
going around in circles. Which is true. In a country like the UK you
always end up near the same town you started.

Tonight it is Manchester? They are playing a small place so far off the
beaten track that even Jimmy has a hard time finding it.

The owner had originally said he could promise them a good turnout
but now he is having second thoughts.

“Weather’s shit,” he says.
“I’m fine with that,” Bo says.
“Well, yeah, you’re inside. Taken care of. People don’t like going out

in the rain. Not in this town. They stay inside. Order room service. Raid
the minibar. Screw the little woman.”

“Well, that does not sound very promising,” Dex says. “I am here
alone and there is no minibar in my room.”

“So maybe we should just forget the show,” Bo says. “If no one is
going to show up. We have a long drive ahead of us. We could leave
now…”

“Well, no,” he says. “I’m not saying no one shows up. I’m saying I
might have been overly optimistic.”

“And maybe now you’re being overly pessimistic,” Dex says.
“Good lord,” the owner says with mock surprise. “I thought none of

you guys spoke entire sentences. I wondered if you were a band of
mutineers. Okay, tell you what, boys. You’ll go on, do half a night, we’ll
see how things go. If no one shows up, I’ll pay you just the same.”



“How much will you pay us just the same?” Dex says.
“You know, I think I liked you better when the cat had your tongue.

Okay, boys. 9:00 PM sharp. I’ll tell the bartender to run a tab for you.
We’ll sort out how much you owe at the end of the night.”

“Man,” Dex says after he leaves. “It is like working in a company
store.”

“Yeah,” Artie says.
“Well, I’m going to grab a beer or two. Who’s in?”
Everyone agrees. Except Bo.
“I’m going to head back to the room for a bit,” he says. “Catch a few.”
They have already walked away before he finishes his sentence.

Christ, he thinks. He is wondering why he even bothers. They don’t even
seem to care.

They are spending too much time together. And not by choice. It
would be better if they met up just before going on stage. Well, it would
be better for him. The rest of the guys seem to be bonding. Bo has never
been much of a bonder.

He tries to give them the impression that he is using his alone-time to
write new songs but that is not really true. The words are there but they
are such a jumble. There is nothing really coherent or engaging, let alone
catchy. He is still trying to bridge the gap between commercial and
artistic. He blames life on the road. There is always something or
someone to blame.

“I CAN’T SHIT ON THE ROAD,” ARTIE SAYS OUT OF THE BLUE.
“I can piss in my pants,” Ronnie says without a trace of irony.
“You mean you tried to literally shit on the road?” Dexter says.
“No I mean when we are on the road.”
“Do you mean at all, or you just have trouble?”
“At all.”



“At all?”
“Yeah. Just can’t do it,” Artie says.
“You know you can’t just stop shitting,” Bo says. “You’ll get sick. I

mean really sick.”
“I am really sick,” he says. “I feel like I will explode.”
“That would be the least of your problems,” Dexter says pensively.
“So when do you shit?”
“When I get home.”
“When you get home! Shit. You mean home to America?.”
“I know.”
“And we’ll be on The Road for another two months.”
“I know,” he says.
“Shit,” Dexter says.
“I know,” he says.
Life on The Road. If you ever hear anyone talking about the road with

a sense of reverence it is probably an indication they have never been ‘on
The Road.’ At least not in the true sense. Civilians talk about ‘the road’ as
though it is a living, breathing creature.

It is not. At least not at first. It can become that, eventually, but at first
it is a collection of things - stories, drinks, women, songs, towns, motels,
then hotels, buses, then trains, then airports then -if you are really lucky,
private planes.

And once it becomes the living, breathing creature, there is no turning
back. It takes over your life and it becomes your life. And you come to
hate it as much as you have ever hated anything in your former life.

But if you do not reach that point of being on the road enough to truly
hate it, then the odds are good you are just another band playing for a
small group of people for just another night.

Lord, how Bo used to hate seeing ‘those’ bands. He’d go out to the
local hotel with his pals and there, off in the corner, would be a schmuck
husband-and-wife team, belting out covers of the latest singles. He on
guitar and foot-pedal-bass and her on drums or cheap keyboard. Most of



the time they’d barely even stop between songs. It was not like anyone
was paying attention. Hell, he often wondered if even they were paying
any attention.

But they’d keep at. Night after night. Were they expecting a big break,
the one that would send their sad-sack songs up the charts?

Bo never ever got close enough to ask. He was afraid to touch them,
afraid their stinky karma might rub off on him. Afraid hubby might offer
his wife as reward for a double scotch at the bar. Or hell, wifey offering
husband for same.

Dylan: Hey Kid
Bo: Hey man. How goes it?
Dylan: Cool. Fish and chips. Warm beer. Cold chicks. You?
Bo: About the same. But without the chicks
Dylan: Good one, kid. You touring?
Bo: Yeah, me and my band, The Touts
Dylan: Good name. You making any bread?
Bo: We making any bread?
Dylan:  Skip it. You look different, kid. Like a kid-adult
Bo: Thanks man. You look the same
Dylan: Me, I’ll always be the same. Shows are a real pigfuck. They boo us
every night
Bo: Every night? Why?
Dylan: They don’t like who I’ve become. They live in the past.
Bo: You gotta move on.
Dylan: Ain’t that true kid.
Bo: I hope it gets better.
Dylan: I don’t care. They pay us to play. Can’t pay anyone to listen. Or
understand.
Bo: I guess so



Dylan: So you like the band idea?
Bo: Not so much
Dylan: Band of babies?
Bo: Exactly
Dylan: The nature of the beast, man. Ride the coat-tails and start
believing they own them
Bo: Right!
Dylan: You gotta hold your ground, kid. Fuck ‘em if they can’t take a
joke
Bo: I don’t know, man. Wears me out
Dylan: Wear out and they win. Then what?
Bo: Yeah
Dylan: How’s that gal of yours?
Bo: I don’t know. She departed
Dylan: You might learned something. You’re just not sure what it is yet
Bo: How is yours?
Dylan: Eons ago, man. Like water over a rock
Bo: You okay?
Dylan: I guess. It wears me out. Like being in a band
Bo: I hear you
Dylan: I know you do, kid
Bo: I know
Dylan: That song of yours? I was thinking I might record it some day
Bo: Yeah?
Dylan: Yeah. Might do a bunch of covers
Bo: Sounds good
Dylan: Might be a while. I got a few things on the go
Bo: I bet you do
Dylan: I bet you do. Good to see you kid. Hang in there
Bo: You, too, Mr.
Dylan: Good one, kid. I’ll come back later and beat the crap out of you
Bo: Deal



HE WALKS AWAY WITH HIS USUAL SWAGGER AND THEN DISAPPEARS INTO THE

crowd and within seconds it is almost as though he had never even
existed.

“Christ,” Dex says. “Do you know who that was?”
“Of course I know who it was. I was talking to him, wasn’t I?”
“Well, yeah. But why was he talking to you?”
“We go way back,” Bo says.
“You and Bob Dylan go way back?”
“Well, not way, back, but back.”
“You’re an idiot,” Dex says.
Bo just smiles. If there was a feather in his cap it would glow in the

dark.
Things in the band change after that. There is a... deference in the air

now. They can no longer look at Bo like he is a punk kid. Well, not as
much of a punk kid.

Which is not a good thing. It was better when they thought he was
just a punk kid. Now they watch him out of the corner of their eyes. Now
they’re wondering whatever it is that they are wondering. Is the going to
stay in the band? Will he screw everyone out of their money?

But the rest of the stuff does not change very much. The rest of the
Touts have no reason to feel self-righteous but the mood becomes one of
band-entitlement. We Are the Band, man. And not just with Bo, but with
everyone -fans, club owners, taxi drivers, door men...

The Road is My Home #1

Words & Music
by



Leroy ‘Bo’ Carter

Is it midnight or the dead of noon
Is it Santa Fe or the dark side of the moon
I never know if I am coming or going
I never know if you even cared
Now it is midnight or the dead of noon
and I’ll be on the road again soon

There’s a candle in the window
But I know its not for me
I saw him leaving in the shadows
Hoping no one else would see
‘cause it’s midnight or the dead of noon
and I’ll be on the road again soon

I heard you had an accident
And you’re in the family way
I guess it was bound to happen
and I’ve only myself to blame
‘cause it’s midnight or the dead of noon
and I’ll be on the road again soon

Back on the Road #2
Capo 5th fret
G em am c

Is it Santa Fe or the dark sgide of the moon Timbuktu
Am I coming or going home soon
Is it midnight or the dead of noon



Guess Im back on the road again soon

There’s a candle in the window tonight
Burning brightly but it’s not for me
I saw him leaving in the shadowy moon
From the window of my family room

Is it midnight or the dead of noon
Guess Im back on the road again soon

Someone said you’re in the family way
Guess I only have myself to blame
‘cause it’s midnight or the dead of noon
Guess Im back on the road again soon

Is it Santa Fe or Timbuktu

Am I coming or going home soon

Is it midnight or the dead of noon
Guess Im back on the road again soon

There’s a candle in the window tonight
Burning brightly but it’s not for me
I saw him leaving in the shadowy moon
From the window of my family room

Is it midnight or the dead of noon
Guess Im back on the road again soon

Someone said you’re in the family way
Guess I only have myself to blame



‘cause it’s midnight or the dead of noon
Guess Im back on the road again soon

DYLAN IS RIGHT. SCREW THE TOUTS. BO IS GOING TO KEEP THAT ONE FOR

himself. If he ever finishes it.

MARTY CALLS AT MIDNIGHT. HIS TIME. IT IS AROUND 7AM IN THE UK. HE IS

so excited he can barely speak a full-length sentence.
“Big news,” he says.
“It sure as hell better be big news,” Bo says.
“It sure as hell is big news. Your pal has come through. Big time.”
“My pal? Who the hell is my pal?”
“Dylan is your pal. Anyone asks, tell them Dylan is your pal. You

understand?”
“No,” Bo says.
“He was talking to NME...”
“Who is that?”
“...and told them he liked your sound. Liked it. He said he might

record “Coal Miner's Blues” soon. He likes it that much. And then the
kicker. He was talking about you and he said, and I quote: ‘He ain’t no
Donovan, that’s for sure.’ Can you beat that? He ain’t no Donovan.”

“I don’t know what that means,” Bo says.
“I don’t care whether you know what it means. The point is this is my

big break”
“Your big break?”
“You know what I mean. Don’t be a schmuck. This is our ticket. You

get a chance like this once in a lifetime and you gotta ride that bronco
bareback until you are so sore you can’t walk again.”



“Jesus, man,” Bo says. “I wish just once you could speak English.”
“So I’ve talked to Jimmy. He’s got the details but the long and short is

that you guys are starting a new tour. Starts tomorrow night. Big stuff,
man. Big. You’ll be opening for The Kinks. I know, I know, Ray can be a
bit pedantic at times but this is bronco time, right? You put the shit
asunder and ride this baby.”

Bo has no idea what Marty is talking about, so they both enjoy the
golden silence for a moment.

“So go back to sleep. Jimmy is up and about. He’ll take care of things.
Good job, man. Good job. We’ll be rolling in the dough in no time.”

The phone goes dead. Bo takes one quick look at the bodies strewn
around the room -both male and female- and goes back to bed. He
doubts he will even remember he’s had this conversation when he wakes
up again. And he could not care less.

A Woman Like That

Words and Music
by
Bo Carter

Have you ever seen a woman like that
Loving life and all who live it
Have you ever seen a woman like that before

Have you ever seen a smile like that
Sunshine through the open window
Have you ever seen a woman with a smile like that

Have you ever found a love like that



Filling up your heart and your soul
Have you ever been in love with a woman like that

Have you ever had a kiss like that
One that goes deep inside you
Have you ever had a kiss from a woman like that

Have you ever felt no turning back
Finding love and keeping it always
Have you ever found love with a woman like that

Have you ever seen a woman like that
Loving life and all who live it
Have you ever seen a woman like that before

IT IS 1:00 PM. PANDEMONIUM ALL AROUND. JIMMY IS DIRECTING PEOPLE TO

and fro like a bobby on patrol on a bank holiday at the beach. He has
guys loading gear in a van, others putting the last touches on the Touts’
new suits, others autographing freshly printed singles and pictures on
behalf of the band, others in charge of ferreting out the ‘class A broads
from the professionals’ and still more bringing meals to the dining area.
The dining area.

Jimmy is in his element. He has been preparing for this moment his
entire life and no sad-eyed, hungover American twats are going to ruin it
for him.

“We will ride that bronco, you understand. Ride it so hard we won’t
even be able to walk to church on Sunday.”

Jimmy takes the new suits in hand and runs up the stairs. Behind him
trails the kitchen staff and the tailors.

The Touts have somehow slept through his entrance, and that of the



others. How can that be?
“Wakey wakey, wankers” he says. “It is bronco time. Put it there, on

that table. And more coffee. Bring that up right away. Clear out, you lot.
You, the tailors, wait in the hallway. Everyone else, out. You, get these
girls out of here. They can come back in to dress once we’ve left.”

“What the hell?” Bo says.
“Come on guys,” he says. “Get up, will ya? I know you tied one on

last night but we’ve been at this for hours. Up up up.”
The Touts stir, each looking about the room wearing the same forlorn

expression.
“Seriously?” Artie says to no one in particular.
“You bet,” Jimmy says. “Eat eat eat. Drink coffee. Plenty of coffee. We

got toast, eggs, bacon, tomatoes, ham, whatever. Up up up.”
“Jesus,” Ronnie says.
“Screw off,” Dexter mumbles as Jimmy rips the pillow from his head.
“You gotta roll, boys. Long drive ahead and we really cannot afford

to be late on the first night of the tour.”
“What tour?” Artie says.
“Didn’t you tell them?” Jimmy says to Bo.
“Does it look like I told them?”
“Listen, new day, okay? Dylan mentioned The Touts in the press.

Everyone is going nuts. You are starting a new tour. Opening for The
Kinks.”

Nothing. What twats. Nothing at all.
Jimmy instructs the tailors to dress the band, in bed if need be. It is

the only way. Act like a baby, be treated like a baby.
They look damn good. Black suit jackets, matching pants and those

high-cut pointy black shoes that are all the rage. A hair dresser moves in
and combs some hair forward and some back and then all the support
people move out of the room. Professionals, Jimmy thinks to himself.
How nice to work with some real professionals for a change.

The boys slurp down coffee and Jimmy corals them down the stairs to



the foyer where they are told to await further instructions.
The Touts are not be escorted to their cars until everything is in place.
“Okay,” Jimmy screams. “Move them out.”
The Touts hit the early afternoon air and all at once they are

overwhelmed by hundreds of screaming fans, all trying to contact or
touch the latest singing sensations. They push through the throng and
into the two awaiting cars, Artie and Ronnie in one and Bo and Dexter in
the other. The doors shut and off they go, quickly accelerating through
the mass of fans.

“Jesus Christ,” Artie says. “Someone took a clump of my hair!”
“Me, too,” Ronnie says. “And I think someone tried to touch my balls.

I’m not certain.”
“Hope it was a gal,” Artie says and they both laugh.
It is much more subdued in the other car, not so much because a lack

of excitement but more because the booze from the night before has not-
yet worn off and they are still facing slouching through a fog.

“Jesus,” Bo says. “That was wild.”
“Wilder,” Dexter days.
“Do you think maybe Jimmy was on the level?”
“I’m thinking maybe he was,” Bo says with a big laugh.
Jimmy follows the band in a third car. He is loving this. It should be

calmer in the next town, he thinks, but before long they will be doing this
every single day. That is how it works now. A band hits the press and all
hell breaks loose until it stops. And that could be weeks or months or
even years from now. All he has to do now is keep these clowns in line
and on the road. All he has to do, he thinks to himself with a laugh.

BO IS ABOUT AS CLOSE TO BEING IN AWE AS HE HAS EVER BEEN. ABOUT

anything. Opening for The Kinks is a big deal. And clearly they would
not be opening for them were it not for Bob. Your uncle. It is the stuff of



dreams. Or nightmares. Soon they will find out which it is to be! One
way or another, he’s bound to get at least one good song out of it.

The ‘Dylan thing’ has spooked him. He was riding the high wave and
‘went electric’ and the whole shebang went down the toilet. They are
doing over a dozen shows in England. Each night he does a solo ‘folk’ set
and then after a break he brings the band out for an electric set. The
crowd goes crazy. Not in a good way. Dylan could call it quits. He could
drop the electric set and just do two acoustic sets but he won’t give up.
Won’t give in. Bo does know how he does it. He has balls of steel.

Bo would have given up the fist night. Thee is a lesson in all this. He
is just not sue what the lesson is yet. Whatever it is, he does not expect it
to be good news.

THEY ARE RUNNING LATE. BY THE TIME THEY REACH THE FIRST GIG THEY DO

not have time to check into the hotel so they go straight to the venue.
There is no mistaking this venue.

“Jesus,” Bo says. “It has a stage door. This isn’t even a pub.”
Even Jimmy is impressed. He sees the look on the faces of The Touts.

Oh dear. They’ve just realized what all this means. They will be playing a
real show tonight. Their first real show ever, in fact. They are all thinking
the same thing. Even Jimmy is not sure if they are up to it.

There is a security guy at the back door. He does not want to let them
in.

“We’re the band,” Artie says.
“Are you Ray or Dave?” he says.
“Neither.”
“Then you are not the band. Move along boys. You can come back

and try to meet the boys later.”
“We are the other band. The Touts.”
“I bet you are,” he says, checking his sheet and then reluctantly



waving them through.
It is a wonderful hall. High stage and beautiful window panes and

more seats than they have ever seen together in one location. There is a
full dressing room and Jimmy notes sadly that there is beer but no food.
He rushes off to take care of that; the last thing anyone needs is The
Touts knocking back beers and then hitting the stage on empty stomachs.

“Well,” Artie says. “This is something.”
“It is that,” Ronnie says.
“It is fine,” Dexter says. “We can do this. We really can.”
“Maybe,” Artie says. “We were a two-bit-American band this

morning. This is different, isn’t it. This is the real deal.”
“Sure it is,” Dexter says. “But we treat it like we did last night. It is

just a show.”
“I don’t know,” Ronnie says.
They are all waiting for Bo to say something. Even Bo is waiting for

Bo to say something. He has no idea what to say. He opens four bottles of
beer and hands them out.

“Cheers,” he says, clicking each bottle in succession. “We can do
this,” he says after they’ve each had a few sips. “I mean it could not be
any worse than the night the power went off. Right?”

“Twice!” Artie says with a laugh.
“And that will not happen tonight,” he says. “These guys know what

they are doing. And they’ll expect the same from us, right? One night,
one show. We’ll get through this and we’ll never have to play opening
night on this tour again.”

“Deal,” Ronnie says.
“Ditto,” Dexter adds.
“Okay,” Artie says. “If you say so.”
“You are such a fuck,” Bo says and they all laugh, even Artie.



ALL THE GEAR IS IN PLACE AND THE KIDS ARE BEGINNING TO TAKE THEIR

seats. It helps them, The Touts, to hear how relaxed and happy they seem
to be. Maybe they are all in this together, the band and the audience and
the sound guy and Jimmy and maybe even Marty in some way.

Bo tunes his guitar and then tunes it again. The air in Newcastle is
damp and cold and he knows it will take days for his guitar to adjust to
the weather but he does not have days; he has minutes.

Dexter is having a hard time with his guitar, too, but he is not upset.
He has given up.

“No hope,” he says to Bo, strumming his ill-tuned guitar.
“Hopeless,” he says with a laugh. “Maybe we should just tune to each

other?”
They do that. At least that way if they sound out of tune it will not be

as noticeable. And hell, they know the audience will not know or give a
good god damn about them, anyway. They have come out tonight to
rock ‘n’ roll with The Kinks.

A man in a suit arrives on the stage and nods at The Touts.
“Ready?” he says.
“I suppose,” Artie says.
“Okay. Show time.”
“All the way from the other side, the latest American sensation, The

Touts!”
The curtain opens and the latest American sensations count it down

and Dexter plays the intro and The Touts break into a cover of Buddy
Holly’s “That’ll Be the Day.” So begins their first real show. Ever. The
audience is receptive. They are clapping and singing along and The
Touts just beam.

The first song goes so well it is all they can do not to play the song
again. They only have six songs in their set -or ten minutes, whichever
comes first- so they have to keep things moving.

They play a couple more rock-covers and then a more folky cover of
“Moonshiner” and then they play their own song, “Coal Miner's Blues.”



Then they are done. They bow to the audience and wave good bye
and that is that.

They go outside to catch some air just as The Kinks are coming in.
They do not know The Touts, of course. They have no opinion about
them one way or another because they did not even hear them play
tonight.

The Kinks look sharp and confident. Bo wonders if The Touts will
ever look like that. Or feel like that.

The Touts listen to their set and all at once they realize they have
heard their songs on the radio. “You Really Got Me.” Bo screams. They
just opened for the guys who sing "You Really Got Me."

Jimmy tells them they have to get moving. The next show is a long
way off and they will be driving overnight.

And all at once Bo knows the score. Oh sure he does. Marty is trying
to save some cash, isn’t he. Now that The Touts are on the verge of
bringing in some real money, Marty has decided he can make even more
money if he cuts back on hotel rooms and transportation and everything
else.

It is always the same, isn’t it. It is always the same.
But he can’t really complain. At least not yet. Night two of a tour

opening for The Kinks is not the time to start moaning about anything.
Except perhaps the backstage food.

THE M&MS ARE NOTHING SHORT OF A PERSONAL AFFRONT. NOT ONLY THAT,
but Dexter has reason to suspect they are not even really M&Ms!

    “What do you call these?” he says, pointing to the offending
confectionery from afar as though fearful he might contract something if
he gets too close.

    “Smarties,” he says.
    “What did you call me?”



    “I didn’t call you anything. I told you what we call them. Smarties.”
    “A Smartie is not an M&M.”
    “No it is not. You are quite right. But it is like an M&M.”
    “Like?”
    “The same general properties,” he says. “Candy-coated chocolate in

a delicious crunchy shell.”
    “I don’t give a flying fuck if they share the same properties, mate.

The rider specifically calls for M&Ms.”
    “Which are sadly not sold in this country. Hence the Smarties.”
    “Christ,” Dex says. He is otherwise rendered speechless. He does

not know whether to scream or shout; thrash or pound; cry or weep; shit
or shat.

    Bo has been watching and by now he cannot even hope to keep
from laughing.

    “Do you have to go through this every single night?” he says.
    “Every single night they screw it up, I do,” Dex says.
    “But we are traveling in the same country. Every night. The same

country that does not sell M&Ms.”
    “Oh yeah,” Dexter says. “I forgot.
    Bo falls back into the ‘green room’s’ filthy comfy chair. It stinks of

barf and smoke and cheap perfume. It is twoish in the afternoon. They
are waiting for The Kinks to finish their soundcheck so they can do
theirs. They could just say to hell with it and head back to the hotel for all
the care or concern the sound guy will put into their check. No one cares
if the openers have the right mix or not. No one will go home and say the
sound for the first band sucked because anyone with any sort of social
life at all will not be there to hear the opening band.

    The Kinks are good. There is no doubt about that. They are big in
these parts. Is it Cambridge tonight? He can’t remember. He’d ask Dex
but he is busy filling his face with fake M&M’s. He will be mighty sorry
if he finishes them all off before tonight. Sorry and sick.



    IT IS THEIR FOURTH NIGHT OPENING FOR THE KINKS AND TONIGHT THEY

invite them to their room for a beer.
    “You’re not horrible,” Ray says by way of introduction.
    “Oh don’t listen to him,” Dave says. “He’s always contrary.”
    “You Canadians?” Ray says.
    “No!” Bo screams.
    “Steady on, mate. It wasn’t meant to be an insult.”
    “Well, it was. We’re American.”
    “Well, that is fairly clear now,” Ray says with a laugh. “Can I tease

you about something else then?”
    “Sure. Anything but that.”
    “Can I question your sexuality?”
    “If you have to,” Bo says.
    “Okay, okay,” Dave says. “The pisser is around the corner. No one

likes to see grown men pissing in public.”
    “Oh, I don’t know,” Ray says. “Maybe that is exactly what our

American friends like to see.”
    “You want a beer?” Dave says.
    “If it's free.”   
    “Of course it’s free,” Dave says. “Don’t you have free beer?”
    “Sometimes,” Dexter says. “They never tell us.”
    “Isn’t that what your manager should tell you?”
    “We don’t have a real manager. At least not with us,” Bo says.
    “What do you mean you don’t have a real manager on tour?” Ray

says.
“We have a guy,” Artie says.
“Well, that is something,” Ray says. “A guy is something.”
    “Well have one on us,” Dave says.
    “I sort of liked that one song,” Ray says. “Coal something.”
    “Coal Miner's Blues,” Dexter says. “Bo wrote that.”



    “I’ve heard it before,” Ray says. “Though I can’t for the life of me
remember where. So at least you are making some bread from all this?”
he says to Bo.

“I’m not sure,” Bo says and it is the truth.
    “You should give him John’s number,” Dave says.
    “Peel?” he says with a note of incredulity.
    “Yeah Peel. Who the fuck else would I mean.”
    “Well, yeah, I know who you mean, Dave,” Ray says. “But that is a

big ask.”
    “Well, he owes you.”
    “I know he owes me. I’m just not sure how keen I am to cash it in

on… this.”
    “Stop whining,” Dave says.
    Ray grabs a napkin and pen and writes down a number.
    “Call him,” he says. “He has a radio show that’s fairly popular.”
    “Sure.”
    “Just don’t tell him you’re Canadian.”
    “Have you got a record you can send him?” Dave says.
    “No,” Dexter says. “We have a single. We had some demos.”
    “Had?”
    “Where are they?”
    “In jail,” Bo says.
    “In jail?”
    “In Baltimore. Long story.”
    “Jesus,” Ray says. “What hard luck stories.”
    “Oh stop it,” Dave says. “He’s just funning with you.”
    “Sure,” Ray says. “You should see what I’d be like if you weren’t

brothers in the Commonwealth.”
    Ray laughs then and beer comes out of his nose and he coughs so

loudly that the entire room stops for a moment, as though fearful they
might be about to witness history in the making.

    “Man, those cigarettes can’t be doing your voice much good,”



Dexter says when he has finished.
    “Why don’t you go fuck yourself,” he says, lighting up a fresh

smoke.
“You finding it hard to write on the road?” Ray days.
“Oh yeah,” Bo says. “I can’t. It is just a jumble. Nothing works.”
“That is the norm. Trust me. You are not alone.”
“It is so frustrating,” Bo says. “Am I supposed to wait until I get some

‘down-time’ to write anything decent?”
“I hear you,” Dave says. “You need to find a routine. It won’t be

perfect, but it will do for now.”
“I don’t know how to do that.”
“Yet. You’ll figure it out, kid.”
“I hope so,” Bo says. “I really do.”

“SO DID YOU DO HER?” DEX SAYS.
“Who her?”
“The gal you were talking to after the show last night.”
“No,” Bo says with a smirk. “She does not do Canadians.”
“Don't blame her,” Dex says. “Listen, the guys…”
“The guys?”
“And I…”
“Yes?”
“Think we should have a band meeting.”
“Go ahead,” Bo says.
“Well, we were thinking all of us. Including you.”
“Oh,” Bo says. “Okay.”
“So this afternoon? After soundcheck?”
“Sure. Tell me the time and place.”
“Well, that is the time and place, won't it. After the soundcheck.”
“Of course.”



“Okay, then.”
“Okay then.”
Dex shuffles off. Literally. Bo watches him leave. He waits to see if he

turns to look back. He does not. Speaks volumes Bo thinks. He is not sure
what is in the volumes that it speaks but it says something.

Dex wants to go back and punch Bo in the face. Or kick him in the
nuts. He is fed up with his arrogance. Everyone is. They all signed on to
be a band, not his back-up bitches. Bo seems to think he is the only one
who can lead the group. Bo has a lot to learn about people. He has a lot
to learn about people and he should have learned all those things by
now.

True to their word, the guys congregate after the soundcheck for their
‘meeting.’

Bo feels a haphazard but clear undercurrent of anger and resentment.
He cannot help but think this feeling is directed at him.

Bo: So
Dexter: Yeah. So
Bo: Glad we cleared that up.
Dexter: Nice touch.
Bo: Hey. I’m here. You told me to be here and I am.
Ronnie: Chill man.
Bo: Chill?
Ronnie: We...
Bo: Yeah.
Dexter: This is...
Bo: Yeah?
Ronnie: No blood, man.
Bo: No blood. Man.
Dexter: So.
Bo: Full circle. Man.
Dexter: The Touts are a band, yeah?



Bo: Yup.
Dexter: Not Bo and The Touts.
Bo: Right.
Dexter: If it were Bo and The Touts we would not be having a meeting.
Bo: If it were Bo and The Touts you probably would not even be in the
band at this point.
Ronnie: See?
Bo: See what, man.
Ronnie: The attitude, man. We started out as friends. A band. Common
goals.
Bo: True love.
Ronnie: And now it is a lump of coal.
Bo: Man.
Ronnie: And it is breaking us up.
Bo: Breaking you up.
Ronnie: And how long can we go on like that. That is the question.
Bo: I see.
Ronnie: We are not kicking you out. If that is what you are thinking.
Bo: That is not what I was thinking. But I am now.
Ronnie: Well don’t. We are in this together.
Bo: We were in this together.
Ronnie: Well, if you are saying we aren’t in this together, I guess we
aren’t.
Bo: I thought I was in a band. I thought I would continue to be in a band.
Germany tomorrow. Amsterdam. The Touts on Tour.
Ronnie: The Touts are on tour. But it is a band.
Dexter: What we are trying to say is that we need to be a band. We don’t
want to be told what to do. What to think. I don’t need another mama.
Ronnie: Right.
Dexter: We are equals. Musicians.
Ronnie: Yeah, man.
Dexter: If we wanted to be treated like babies we could have stayed in



Baltimore. Lugged our crap around on the bus. Slept on the couch. But
we want more. We all do.
Ronnie: Yeah, man.
Bo: Yeah, man.
Dexter: That is it.
Bo: So I’m stopping you from doing this? From living up to your
expectations. As a band?
Dexter: Not stopping, really. Just making it harder. Making it a chore,
yeah?
Ronnie: Yeah. A chore.
Dexter: But there is a problem.
Bo: Another one?
Dexter: The same one, really. Ray said the other night that at least you
would make money on this tour. What did he mean by that?
Bo: You should probably ask him what he meant.
Dexter: Well I didn’t ask him but I asked Jimmy and he said that because
you wrote “Coal Miner's Blues,” on your own, we won’t get royalties
from it.
Bo: I suspect that might be true. But...
Dexter: Well, that is not fair.
Bo: Well, that is fine, but you must know that I’ll be making fuck all as it
is. Do you really think Marty will send me a check at the end of the
month?
Dexter: Well, no.
Ronnie: Well, no.
Artie: Nope.
Bo: So we done here?
Artie: We done here.

THEY DO NOT LOOK VICTORIOUS BUT NOR DO THEY LOOK BEATEN. THAT IS THE



thing with people, Bo thinks. Sometimes people just need to say words
out loud and they feel better. They feel like they have stood up for
themselves. But people don’t usually follow through. They say they will
take action and then they get hyped up about some other Big Issue and
forget about the Former Big Issue and it starts all over again.

Bo will not sweat this one. The Touts have said their piece and now
they will have a beer and get a collective hard-on about how tough they
were on Bo and then they will pass out in the back seat on the way to the
next show and wake up in the morning and forget they have a new
mission in life. So be it.

Bo does not care so much but the drama is tiring. He has his own Big
Issues but he has to keep those Big Issues to himself and hope he can
pass out in the front seat on the way to the next show and wake up of the
morning and forget that he ever had any Big Issues.

Maybe it is just rock ‘n’ roll. Ray and Dave seem to fight all the time.
Ray says something rude to the band or his mates or even the fans and
Dave has to apologize and try to make amends and then Ray gets even
madder and it starts all over again. That is what Bo needs! He needs a
lackey to make things right for him. He’ll talk to Jimmy about that.

THE FORTUITOUS PHONE CALL COMES OUT OF THE BLUE.
“What's up?” the girl beside him says.
Bo ignores her. He does not even recall if he knows her name.
“Bo?” The voice on the phone sounds familiar. In a far off distant sort

of way. “It's me, silly.” Pregnant pause. “It’s Maggie, you asshole!”
Christ, he thinks. He'll never live this down.
“Hi babe,” he says. “I knew it was you all along.”
“Sure you did,” she says with a laugh. “What are you up to? Never

mind. Listen, I got a call from Marty last night…”
“I'm sorry, babe. Who?”



“Who?”
Shit. He racks his brain but nothing comes. She waits. Just waiting for

the right moment. She knows it will come. It does not.
“He's your manager,” she says at last.
“Of course,” he says. “That Marty.”
“Anyway, he called this morning. He has pulled strings and he has a

few new gigs lined up for you guys.”
“We're in the middle of a tour, babe,” he says.
“I know you are,” Maggie says with a laugh. “I've talked to Dex.”
“You have?”
“Listen, we're thinking …”
“Who we?”
“Marty and I. And Dexter. We are thinking that maybe it would be

better to come back and ‘milk the home market’ as he put it?”
“I don't know," Bo says. “I'll have to talk it over with the guys.”
“Jesus, Bo. We have talked it over with the guys. They want this.

Everyone thinks it would be a good idea.”
Bo finally sees the picture she has painted for him. He is not sure yet

she is using watercolors or oils, but he sees it clear-enough. God he is so
slow sometimes. He still thinks he is in charge of his own life.

“It would be a win-win situation, Bo,” she says.
“Okay,” he says. “Fine. Best for everyone.”
“Good,” she says. “I'll work out the details with Marty. It will be a

good thing, Bo.”
“Sure it will,” he says.
“See you soon. Nice talking to you, Bo. It has been too long.”
“Sure it has,” Bo says.

THEIR PLANE LANDS IN NEW YORK TWO DAYS LATER. THE TOUTS ARE

cranky. They did not have enough money to leave London properly -



well, as the stars they feel they are or about to become- so it was all hotel
benches and the tube and cheap bar-food.

Everyone thinks they are coming back for Something Big but Bo is not
sure. He feels certain that Maggie and Marty -and Dex!- have just cooked
up a good excuse to get them back to America.

They pass through customs and pick up their luggage and
instruments and then they saunter dejectedly to the greeting area. It is
packed. Girls are screaming their heads off like The Beatles were pissing
in the bushes. There is a roped off area for whoever to talk to the press.

Christ, Bo thinks. What he would not give for a welcome like that.
Just once. Just one time.

The screaming and commotion becomes even more pronounced as Bo
and the rest of the band stop mid-stride and look behind to see who is
the object of this odd desire. Bo is in fact ready to step aside and let the
stars move ahead of them.

But there is no one behind them. No one at all.
In fact a reporter sticks a microphone in Bo's face and talks to him.
“Me?” he says.
“I said how does it feel to be back in America?”
“Fine, I guess. I was not gone for that long.”
“He was not gone for long,” the reporter says. Bo is still not sure who

he is talking to. “And how does it feel to return to America as stars?”
“As what?”
“As what,” the reporter repeats.
Bo and the rest of The Touts try to move through the crowd but it is

the same every step of the way. They make progress and then someone
thrusts a mic or a camera in their faces and asks questions about being
stars and hit singles.

They have no choice but to go along with it. By the time they reach
the end of the line they see Maggie and Marty. They are both laughing.

Maggie finally asks the police to help the poor boys out of the jam.
And they do. They clear a path through the crowd and then out the door.



There are two cars waiting for them. One limo will take Bo and Maggie
and other will take the rest of The Touts to the hotel.

“What the hell!” Bo says with a laugh.
“Jesus,” Dexter says. “What was that!”
“Oh my,” Maggie says. “That was priceless. The look in your eyes!

All of you. I have never seen anything like it.”
“Is this for real?” Artie says.
“Shit, I don’t know,” Bo says. “It sure looks it.”
“Well, I’m going to pretend it is real,” Ronnie says.
“Me, too,” Dexter says.
They pile into their limos and with a wave they are gone.
Maggie is nervous as she gets into ‘their’ limo. They have not really

talked spoken in a long time and now here she is, at the helm of The
Touts’ ‘overnight’ success?

“Where we going?” he asks her.
“My place,” she said. “I thought you’d like it better than the hotel.

And it will give us some time to talk.”
Christ, he thinks. Here is goes. The rope tightening. The everlasting

noose.
“It is nothing like that,” Maggie says, reading his mind. “But I know

you. You would be happy to piss away something like this. Right? Fear
of success and all that. So I’ve sort of stepped in to act like the manager of
your manager for now? Make sure things are done right.”

“Fair enough,” he says. And she is right. He cannot deny that. He is
always one hair away from flushing everything down the toilet. At least
this way he can concentrate on the music and feel safe in letting someone
else take care of the business side. And keep an eye on Marty. He
knows they cannot really trust him to look out for their interests. And
they also need him to put the first part of this shit together. Bo can’t do
that and no one else in the band can do it, either. Hell, not even Maggie
could handle that.

So settled, he thinks to himself. They’ll ride this baby bronco for a



while and see where it leads. And who knows. They might end up with
some real cash. Stranger things have happened.

Maggie finally spills the beans when they reach her place.
“It is this Dylan stuff,” she says with a laugh. “His ‘Donovan’ quote

hit here like a hurricane a couple of days ago. It just made it to the US
press. Then the single hit the charts and that was that. You guys are stars
here. Just stars.”

“So we do have shows lined up?”
“Just about,” she says. “It should all be finalized by the end of the

week. And you meet with the record company tomorrow. They’ll want
an album by the end of next month, I think.”

“An album?”
“Well, nothing huge. Seven or eight songs should do it. A couple

more originals. Maybe a few covers.”
“Okay,” he says.
“So a bit of a push at first, right? Just for now. Then a quick tour and

then you and Dex can concentrate on writing more original material.”
“Sure,” he says. “Easy.”
“No, I did not mean to say it was easy, Bo. But you have been

working toward this for a long time. It would be a... shame to let it pass
by now. Miss a show, have someone show up drunk for a radio
interview... everything goes down the tubes, right?”

Enough talking. Maggie leads Bo to the bedroom and they make love.
It is the first time they have done so since she left Baltimore so long ago
and it is good and he is glad they are together but he is distracted. 

She almost seems like she is in love with him again. He will not
argue. He is certain he needs her as much as she needs him.

He cannot sleep afterward. He can’t stop thinking about what will
happen over the next few days. They pulled off a dozen shows with The
Kinks, but this is different. This is home turf, among friends and enemies
and a slew of people will be expecting to make a living from The Touts.
They will be counting on Bo to make the band-stuff work. The songs, the



interviews, the fans, everyone will be clambering for a piece of him. He is
not sure there is enough of him to go around.

And Christ, they only have three songs even close to being finished.
He and Dexter will have to start working on fresh material right away.
Working from scratch has never been their forte.

Do or die. That will be the name of the first song they write. He
laughs to himself. Do or die. They should use that as the album name,
too. Or maybe they’ll just call it “The Last Record Album.”

“SO, HERE’S THE THING,” MARTY SAYS. “I HAVE DRAWN UP FOUR CONTRACTS,
okay. One each,” he says, handing them out, “and one for me.”

“What about Bo?” Dexter says.
“He is different,” Marty says.
“He is different all right,” Ronnie says.
“Well, yeah, that, too. What I mean is that he will be offered a

separate deal. Not better or worse, just different.”
“Okay.”
“So the long and short here, you guys form the basis of The Touts,

yeah? You are the band, in my opinion. So that is why I am dealing with
you first. So you each get $500 off the top.”

“Today?” Ronnie says.
“Before you leave the office.”
“Man,” Ronnie says.
“Hard cold cash. Okay? So you get that now and then down the road

you get a percentage of profits from all future records. We’ve decided on
3%. That is standard for the industry. Industry-wide. Now you will
notice that the record company will pay for everything from now on. The
recording of your album, distribution, tour expenses, equipment, the
works. So everything is taken care of.”

“Wow,” Artie says.



“Man.”
“So all you guys have to worry about is being the band, okay? You

play, you tour, you show up. That is all anyone cares about. What you do
on your own time is what you do on your own time. What you do on my
time, you do it well or you don’t do it at all. Understood?”

“Okay,” the reply.
“So as I said, Bo I’ll take care of after we are sorted. I wanted to make

sure we had a band to push before I started to deal with him.”
Marty hands them cheap pens. They sign their contracts without

hesitation and Marty hands them each envelopes with $500 cash. Ronnie
and Artie gasp. Literally. They have clearly never seen so much money in
one place.

Dexter is not so easily impressed. Well, either that or he is too stoned
to even know what is going on.

He is the chink in the armor, Marty thinks to himself. He is a clearly
not of this world. It is too bad. He is a nice kid. He might actually make
something of himself if he ever able to get his shit together.

Well, not his problem. His problem will be Bo. Bo has always been the
problem. He is talented enough to know he has talent but not so talented
that he can easily convince everyone else.

The Touts take their money and run. Ronnie and Artie take off down
the stairs talking about hookers and beer. Dexter just saunters out of the
office. Marty knows where he is going. Even if Dexter does not.

So the deal is done. Poor guys. They signed away just about
everything. The money they left with today is the most they will see out
of this deal. The ‘label’ will cover their expenses, all right -tour, album,
whatever- but all of that money will be paid back. And it will be paid
back through any and all record sales. Or tour profits. They will never
make enough to recoup that. Once they have ‘paid off’ the first album
they will be well on their way to running up debts on the next one. And
on and on it will go. Five albums. Although the last one will probably be
a Greatest Hits package. Few of these bands actually have five albums in



them. And even if they do after five or six years on the road they are so
bent out of shape with drugs and booze and tours that they cannot even
imagine putting together another album.

So they are done. They have one night to bask and then later this
week he will get them into a studio and start racking up the bills.

The little fucker Bo will put up one hell of a stink. Man, he wishes he
had scored the rights to “Coal Miner’s Blues.” That is the only thing of
worth that will ever come out of The Touts. If Marty had the publishing
rights to that one he could rest a block or two from Easy Street.

One of the lawyers suggested he include an oblique line in Bo’s
contract stating he was signing over all rights to “past and future” work
but Bo would spot that and it would queer the entire deal.

Not that he is giving up! There still might be a way to bring that baby
home. He just has to figure it out. He is good at that. The rest, not so
much, but he does know how to make things happen.

DEXTER STUFFS THE $500 IN HIS BACK POCKET. HE CANNOT STAND TO HOLD

it in his hands. It is as soiled as his father’s handkerchief.
The deal sucks. He knows that. Marty is a slime-bucket. He has roped

them in. He is the only one who will ever make money off The Touts.
Well, him and Bo.

It is fine. He does not deserve the money. But $500 is more than he
ever expected to make from these guys. It is more than he ever expected
to make from music, really. The guys who taught him how to play slide
never made $500 from playing. Not in a lifetime. So he won’t complain.
Well, he will complain, but who is going to listen.

He laughs out loud and the bums on the sidewalk look at him like he
is crazy. If only they knew what he had in his pocket!

He should be happier. But he knows, doesn’t he? He is going to pour
it all into his arm. He will say here and now, loud and clear that he is not



going to let that happen but that is what is going to happen. In a few
days he won’t have a dime left. And if he is not careful and he means
really fucking super careful there is a damn good chance that he might
pour all of it in too fast and there is no way he would survive that much
that fast. His body just wasn’t built for that kind of speed.

He laughs again. That kind of speed.
Christ, it is not funny really. If he saw someone walking on their way

to a certain death he’d look at him and think he was a fucking chump. A
real chump. He is no different. Just because he knows what a real chump
looks like does not mean he can’t be one himself.

So it will play out the way it plays out. Plain. Simple. One hit, one
wonder, then the rest. Right?

Poor Bo. Yeah he is thinking poor Bo. Bo will blame himself. He will
spend the rest of his life wondering if there wasn’t something he could
have done. He will blame his song for what is going to happen. It will
become a noose around his neck. A sign of evil. A reminder of the
weakness in others.

And he will be right. Sort of. Well, no. It is not his fault. It would
probably only take $100 to achieve what he is going to do and surely at
some point in his life he could have put together $100 without the help of
Bo or his fucking “Coal Miner’s Blues.”

So, no, it is not Bo’s fault. It is just that he will never really know that.
“Hey man. How much you got?”
“Fifty,” Dexter says. “Will that get me something fine.”
“Oh, that will get you something fine,” the man says. “Very fine

indeed. You got works?”
“All set,” Dexter says.
“Good.”
“Room inside?”
“Room inside, my friend. Help yourself.”
Dexter makes his way through the bodies on the floor. That will be

him in a few minutes. All twisted and contorted and bent out of shape.



And won’t that day be fine, he thinks. That one or two or few
moments of bliss! Sure, he lives for that. Don’t let anyone tell you
otherwise. He lives for that as surely as a baby lives for his mama’s
breast. He lives for that as much as he has ever lived for anything. And
no, he can’t live without out it. And why should he. He has $450 in his
pocket. At least for now.

He ties himself off and preps the needle and slides it in. Just slides it
in. Just like that. Just like that. Just like —

MARTY AND BO’S ‘PRE-MEETING’ IS IN HIS OFFICE. MARTY WANTS TO ’GET ALL

their ducks in a row’ before they move on to meet with ‘the big guys.’
Bo is feeling beyond weary even before Marty speaks a single word.
He starts right in. Bare bones: The Touts will sign with Marty’s label

and Marty’s label will co-sign with the ‘major’ label. It is best to do it this
way, he says. It will ensure wider distribution of both the single and the
future album.

“We’ll get this sucker into every hardware store and Sears music
department in the country,” he says.

“And?” Bo says.
“And it is all good,” Marty says. “We’ll sell product, set up a couple

of tours across America. And once we have everything in place we can
put together a nifty little publishing deal and then sit back and watch the
money roll in.”

“You know, Marty, I guess I’m just wondering where all this money
is going to roll into. I mean you get a piece of the action and then the
other label gets a piece. And I’m assuming you will take the publishing
rights?”

“Well, yeah,” he says with a forced, impish grin. “Of course. I mean
I’m the one doing the legwork. I’m the one who is fronting the money for
Stonehenge Tower Records. There is no STR without me. And my



money. I have to at least stand a fighting chance of getting that money
back.”

“You mean your father’s money.”
“Well…”
“Anyway, I’m sure you’ll get your money back,” Bo says. “And what

if I say no? No to all this?”
“Well, that’s your choice, Bo. You can say no Bo -ha!- but even if you

do it will not change very much.”
“Because?”
“Well, aside from publishing points for “Coal Miner's Blues”

everything you did, or will do, with The Touts is part of The Touts
agreement, right? You will have a say but only a four-point say.”

“Against your ten-point say?”
“There is no need for a hostile environment, Bo. It does not have to be

you against the world. Or you against The Touts.”
“There is no reason for it to be any kind of relationship at all, to be

honest.”
“Well, that is your choice. You can have 4% of something or 100% of

nothing. That is up to you, my friend.”
So there it is. Four per cent. The unvarnished truth at last.

He probably offered the other guys 3% or less. Everything else will be
split between Marty, his label and the big label.

It is not a good deal. Or a fair one. He could wake up every day for
the rest of his life and get paid to piss in the toilet and take home almost
the same amount of money as he’ll be getting from Marty.

“I’m guessing everyone else is on board?”
“On board,” he shrieks. “Why they jumped at the chance. Why

wouldn’t they! They’ve already signed on the dotted line, Bo. They are
beyond happy. They walked out of here not an hour ago with five
hundred dollars each. Cash. Hard cold cash, Bo. You can buy a lot with
that kind of cash, Bo. A lot.”

The smile on his face is fading. He knows that Bo is not going to take



the deal. He would be a fool to take it.
And Marty is right. Bo gives him a quick ‘fuck you’ look and walks

out of his office without saying another word. Not a peep. You got to
hand it to him, Marty thinks. He’s got balls if not brains.

Bo leaves without regrets. At least for the moment. Only time will tell
if he has just shown a gallant display of misguided pride or just plain,
old-fashioned stupidity.

But one thing he knows; this may have been his one chance to ‘make
it big.’ With one freaking song under his belt no one will be breaking
down any doors to sign him to any other deal. It just will not happen.

But he has had enough. Enough of everything. He has already
decided that he will take what little money he has and just disappear.
Maybe he’ll take a bus to Santa Fe or Daytona. Hell, there are plenty of
options. All of them better than being taken as a chump before the first
album is even released, let alone recorded.

Hell, he’d rather die happy than not die at all.

THE WARMTH OF THE SECOND HIT EASES INTO HIS ARM WITH DELICIOUS EASE.
The power and the glory. This is what is meant by heaven.

His eyes rolls back in one last glorious rush before his head crashes to
the concrete. He vomits, chokes once, then twice, vomits again as the last
breath is squeezed from his body.

No warmth of a third hit is in the offing.

“NO ONE WARNED ME ABOUT THE PAIN,” MAGGIE SCREAMS.
“I am sure we did,” the nurse says.
“Well, I am just as sure you didn’t.”
“Rest. You are in for a rough period.”



“What? How rough? I said how rough!”
Fuck them. The drugs are not working. She should have taken Dexter

up on his offer. She would be blissfully blissed by now.
Poor Dexter. He will not survive Life on the Road. He is an exposed

nerve hiding in plain sight, jumping out of the way of his own shadow.
Dear sweet Dexter.

The rest are also-rans, a band of misfits and empty promises. Bo is no
worse than the rest. That will be his downfall.

“Push,” the nurse says.
I will show you push. How about if I push my fist into your face.

Well, maybe later. She might come in handy for now.
How did she allow herself to get into this mess. She is not ready for

life with a baby on her own. Her mother has already told her she will not
help. If she was married, she said.

The only bright side is that the baby will not have to deal with the
father. She will tell him at some point. When it is too late for him to queer
the deal.

“Push,” the nurse says again.
She pushes. Let’s get this over with. Let the nightmare begin.
Final push. Baby girl. Delirious hosanna. Angels praise the

continuation of the Tree of Life. The joy is not shared in this room, in this
moment in time.

THE INCIDENT IS REPORTED TWO DAYS LATER IN A WIRE STORY IN THE LOCAL

paper. Bo just happened to see it. It was the sort of story that would only
show up on a slow news day. If anything major had happened just about
anywhere in the world he never would have heard about it.

But there it was.
The tone of the item was just shy of ‘so what’ but it was okay, really.

It was better than nothing.



“The body of Dexter Fulbright, lead guitarist and singer/songwriter for the
up-and-coming band The Touts was discovered in the Hudson River today, an
apparent suicide.

“He and his band had just signed a five-record deal with Stonehenge Tower
Records. They were expected to enter the studio later this week to start recording
an album that would feature their successful single, “Coal Miner's Blues.” The
song is already a hit in the UK.

“Fulbright is thought to be survived by parents in Oklahoma, but they could
not be reached for comment.

“Funeral services will be private and held on May 13, 1966 at 2:00 PM.”

BO CARTER SINGS ‘COAL MINER’S BLUES’ AT THE SERVICE. IT IS WARM AND

heartfelt and heartbreaking. Dexter’s wife glares at him throughout. She
is the first to greet him after the service.

“You killed him,” she says.
“I don’t agree,” Bo says.
“I don’t care if you agree or not. It was a statement of fact.”
“Listen, I’m sorry. I really liked Dex- ”
“Only his friends can call him Dex,” she says.
“I really liked Dexter and I was aware he had issues and I thought he

was dealing with it. There were no indications that this was not the
case.”

“He hid it well. Even from me.”
“Exactly,” Bo says. “It is a fucking shame what happened but it is not

our fault. You or me.”
“I pleaded with him not to go back on the road. Pleaded.”
“He seemed to be coping. I would have said or done something if I

did not think that was true. And I am sorry. Truly.”



THAT NIGHT MARTY GIVES BO MAGGIE’S TEMPORARY NUMBER.
She says basically the same things Dexter’s wife said and Bo replies in

pretty-much the same way.
She said he would be pleased he had played that song at the service.
“He loved that song,” she says.
“He was a good guy.”
“He was. He probably should have stayed home.”
“I’m afraid so. I am sorry. I know he was very fond of you.”
“He was.”
“How you doing otherwise?”
There is a long pause. He can hear what sounds like paging

announcements during the prolonged silence. It is not a train station or
airport. Hospital, perhaps.

“Fine,” she says at least. “Must go. Take care.”
The lines goes dead and he suddenly feels like he had just

encountered a ghost. His breathing is heavy and troubled.
This day needs to end now.



T

CHAPTER	4

THE	SOLO	YEARS

he last time Bo Carter looked at himself full-on he had just
finished throwing up into a dirty toilet bowl in a dirty filthy
washroom in rundown filthy club in Dayton, Ohio.

He stood up awkwardly and there it was, a reflection of an
impossibly ragged-looking fart with a look of abject horror in his eyes.
Ragged glory. To curse or spit or smash, that was the question. 

    That was then. And now? Drunk, drugs, whoring, diseases better
left unmentioned, perpetual cough that mimics black lung, a left eye that
twitches, an unreliable pecker, a mind that wanders down dead-end
streets, a sickly nervousness and an acute sense of stage-fright, chubby
jowls, dirty graying hair held in a pseudo-ponytail, sunken “bloodshit
eyes" (as he calls them), a belly that doubles his width, a back that often
aches even when he is not moving and a sickly aura that seems to
precede his every step.

So aside from that.
Yet, there are some nice, human qualities. He often gives money to

homeless people he encounters on the street. He has a penchant for
sentimental movies with sappy endings and a tenderness that springs
forth at the most unusual and unexpected times. He enjoys serving as a
mentor for new singer/songwriters and does so with no sense of
competition or jealousy, and he loves music of all types -new and old.

    And to be fair, he can still write decent heart-felt and exacting



song/stories of love and life which rarely succumb to the sentimental or
maudlin prose that is so popular these days among his Americana peers.
They are therefore commercially impotent, but that is and always has
been the norm for him.

His current record company is not quite so enamored. The advance
he received to record this next solo album is of a mediocre amount and
contingent on a host of stringent stipulations that should almost
guarantee any monies the album might make will go to paying the label
rather than his bank account.

    And that is if he can produce an album's worth of material. If he
fails at even that objective -or the album fails to recoup the cost- all of it
will have to be reimbursed.

    And no wonder the words are failing to materialize in any
systematic or artistic fashion.

And so Bo is on the road, mostly on his own dime, still hoping to
scrape together enough money to live on, let alone record a new album.

Tonight he is in… Well, Middle America. A local label rep was to
have set up an interview with a local reporter but neither have shown up
yet. Bo was hoping he’d come during the sound check and then he
would go to the hotel room for a nap. It is too now.

If he were sitting at home he would throw a TV dinner onto a plate
and crack open a beer and watch a bullshit show on the tube. Instead
he’s in Bumfuck trying to keep track of everything he is supposed to
keep track of.

Without a manager it is up to him to get to the city for the show on
time, make sure there is something to eat, check the sound, confirm his
take at the door, make sure the merch is ready and someone has been
assigned to man the table, check that his ‘guests’ are on the list and make
sure the hotel room is actually booked.

And then he has to get a quick read on the details for the next show,
how he will get there, whether someone will be there the next night to
help him get to the hotel and/or the gig, confirm the gig is still on...



The benefits of doing this rather than working nine to five? Christ. It
sounds great on paper. Or in conversation. Everyone is envious. They
hate their jobs or their mates and the routines are beating the life out of
them and they look at him and think, man, what I wouldn’t give for that
kind of freedom, that life on the road, staying up late and eating and
drinking whatever the hell you want.

By rights Bo should be jealous of their apparent uniformity, their
family life and cooked meals on the table at 6:05 PM and the family car
and the soccer games and watching the monologue on the late shows
before rolling over for a good night kiss and the certain knowledge they
will do the same thing the very next day.

But he is not envious. He would hate that life. He has never even
done it. Even when he was not on the road he was not sitting at home or
paying the bills or fighting with the little woman about why he left the
toilet seat up or forgot to pay the electricity bill yet again or who it
was who let the kid stay up way past her bedtime when her knew damn-
well she has to be up early for choir practice.

Reporter: I know you don’t like talking about this, but our readers would
like to know about Dexter Fullbright.
Bo: That was a long time ago. Are you sure they are still interested?
Reporter: Of course they are. It was a tragedy.
Bo: True. And tragedy sells.
Reporter: Well, sure, I guess. I mean isn’t it the same life that feeds your
creative spirit?
Bo: Well, I mean I am ultimately the only one who knows the real
percentage of fact or fiction in my songs. When people hear my songs
they might think they ‘know’ me. But unless they sit down and have a
real conversation with me they can never be certain about the veracity of
what they think is the truth.



Reporter: Okay. So is it all a lie?
Bo: You’re missing the point, kid. I’m not trying to burst any bubbles. I’m
just saying that this entire ‘celebrity’ obsession we have is pretty-much
based on fiction, right? I will leave here today and you will publish your
interview and it might be factually accurate or it might not be. I’ll never
know unless the newspaper or magazine sends me a tear sheet. Which is
not very likely.
So maybe I’m pissed because I can’t find a new set of strings or the sound
guy is a twit or I’m tired and hungry and maybe I show up for the
interview feeling like shit and the writer tells his readers that I’m an
egotistical prick. So maybe a few hundred or few thousand people think
Bo Carter is a real prick.
Reporter: I was not going to say you’re a prick.
Bo: Kid, this ain’t about you. It is not about you any more than it is about
me, yeah? You have your job to do, I have mine. Hopefully we’ll both
survive and go to bed tonight and sleep well and wake up and do it all
again tomorrow.
Reporter: I guess.
Bo: You know, we’re just talking now. You and me. I’ve taken off my
singer hat and you’ve taken off your reporter hat and we’re talking about
life. You seem like a nice kid. You might even be a good writer. I don’t
know. I will never know. But as a person -one-on-one- you seem like a
good kid. And maybe you have to toughen up if you want to make a go
of this. Maybe you can’t take it any more personally than I can.
Reporter: My mother says that all the time.
Bo: Well, maybe this is one of those rare times when your mother is right.
Reporter: (laughs) It would be rare. But I see what you’re saying.
Bo: Well, good. It is all a crapshoot, kid. You know? We start from scratch
every day. And it will be like that as long as you do this job. So maybe
you can live with that for now. Maybe later you say screw it, I don’t want
to live like this anymore. You’re doing fine now. You’ve got a good head
on your shoulders and if you can write and get what you want to say



down on paper, that’s it. That’s all you need to worry about. The rest is
bullshit.
Reporter: Well...
Bo: Yeah. Well, indeed. So listen, kid. I’ll give you something to take back
to your editor, yeah? Cool?
Reporter: Oh yeah. (laughs)
Bo: Okay, so when I was starting out, when I was your age, I met Bob
Dylan. He was only a few years older than me but he kept calling me kid.
Right? Not in a mean way. He was Bob being Bob. Bob your uncle. He
didn’t give a shit about anything, so why would he care about me! But
the thing of it is, he knew my song, ‘Coal Miner’s Blues,’ right? Reporter:
So many years ago!
Bo: (laughs) Who knows. Maybe he had heard it. Maybe he even liked it.
The thing is, now I know that it does not matter whether it was true or
not. Now Dexter, he did not live long enough to figure out very much.
He was a kid. A real kid. He trusted everyone. He was just a good guy.
He did a few things so well he never had to figure out how to do other
things well, too. He lived his life. Short but sweet.
The thing is, I miss him every day. I miss him and wish to hell I could
have helped him sort out the rest of it, the things he did not understand. I
could not teach him to play guitar so I guess I figured he did not need
help with anything else, either. I was wrong. We were all wrong.
Reporter: Wow. I don’t know, Mr. Carter. Are you sure you want me to
print that?
Bo: Yeah, kid. On one condition.
Reporter: Oh boy. (laughs)
Bo: The condition is, you can have this story, but if you ever get fucked
up, if you ever think you can’t take it any more, I want you to think back
to the time some old fart trusted you enough to tell you the truth. And
maybe it will help you to remember that you are special and maybe that
will help you to sort of buy yourself some time to sort it all out. Deal?
Reporter: Yeah, sure Mr. Carter.



Bo: Bo.
Reporter: Okay, Bo.
Bo: And listen, the next time you are sent out to talk to me, remind me
who you are okay? I won’t remember. (laughs) But if you tell me who
you are we’ll talk about you and your life for a bit. Okay?
Reporter: Deal.
Bo: Deal.

“COAL MINER'S BLUES” IS THE LAST SONG BO PLAYS EVERY NIGHT. IF PEOPLE

come to the show to hear anything it is to hear that song. So they would
be pissed if they go home without hearing it.

Not only that, but he is compelled to play CMB exactly the same way
it was originally recorded. No alternative versions are allowed.

When Bob Dylan plays a show now he often changes some songs so
drastically the fans can barely identify which song he was playing!

If Bo did that people might leave the show muttering: “Poor, guy, he
can’t even remember how to play the song.”

THE OPENING ACT IS A LOCAL KID. HE LOOKS LIKE HE IS TWELVE-YEARS-OLD.
He has that glow in his eyes, like he is living the dream. Bo so remembers
feeling that way one time. It is a nice feeling, but the quest for the glow-
life is like a hard drug and it can eat you alive. He will not tell the kid
that, but it is true. It is something he’ll have to figure out himself.

He is playing covers, but they are more obscure songs by more
familiar artists, like Van Morrison’s “Old Old Woodstock” and some
Huey ‘piano’ Smith tunes. It is nice to see a young person who
understands the old music.

Bo can’t even imagine what it must be like to be starting out in the



business now. The desire to foster and grow new talent is almost non-
existent. The record labels want their new artists to score hits before they
will invest in them. And that is not possible most of the time.

The young artists sign away their publishing rights and before they
even realize it they have signed contracts that ensure they will never
make enough money to live on, let alone tour or return to a decent
studio. Bo can see the day when sales will be the only barometer to
‘success’ and new artists will have no choice but to forsake all real
creativity in the name of The Hit Single.

Bo: Nice set, kid.
Kid: Yeah? Thanks Mr. Carter. I had fun.
Bo: It showed. It is nice when that happens.
Kid: Ain’t it? I wish I could do that every night. Just go out and go with
the flow.
Bo: It is easier some nights. Harder others. I find that, anyway.
Kid: Even now?
Bo: Oh yeah. Some things never change.
Kid: (laughs) Ain’t that the truth.
Bo: I always tell myself, even on an ‘off’ night no one really knows.
Unless I really screw up, of course.
Kid: That is true. They hear what you did. Not what you wanted to do.
Or meant to do.
Bo: Very good! Very good, kid. You got that right.
Kid: (laughs) Well, thanks, Mr. Carter. It means a lot.
Bo: No worries, kid. Stick around for my set. I’ll leave word at the bar
and you can have a couple beers on my tab.
Kid: Thanks, man. I already used my tickets and I don’t think I have
enough cash for another beer.
Bo: See! Like we said. Some things never change. See you kid.
Kid: See you, Mr. Carter. Have a good set. You gonna play Coal Miner's



Blues?
Bo: Very funny, kid. Very funny.
Kid: (laughs)

BO HAS A GOOD SET. HE IS RELAXED AND HAPPY AND IT SHOWS IN THE WAY

he plays and especially in the way he talks to the audience. He can’t
always do that ‘rapport’ thing. If he feels like it is going to be forced or
contrived he just won’t do it. But then other times he gets so lost in his
head thinking about 'the road' bullshit he sort of forgets he is actually on
stage!

But tonight was good. Maybe it was the influence of the kid.
He makes a point of mentioning the kids’ performance a couple of

times and people applaud and Bo can see him smiling at the bar. The
second time he does it a girl from the audience saunters over and chats
him up and the kid gives her his seat and leans over and orders her a
drink on Bo’s tab and when Bo sees this he laughs and he swears he can
hear the kid laugh, too.

Bo has a visitor at the end of his set, too. She is not nearly as cute or as
young and the kids’ gal but she is very sweet and she is clearly a fan and
not someone who hangs around bars talking to singers.

And she knows some of his songs. And she hands him a glass of
single malt whisky. On the house.

“So Bo,” she says with a sly smile. “My place or yours?”
“Mine is upstairs. Where is yours?”
“Yours,” she says, taking his guitar in one hand and Bo in the other

and leading him from the bar and up the stairs and into his room and
into his bed.

She takes him places he has been before but the roadmap she uses is
definitely a new, updated version of the one he usually keeps in his glove
compartment and she takes a detour or two that leaves him wishing he



was a decade or two younger and at least twice as drunk and maybe
even man enough or brave enough to settle on down in her luscious lap
and put down some roots and stems for at least a little while.

Bo would regret the last part of that equation but he is exceedingly
happy that the excursion happened at all and in the morning when he
discovers both she and his wallet have taken a hike he can almost
convince himself it was worth every penny because he is quite certain he
did could not have had more than $25 in his wallet. And at least she did
not run off with his guitars.

Riverboat

Words and Music
by
Bo Carter

Floatin’ down
the Mississippi River
Feels like I’m nowhere at all getting down
away from stormy weather
Don’t know where I’m bound

Take me to the river
riverboat is coming
maybe we can get on board
take us far way

Tugboat picking up the lumber
Young men how they mine for the gold
good horse and a couple of dollars



is all a man does need

Take me to the river
riverboat is coming
maybe we can get on board
take us far way

Sometimes I feel just like a prisoner
living in this one- horse town
Find a way
to get down to the river
then I’m homeward bound.

MARTY CALLS BO EVERY FEW DAYS AND SAYS HE IS JUST ‘CHECKING IN.’ BO

knows (thanks Rudy) he is ‘checking in’ to see if he is capable of showing
up for the gigs. The funny thing is that Marty is not really his manager
now.

The Touts were sometimes prone to reckless activity but Bo has only
ever missed one show and that was weather-related. He was not an angel
but nor was he a Dexter.

No, that is not fair. Dex would go for ages without giving any
indication he had the capacity to become a party animal. And even when
he did set out on a destructive jag it was never when they were touring
and he never (at least outwardly) showed up high for a show.

Poor Dexter. Bo once found him in the washroom crying like a baby
and Bo didn’t know whether he should leave him alone or comfort him.
Or confront him. He left him alone. He felt bad and returned but it was
too late. Dex had shot up something or other and he was no longer
crying. At least not on the outside.

Dexter never talked about his life. There was no way of knowing



whether it was because something horrible had happened or he could
not talk about anything, good or bad.

Maggie once asked him to sit him down for a beer one night
and asked him straight out: What the hell is up with you? But Bo could
not face that moment of stone silence while you try to figure out what the
fuck you wanted to say. Bo would rather tell a woman he loved her than
go through that ‘daddy’ bullshit. Those things never play out the way
they do in the movies anyway.

But hey, it was the drugs and not Bo that killed Dexter.
He was fine with pot and hash but it sounds like the turning point

was LSD. He did some acid in Munich and no one knows if he did it by
choice or by accident, but that was the start of the mood swings that
would continue for the rest of his short life.

There have been persistent rumors Dexter might have been one of
two or three musicians who became ‘unhinged’ from a bad batch of acid
that night but no one can say for sure. At least one member of Fleetwood
Mac was said to have been present and the other person could have been
Dexter.

Later he took to heroin and that mitigated some of the emotional
roller coaster emotions but, man, he enjoyed it far too much.

And who beats heroin? Dexter always had a hit or two tucked in his
suitcase. It became his security blanket. And a very expensive one. He
was bright enough not to try and smuggle it across any international
borders, but you could see the panic in his eyes once he landed and
realized he had to score a fresh batch - immediately.

Maybe if The Touts had been more successful and make more money
Dexter might have lasted only half as long as he did.

Bo sometimes consumed ‘minor’ drugs and god knows he enjoyed it,
but he never fell in love with the hard stuff. His main ambition once he
got high was to figure out how not be high anymore. So he stuck to beer
and wine.

Bo has at least a couple beers every night before the show. Most clubs



give him a couple free beers and it would be a waste not to use the tickets
after the show. He has not been without a drink for decades. He quits
sometimes, but not often. Well, quit is not the right word. He stops
drinking sometimes for a few days but then he hops back up on the
wagon.

The problem is that it is not a problem. He does not get wildly drunk
or get the dt’s if he does not have one. He does not down a dozen brews
a night or sneak off to have a beer before lunch. He’s not convinced it
does him any real harm but who the hell knows.

BO HAS BEEN DOING THE ROAD THING FOR SO LONG ENOUGH NOW HE IS LIKE A

sailor who has a gal in every port. Except he cannot swim and he would
be a shitty sailor. There are three or four women he stops in to see on a
fairly regular basis. And when he does not feel like seeing them, as far as
they know, he has not played in that city for a while.

And does he have offspring in those places? He has always been
reluctant to take responsibility for such things. He is happy to let the
woman ride on top and if she wants him to wear protection he will, but if
she does not mention it he will assume she has ‘taken care of it.’ So far he
has been lucky as far as he knows but there could be little Bo’s running
around the United States and beyond.

He the early days he feared becoming so rich and popular that
mothers would jump out of the woodwork with pictures of little
monsters who might bear at least a passing resemblance to him.

But success and paternity suits are less likely now. His ‘moment’ has
surely passed. He can make a living at his ‘trade,’ but he will never be a
huge or even moderate ‘star.’

He blames his late-arrival on the ‘singer-songwriter’ scene. It would
have been different if he could have boarded the Asylum boat. That is
the place to be now.



But he was never going to be in the same league as James Taylor,
Jackson Browne, Joni Mitchell, Guy Clark and the rest.

In the early days he could picture himself opening for one of them, in
a some small club in some small town in Europe, but they all became
more famous. And he became less-so.

He knows many of them, at least in passing. They are nice-enough
people, but there is nothing there that screams out: Star Power. What
makes a Paul Simon or James Taylor so popular? And for so long? Many
did everything they could do to destroy their fame fortune or themselves
and they still manage to keep churning out the songs, some of which will
still be played decades from now.

Bo still wonders if, with the proper label or emotional support he
could have been a real singer-songwriter.

But he is resigned to being be a middling singer-songwriter in a very
large field of middling singer-songwriters. He may never figure out what
makes the special ones special. If he could have figured it out he would
have done so a long time ago and he’d be right up there with them.

Reporter: Does it upset you that The Touts never lived up to their
potential?
Bo: (pause) Well, that is an interesting comment. Is it true?
Reporter: Well, I’m asking you.
Bo: Oh, I know. But I’m not sure we can answer that question until we
ascertain if it is valid.
Reporter: Surely you would have to agree that the group never reached
their true potential?
Bo: I don’t have to agree with that. We were a garage band. A good one,
perhaps, perhaps even above-average, but that is all we were. Maybe that
was all we were meant to be? If that is true then I think it could be
argued that we did indeed, succeed.



Reporter: And you are satisfied with that?
Bo: Satisfied with being an American band who somehow became
popular in the UK for a while when most Americans were listening to
UK bands? Yes, for sure. Those were different times, yeah?
Reporter: I wouldn’t know.
Bo: I know that. And you are not supposed to brag about it. I was there,
and I can tell you they were different times. People were more interested
in playing and listening to actual music. I’m not saying the musicianship
was better, but the music being played was better, I think. It was less
cookie-cutter, you know?
Reporter: I’m not sure I agree.
Bo: We had ‘manufactured’ bands, to be sure, but there seemed to be
more ‘real’ bands at the time. They were pulling from the blues, and jazz
and early rock. Just about everything. We’d throw it all into a big ol’ pot
and make a stew and serve it up to whoever was interested. If someone
liked it, great. If not, they could throw on The Monkees or Gerry and the
Pacemakers and everyone would be happy.
But you also had The Stones and The Beatles and The Kinks and Fairport
Convention in the UK and The Grateful Dead and The Doors and The
Allman Brothers in the US.
There was such a mix of music, man. Like I say, pulling stuff in from
everywhere.
I mean, look at Dexter. He was a natural guitar player, but in those days
he had to actually hunt down old music on his own, right? Music he did
not know existed until he found it!
Reporter: (laughs)
Bo: So that is what Dexter did. He thought to himself, there must be
music out there I have not heard and he went to the Deep South and
listened to sharecroppers and blues players who even then were older
than his father! And you know what he did?
Reporter: What?
Bo: He listened. A white boy on a stoop. And he watched and he listened.



I can’t tell you how important that is. He watched them play. He saw
how they formed their chords or how they held the slide or how they
played with their fingers or nails and not a pick. He watched and
listened and then he went back to his motel or rooming house every
night and tried to replicate what he had seen and heard. And he could
not do it worth a shit in the beginning but slowly, slowly, he became
better at it and then -and I mean a long time later- when he felt a little
more confident, he’d go back to these old guys and ask them if he could
play a tune. And the old guys would know right off that he was playing
them! Right?
Reporter: Yeah, yeah.
Bo: And they’d sit there and laugh to themselves and think, well, this
kid, this kid, he has done his homework. He has figured out what it
means. He is doing me! He is doing me better than me!
And these old guys could have given him a pat on the head and walked
away and Dexter might have spent the rest of his life doing imitations of
these guys. Good imitations, but still.
But the old guys didn’t walk away. They stayed with him. They sat down
with him again and said, yeah, we do this and that and you can do it just
like me, but then they asked him, fine, you can do me. But how would
you play if I asked you to do Dexter?
And that is what they taught him. They taught him to find the music
within himself, the music he did not even know existed. They made him
dig deep down, deep down, into the piss and puke vinegar and the
bullshit of his own life. They taught him to harness it. They taught him to
stop running away from his anger, his fears and his nightmares. They
taught him to put all that crap into his music.
And they succeeded. They really did. They had a good pupil. And they
knew it.
They would be sad as shit to know that he only got part way there before
he died, but they would be pretty damn happy to hear he got as far as he
did.



Reporter: You should take it to them. His music. Show them what he did.
Bo: You should do that, kid. Not me. You do that. You should go down
there and show them what he and other players have learned and maybe
in return they’ll show you what they have learned since the days of Dex.
Reporter: Yeah?
Bo: Yeah, kid.
Reporter: But I can’t play.
Bo: But you want to write?
Reporter: Yeah, I do.
Bo: So, go. They can’t teach you how to write but if you give them
something that adds to their understanding of life or music, they will
give you something in return.
Reporter: (smiles)
Bo: Okay?
Reporter: Okay.
Bo: Good.
Reporter: Jesus, I’m not sure I got an article in the meantime!
Bo: Sure you did, kid. You just got twenty articles. You just have to figure
out what they are. ha. If you want to write, you’ll figure out what they
are. Okay?
Reporter: But what is it?
Bo: It is the music. That is what you are looking for. With me, at least. So,
tonight, you find a note, a song, a lyric, something that rings true. To
you. And then you share that. with your readers. Plain and simple. Yeah?
Reporter: Sure, Mr. Carter. Thanks.
Bo: Don’t thank me, kid. Thank Dexter. He’s the one we should all be
thanking.

ONCE OR TWICE A YEAR BO GOES TO GO TO NEW YORK TO MEET WITH MARTY

and a gaggle of pimple-faced lawyers to talk about money.



Most often the meetings could realistically be concluded in ten
minutes but these clowns bill by the hour so they try to drag things out
as long as they can.

They know that if they play their cards right, they can often divert
any money Bo might have been paid in royalties straight back into the
firm’s coffers.

The only reason they are having a meeting at all is because
Bo accidentally retained the publishing rights to ‘Coal Miner's Blues.’ So
this meeting, like all the others, starts with a brief summary of royalties
earned against overhead and other fees paid out on his behalf.

Bo listens to the summary so straight-faced that the legal beagles are
almost lulled into the notion this year might be a bloody cakewalk.

All is calm until the Lead Pimple hands him a piece of paper. Bo looks
at the figure printed on the paper and hands it back to Lead Pimple. He
pauses. Smiles. Scratches his nose.

“So,” he says. “This is the full accounting?”
“Yes, Bo.”
“Mr. Carter.”
“Mr. --”
“The full year. Not the first or last quarter.”
“Yes Mr. --”
“I guess I should not quit my day-job, should I?”
“I wasn’t aware you --”
“Yes, Mr. Carter. This is a full accounting.”
“And you are?”
“Mr Hildergard.”
“Your name is on the door.”
“Well, that is my father’s name, but I do hope to follow in his

footsteps.”
“I think maybe you already have,” Bo says and everyone laughs.
“At any rate, yes, the accounting is full and accurate.”
“I wonder,” Bo says. “I never expected to retire on royalties from any



of my songs, but I might have, at some point in the deep, dark past,
hoped to have accumulated at least enough money to be able to afford a
hooker who had not started to ply her trade since World War II.”

“I see.”
“And I am not suggesting you front me said money to achieve this

childhood quest. I am merely suggesting a moderately successful song
might be worth of at least that much.”

“Okay, Bo,” Marty says. “We are of course familiar with your witty
repartee.”

“You are too kind, Marty.”
“But we are all in this business together. We are a team.”
“A dysfunctional team.”
“Be that as it may, a team that looks out for one another. And that is

what we do, Bo. We look out for our clients.”
“And yourselves.”
“Of course. The same as you look out for yourself. You cannot fault

us for that, surely.”
“No, but I can fault you for sucking the blood out of every single cent

I ever made from the one song that brings in any revenue at all. Or
should bring it in.”

“Bo, we have overhead. We have fees to pay. And reports. Processing.
And publishing. The list is endless.”

There is a long silence. This is their game. Not his. They make and/or
break the rules as they see fit.

“You’re a cunt, you know that. In fact all of you are cunts.”
“Well, really. No need for such language. No need whatsoever.”
“You got off easy, asshole. You have kids?”
“Well, no. But --”
“Well, when you do have them, you think back to today, yeah? You

think back to today and think how lucky you were that my foot did not
render you so impotent that you would have lost any and all hope of
ever even thinking of procreating. Okay?”



The silence hangs in the air like a New England fog. No one is quite
sure if the threat has indeed passed.

Splendor

Words and Music
by
Bo Carter

There’s a flower in the window
There’s a bird up in the tree
There’s a rustle in the long grass
There’s a bonnet in my be
Morning comes too quickly
When you are laying next to me

Let me sing to you a sweet song
Let me find the harmony
Let me drive this damn car south
All the way to Tennessee
The journey ends too quickly
When you sitting next to me

There’s a glass that’s never empty
There’s a wind no one can see
There’s a lifetime of reflection
and a truth that sets you free
Take my hand and hold tight
Will you said away with me



There’s a flower in the window
There’s a bird up in the tree
There’s a rustle in the long grass
There’s a bonnet in my be
Morning comes too quickly
When you are laying next to me

BO DOES NOT HAVE VERY MANY HECKLERS AT HIS SHOWS BUT HE DOES RECALL

an incident when he played the role himself. He might have been a wee
bit intoxicated when he went to see Jackson Browne play in a small club.
Bo was sitting a foot away from him and he decided to have a
conversation with him. During said show.

Browne’s mood soured quickly. He turned to Bo after his first
utterance and told him to ‘shut the fuck up.’ Them was fighting words
for Bo. He made a snappy retort and Browne looked as though he might
rather smash him over the head with his guitar than continue on with the
show, let alone the banter.

Bo smiled and turned the stage back to Browne, who managed to sing
the next two songs through clinched teeth before settling back into his
New Romantics persona. The entire ‘incident’ only lasted thirty seconds
but it taught Bo a valuable lesson about audience-performer
relationships.

The only time the situation really rears its head are the constant
requests to play CMB. If it is going to happen, it does so at the top of the
set. If he plays the song that early there would be little incentive to pay
attention during the rest of the set. They would not leave, but rather
stand or sit at the back of the club chatting, in a normal voice, about work
or baby sitters or what they had for dinner. He holds his tongue most of
the time, but every now and again will end the show by saying: ‘Thanks
for listening. Those who were listening.’



It is a funny gag and it makes him feel a bit better but he knows that
the offenders will not have heard the dig because they were too busy
talking.

Maggie: Where are you?
Bo: Here.
Maggie: I mean what city are you playing?
Bo: Oh. No clue. Midwest somewhere.
Maggie: You don’t even know what constitutes the midwest.
Bo: (laughs) No, that is true. I’m not sure anyone does.
Maggie: But the tour is going all right?
Bo: I think so. I wish I had more support. The label has completely
abandoned me at this point. There is talk of another album, but I’m not
sure I can afford it.
Maggie: (laughs) Poor Bo. You are doing your best, you know.
Bo: I guess. I wish my best had paid off. You need a reason to keep doing
this. Money, glory, the applause. Something. I am tired of waiting for
things to ‘fall into place.’
Maggie: Marty says he heard from Dylan’s people. He is doing a strange
sort of ‘covers’ album? You heard this?
Bo: No. News to me.
Maggie: Well, he is doing some of his favorite songs. Anyway, sounds
like he is going to record ‘Coal Miner’s Blues’ for the album.
Bo: Yeah? You know what. He did mention he might do that sometime.
But that was years ago.
Maggie: Well, see how it goes. The album is coming out soonish. Called
’Self-Portrait.’
Bo: Well, that would be sweet.
Maggie: A bit. (laughs) I am sure Marty will let me know what comes of
it. He is still talking about the reunion I hear.



Bo: Oh yes. It is constant. They want me to commit to an album and tour.
What kind of reunion would it be without Dex? The three of us out
playing our one hit?
Maggie: It is worth thinking about, Bo. It might lead to other things.
Bo: Like more debt? A box of unopened albums? A stint in prison? That
sort of thing?
Maggie: (laughs) Well, I can talk to Marty if you like. See what he really
thinks of the idea.
Bo: I know what he’ll think. He’ll get his percentage no matter how much
I lose.
Maggie: I don’t know. He’s changed since the baby. Maybe if he becomes
more... human you can make that work for you.
Bo: Maybe. I wish I had more money coming in. It is pathetic, Maggie. I
am literally spinning my wheels most of the time.
Maggie: Well, I’m sure that is not literally the case.
Bo: (laughs) No, I take your point. That would be funny to see, though,
wouldn’t it?
Maggie: I’d pay. Good money. Maybe you can incorporate that into your
show?
Bo: The Spinning Wheel Segment!
Maggie: Perfect!
Bo: And then I could do some magic tricks. Money behind the ear and
that sort of thing.
Maggie: And you can keep the money!
Bo: Nickel and dime. It all adds up.
Maggie: Nickel and dime.
Bo: It is so nice talking to you, Maggie. I miss you.
Maggie: Thanks, Bo. I miss seeing you, too. I am glad I miss you. It was a
shame when we’d gone our separate ways for good.
Bo: Okay. Well, almost show time. I guess I better get ready.
Maggie: Okay, Bo. Thanks for calling. Nice talking.
Bo: Okay.



Maggie: Bye Bo. Love you.
Bo: Love you, too.
Maggie: Why don’t we get together.
Bo: Sure.
Maggie: Okay. Tomorrow?
Bo: Tomorrow?
Maggie: Yeah..
Bo: Okay.

SUCKER PUNCH. HE WONDERS IF SHE HAS REALLY CHANGED OR WHETHER IT IS

another ‘phase.’ Do people change? Has he changed?
But she does seem almost more human. Like Marty. Marty and a

baby.

DAMNIT. SHE SHOULD HAVE TOLD HIM. THAT WAS A PERFECT OPPORTUNITY

when she mentioned Marty. He probably did not pick up on it. Unless he
found something in the conversation to use in a song.

FUCKING SUITS. THEY ARE ALL THE SAME, EVEN WITHOUT THEIR SUITS. YOU

could line them up naked in Times’ Square and walk along and pick out
which ones who usually wear suits.

Bo has never been a suit guy. Well, he wore one during the Whitmore
Years but it was not a ‘real’ suit. He never fooled anyone.

For this meeting Bo dug deep into his closet and pulled out a pair of
pants and a shirt he deems suitable for the occasion. That he would not
be caught dead wearing such attire during a regular public outing is



beside the point. Or rather, is the point.
The meeting is at the usual downtown office. Bo sneaks into the

reception area and the poor secretary looks up to see this ageing, defunct
hippy standing in front of her desk. There is a moment, as long as it is
short, when she seriously ponders whether to call security. Is her life in
danger? Is his? Bo does not help her decide.

“May I help you?” she says at last.
“You may,” Bo says, but he does not offer more information.
“And how might I do that?”
“You may wish to inform you bosses I have arrived.”
“And who might I inform the bosses has arrived?”
“Whom?”
“As you wish,” she says. “Whom should I say has arrived.”
“Leroy Carter. Late of The Touts.”
“I don’t doubt,” she says, reaching for the telephone. “Please have a

seat.”
The suits keep Bo waiting for so long he forgets why he is there and

unintentionally -or not- seeks refuge in the land of slumber. He is so tired
he slips straight into R.E.M. mode and begins a rather graphic dream of
gratifying sexual intercourse with the secretary in...

“Sir. Sir. They will see you now.”
Oh. It is her. She is fully clothed. And not nearly as forthcoming.
“Are you all right?”
“Almost,” Bo says.
“They will see you now.”
“Give us a moment,” Bo says sheepishly, extracting his hand from his

pants.
The suits are happy to see him. That he has shown up at all signals to

them they have won this battle. The only thing left to determine is how
large will be the victory they score.

“Bo, Bo,” Marty says. “So nice to see you.”
“Marty. Congrats.”



“Thank you so much. It is such a wondrous --”
“Yes, yes, Marty,” the lead suit says. “That particular path is well-

worn by now. So, Bo. Ha. So glad you could join us. Marty here tells us
you have reconsidered considering our offer.”

“Sorry?”
“It is a good thing, Bo. Not a sure thing, because there is no such

thing in our business, but it is a good thing. So, what we have in mind, as
you know, is a Touts-reunion package. Album, tour, video set. The full
nine yards. We have a producer lined up. A director is on-board. We
have our research team putting together some photographs and factual
information.”

“Fantastic,” Marty says.
“Enough with the kids, Marty.”
“I meant the package.”
“Well, to paraphrase proud papa, it is a fantastic package, Bo.”
“I see,” Bo says.
“He sees,” the head suit says to the room with much laughter. “Well,

we will all see. It is a good deal, Bo. Win-win.”
“You mean win-sort-of win. I’m sorry, I don’t see how this deal is any

different from any other deal I’ve had with you people. I’m already on
the hook for studio time for the last album.”

“Well, if that is the only thing holding up this train, Bo, I’m sure we
can come to some agreement about past monies.”

“Past monies?”
“Jesus, Bo. What do you want from me? I have made you an offer and

said we could forgive past debts. We can throw in some hookers if you
like. A bottle of Jim Beam, maybe? I mean we came to you with this offer.
You responded. You are here!”

He is right. Loathe as he is to admit it. There is no way he will win
this battle. This war of attrition. If he signs on and the package flops he
will be on the hook for the new costs but at least he’ll get rid of the old
ones. The ones he will never, ever be able to pay off.



And who knows. Maybe there is interest in a Touts reunion. Even
without one of the main players. Maybe the fact that one of the main
players is not there will help sell units.

Ha. He laughs to himself. Units. They always win.
“Okay,” Bo says. “You always win, don’t you.”
“We all win, Bo. We got a deal?”
“One caveat. I pick the studio. Somewhere away from the press. So

we can take time and try to do something worthwhile?”
“Sure thing, man. You sort that and get back to us. We’ll draw up the

paperwork in the meantime. Deal?”
“Deal,” Bo says.
Barely have the words escaped his clinched teeth before he regrets

ever having gotten out of bed. He means ever gotten out of bed.
“Bo,” Marty says before he leaves. “I have something for you,”

handing him a folded note.
It is from Bob Dylan. It says: ‘Kid, sorry about ‘Coal Miner’s Blues.’ I

actually did record it but I had too many songs and it got cut. I will make
it up to you. BD’

IT IS ALREADY SLIPPING TOWARD INEVITABLE FALL IN NEW YORK CITY. FROM

his hotel window overlooking Central Park Bo can see the leaves
changing color and then falling to their death. He cannot help but think
that he would be more optimistic about things if these events were taking
place in summer and not fall.

It is funny how he always thinks of fall as The Season of Death.
Maggie always hated it when he said that. She said fall was a time of
rebirth, not death. It was a chance to start over again, to rest and look
ahead to a time of hope and renewal.

He did not agree, but he will have to remember not to bring it up.
She will be here within the hour. He is not sure he can do this. Any of



it. After hiding from life for decades he has to wake up of the morning
and pretend to be human being? A real human being.

But the worst is the fear of trying to make amends. With everyone
and everything. Maggie, The Touts, Marty, Jesus Christ.

If he was truly capable of such things surely he would have
prevented things from going to shit in the first place.

But onward. Maggie first and then he’ll take it from there.
He is pacing the room in earnest. He is concentrating so hard on each

step that he barely even notices that he is moving. He could not be more
nervous. He is hoping seeing Maggie will go a bit better than it did a year
ago.

MAGGIE LOOKS GREAT. HER HAIR IS LONG AND CURLY AND SHE IS WEARING

his favorite outfit, jeans and a white t-shirt. Maybe she is glad to see him?
Why else would she be wearing ‘his’ outfit?

Maggie: So, Bo.
Bo: Very funny
Maggie: I’m like an elephant. I never forget.
Bo: I’ll have to remember that.
Maggie: Very good.
Bo: So?
Maggie: So indeed. What a surprise to see you Bo. I mean I know we said
we were going to do this, but…
Bo: I know.
Maggie: You know?
Bo: That you expected me to flop on you.
Maggie: So we are on the same page.
Bo: Same page.



Maggie: So you want to do this?
Bo: No.
Maggie: But you will.
Bo: If you insist.
Maggie: You should insist, not me.
Bo: I know.
Maggie: I know you do, Bo. I really do. I have been fed up and pissed off
with you for as long as I can remember. But I have noticed something
over the last while. I’m not sure if it is a real change or not. You’ve had
time to think, maybe?
Bo: Yeah. Too much time to think.
Maggie: But it is never too late, Bo.
Bo: Yeah.
Maggie: And it’s not for me, Bo. Listen, Bo I can’t fight with you about
being an adult. I’m not much of one myself. I have made mistakes. Don’t
say it. Just hear me out. I have made mistakes. I made one very big
mistake about ten years ago.
You have a daughter, Bo. Well, we have a daughter. That is why I left
Baltimore. I knew I was pregnant. I could not face bringing up a child in
that mess. Or on the road. So I left. It was an awful thing to do. I know
that now. I have had to live with that. I am sorry.

THERE IS A PROLONGED SILENCE. BO TRULY DOES NOT KNOW WHAT TO SAY.
Should he be furious or heartbroken? Happy or heartbroken? He wants
to cry. So he laughs.

MAGGIE: I KNOW IT IS A LOT TO TAKE IN. IT WON’T HAPPEN ALL AT ONCE.
You need to -

Bo: Stop. You don’t have any right to give me advice.



Maggie: I know. I just thought —

BO IS SILENT AGAIN. THERE ARE SO MANY SONG TITLES RUNNING THROUGH HIS

head! Controlling Cunt. Or Mother Knows Best. Or Shameless Shithead.
He does not need to write any of these down. He will remember them for
the rest of his life.

Bo: What is her name?
Maggie: Jenny
Bo: Nice. She’s, what, eight? Nine?
Maggie: Nine.

NINE YEARS OLD. NINE YEARS WITHOUT KNOWING HER FATHER. OR PERHAPS

even knowing she had a father.
He will deal with that. Later. But this woman? She has a knack for

taking the wind out of every decent moment. Whenever there is even a
hope of a shining light she rolls in like a storm cloud.

Today is no different. He will soon be heading to the studio. It is one
of the biggest moments of his silly pathetic life and now he will stand in
front of the microphone and all he will think about is meeting his
hitherto unknown daughter. Nice one, Maggie. Nice one.

Bo: Well, you should get going. I have to start getting ready for the
studio thing.
Maggie: Of course.
Bo: Say hello to my daughter for me.
Maggie: We’ll talk later? Maybe you can come by and meet Jenny today?



Bo: We’ll talk later.

A DAUGHTER. IMAGINE THAT. NINE YEARS OLD. HE HAS A NICE MARTIN

guitar that old. Another one twice that old. Or more. He always
wondered what it would be like to have a kid. Well, he still has not
answered that question. He still might only gain a passing understanding
of what it means.

How would he react if he was nine-years-old and he found out he
had a father he had never seen.

And how on earth did Maggie explain it to her? Your father died
from a shock while playing his electric guitar at a concert in a rain storm?
He did some bad acid at Woodstock and never came home? Or your
father could not be here on your birthday because I never told him about
you?

She’d never do that last one. That might cast her in a bad light.
Screw it for now. He picks up his guitar and strums mindlessly.

Guitar in hand, he thinks to himself. That is the only time he feels
connected to anything, to himself, to the world. Without guitar in hand
he feels exposed, a failure, a fraud.

That is his biggest fear, that someone will come along and point out
the many deficiencies of his songs and suck the wind out of him and he
might never have the confidence to try anything new again.

Hell. No one is every really happy. So why should he be an
exception?

But Jenny? Does she have the right to be happy? He wonders anew
whether he has the balls to make her dreams come true.

THE HOTEL STAFF ARE MYSTIFIED AS TO WHY ANYONE WOULD REQUIRE A



wakeup call at 3:00 PM but they comply just the same.
He gets the call and then mentally tallies the number of hours he has

slept. Five hours! Not bad. There are many nights when he gets half that.
He is in dire, dire need of a shot of something. Anything. A Shirley

Temple. Would it be worse to face Jenny tipsy or not? No matter. His
hands would be shaking no matter what.

Sadly it is only a short drive to her house. He knocks nervously and
there is one of those long pauses when you can’t help but wonder if
anyone will answer and if you are nervous about the outcome you are
also half praying that they won’t and you start planning an escape if you
lose your nerve and have to split the scene. Split the scene, he thinks to
himself. Who comes up with those stupid expressions, anyway. Note to
self: No Split the Scene song.

Maggie appears. No turning back.
    “Hey,” he says.
    “Hey, Bo,” she says, leaning in to kiss him lightly on the cheek.

“Did you have a good drive over?”
    “No,” he says.
    “Still honest,” she says. “Come in, come in. You nervous?”
    “Yes,” he says.
    “So is she. Okay? It could go either way. It could go many ways.

Okay? Bo? Listen to me. Bo, listen to me. You are the adult, right? If she
wants to piss you off, she will. She has the right to do that. You want to
get pissy, don’t. You don’t have that right.”

    “Understood,” he says with little conviction.
    She escorts him into the living room. Jenny barely looks up. She

looks beautiful. She has long blonde hair and sparkling eyes.
    “Bo is an old friend of the family,” Maggie says by way of

introduction.
    “Who’s family?” Jenny replies flippantly.
    Good one, Bo muses. She has his wit, at least.
    He can see himself in her eye, as well. It is not so pronounced that



he could identify it were he to encounter her walking down the street.
    Bo is a ball of sweat.
“Well, I’ll leave you two to get acquainted then,” Maggie says.
Jenny explodes. In a millisecond she goes from practiced preteen

nonchalance to World War III nuclear meltdown.
“What is this?” she screams. “You tell me. Right now. What is this?”
“It is --”
“What mother? It is what?”
“I need --” Bo says.
“You need? What do I care what you need? What is this, mother? You

tell me?”
Maggie walks over and kisses her on her forehead and then, holding

her cheeks, looks straight into her teary eyes and says: “I need you to
trust me. Can you do that? Please.”

Jenny does not answer. But she does not leave the room, either. She
sits on the couch and starts to absently pick at her jeans.

Maggie’s look to Bo says it is up to you now, pal.
Bo sits down and without thinking starts picking at his jeans as well.

She sees this and tries to pretend she has not seen it and it is not a
complete and utter revelation but it is an inkling of things to come.

All of a sudden she knows.
Bo feels like he might throw up.
Maggie sneaks in and hands him a bourbon. He smiles. Almost

warmly. Why did he ever leave her? Why did he have to screw up the
one good thing that ever happened to him? Oh yeah…

Sip. Breath. Sip. Breath. Glass on table. Breath.

Bo: I can’t imagine...
Jenny: No, you can’t.
Bo: (pause) It wasn’t... you.
Jenny: What wasn’t me?



Bo: You know.
Jenny: Obviously I don’t know. I don’t know anything at all.
Bo: (pause) I know I fucked up.
Jenny: Swear at kids much? Is that why you are here? Did my mother ask
you to come here to teach me swear words?
Bo: (laughs) No. I fucked up when I said I fucked up.
Jenny: (slight laugh) Well, deed is done. You can collect your pay and go
home.
Bo: (pause) Do you know who I am?
Jenny: Of course I do.
Bo: You do?
Jenny: Yes. You are a friend of the family. Isn’t that what mommy said?
Bo: Well, I’m a bit more than that.
Jenny: A very good friend of the family, is it? Or a very, very good
friend?
Bo: It is not easy.
Jenny: What would mother say? ‘Be a man.’
Bo: Yes she would. So I will be a man.
Jenny: Okay. Starting... now.
Bo: I’m your father.
Jenny: (silence) Sugarcoat much?
Bo: Not the truth you were expecting?
Jenny: Not the truth I was expecting.
Bo: I’m sorry.
Jenny: So am I. I pictured my father as a sailor. Or rich prince. Or an
adventurer.
Bo: I’m none of those things, I’m afraid.
Jenny: No you’re not.
Bo: I’m sorry, Jenny. Can we talk?
Jenny: We are talking.
Bo: I know. I know. I mean... Things were different then. I was different
then, too. Not as different as I’d like to think, but still. I was selfish.



Immature...
Jenny: Was?
Bo: ... and I screwed up...
Jenny: Is that better than fucking up?
Bo: ... and made a mess of everything. And I do mean everything. You,
your mother, my career. It all went down the shitter.
Jenny: Nice image.
Bo: Jenny, if I had known… (pause)
Jenny: Known?
Bo: Sorry.
Jenny: (silence)
Bo: If I had.
Jenny: Got it. We done?
Bo: For now.
Jenny: Sure.
Bo: Okay. Thank you. Thank you for listening to me. You are a beautiful
girl, Jenny. A beautiful young lady. You look just like your mother. And
she is still beautiful. Not old and craggy like your... like me.
Jenny: (silence)
Bo: Okay, Jenny. I’ll let you be. We’ll talk soon?
Jenny: Sure.
Bo: And maybe when I get this movie stuff done we can go out for a
drink.
Jenny: I don’t drink.
Bo: (laughs) I meant like root beer or something. Would you like to do
that?
Jenny: Sure.
Bo: Good. I’ll arrange it with your mother. Okay?
Jenny: Sure.
Bo: Can I give you a hug?
Jenny: If you have to.
Bo: I have to.



Jenny: Okay.

BO HUGS JENNY AND SHE HUGS HIM BACK AND THEY STAY LIKE THAT FOR SOME

time. He tries at first to hide the fact that he is crying but he realizes he
does not care if she knows and soon she does know. He holds her, tight,
so tight, so tight that he cannot even feel a breath entering or leaving his
body and then he kisses the top of her head and squeezes her once more
and kisses her again and then fairly runs to the door so he can get out
into the cold night air where he can sob as long and as hard as he wants.

Bo leaves without saying anything to Maggie. He is pissed. That
never should have happened. He is glad it did finally happen and
pleased it went well, but it could have been a royal pig fuck. One that
they might never have recovered from.



T

CHAPTER	5

THE	COMEBACK

he smoke in the studio is so thick Bo could almost (literally!) cut
it with a knife. Except that the one knife in the studio is being
used by Ronnie to heat up some high grade dark-as-night hash.

It smells so sweet. Bo could so easily walk over to the other side of the
room and suck in that succulent smoke and just drift off to dreamland.

But he is running out of time. The label has rented an outdated analog
studio, and brought in his mainstay friend, supporter, dealer and bassist
Ronnie, a drummer he really should know and someone named Be-
something, an engineer/producer who is also said to be one of the “best
in the biz” as Marty Klein put it.

They each have their own version of ‘I’ll show them.’ The only
problem is that the others cannot hope to achieve their ‘I’ll show them’
unless Bo shows them his first. After five barren nights they have taken
to drugs and drink in a desperate attempt to drown out the possibility of
facing abject failure

    They still have three nights of studio time left but Bo is not
optimistic.

    “Why is it?” Bo says to no one in particular, “that everyone, every
single person who wants studio time, why do we have to book time at
three in the morning? I mean, if I come down here tomorrow at noon will
I see a lineup of people, thrashing to pay full price for studio time? I
doubt. I very much doubt it.”



       No one answers. No one even looks up.
       It's true, though. Midnight to 5:00 AM. Eight nights. Half price.

And still twice as much as it should be. And the engineer is already
smashed by the time they get here. Who knows what he's doing in the
control room.

       “We should at least cut something,” Bo says earnestly.
       The drummer cuts a fart.
       “Very funny. I mean it. I'm paying for part of this session outta

my own pocket. Least we can do is cut something.
       Another fart.
       They get paid no matter what. Getting paid to smoke hash and -if

they are lucky- screw a couple of sixteen-year-olds is not a bad way to
go. Lord knows he's done it often-enough.

       Bo picks up the guitar and starts strumming. Nothing really. Just
a few chords strung together. Do do do, da da da. C Am G7 and back
again. He tries finger-picking instead. Not bad. Nice feel. Slow but not a
dirge. Traditional, yet contemporary. No words yet. No need. Just
strumming. See the chords in the air, laid out like that O’Keeffe painting
with pillows as clouds. Do do do, da do da.

       Bo remembers a bootleg album he heard. It was Dylan, in a
studio, sometime in the 1960s. He's cutting some demos and he has a few
words and a few chords but it isn't quite coming together. He's just
playing around on the piano. He's not in a panic or anything. Just
playing, trying to find the feel for a song that does not yet exist. He sings
a few lines. It is okay. Not quite there. Changes it a bit. Okay. Not quite
there. Lightly touching the keyboard. Slow it down, speed it up. Make
damn sure the tape is running. Once he gets it, someone sure as hell
better be able to play it back to him. If it is lost, it is lost forever.

       “Everybody da da da...” he sings. And then, click. He gets it. “I'll
keep it with mine...”

       “There,” the guy in the control room says. “Like that. You've got
it.”



       And he does have it. He zeroes in. He finds the rhythm and
stomps on it with a pair of army boots. Staking his claim. Marking out his
territory. He pounds the piano into oblivion. That's it. Here we go. This is
mine, he cries out. ‘I’ll keep it with mine.’ This is a keeper. This is one
that people will be singing for the rest of my life. And beyond. ‘I’ll, keep
it with mine.’

       And it was done. Done. Anytime, every time, anyone ever sings
that song, they sing it just like that. Sandy Denny and Fairport? Just like
that. It was done. It was perfect. It was as though it was meant to be. ‘I’ll,
keep it with mine…’

       To write one song like that. Just one. Not even tonight, with
studio-time booked. But once in a lifetime. If he could do it, write one
song like that, one song in the rest of his lifetime, he could die a happy
man. He could die a happy man. Die a happy man.

       C Am G7. Die a happy man. Break. Chorus. Bridge. Die a happy
man. ‘I could die a happy man,’ he sings softly. That sounds good. ‘If I
could die a happy man…’ “Wild Mountain Thyme,” the engineer calls
out over the speaker. “You're playing 'Wild Mountain Thyme' with new
words.”

       He's right. Will you go, fucking lassie, go.
       No wonder it sounded so good. It is so good. And it is not his.

Not even close.
       “Going to the pisser,” the engineer says.
       “I'll wait here,” Bo says.
       “Should I keep the tape running?”
       Very funny, Bo thinks to himself. Very funny.
       Just one song. He'll sing the other one. Who cares. ‘And we'll all

go together/ in the wild mountain thyme / will you go, lassie, go.’
       The words to that song roll off his tongue, oddly enough, as

though they were meant to be. He has the phrasing, the subtle back and
forth sing-song power. He has that something, that ability to -at once-
make a song his own, to stamp it Bo-friendly while still remaining



faithful to the traditional aspects, the age-old complicated simplicity that
allowed the song to be sung so many years after it should have, by all
rights, fallen in to the dark abyss known as public domain. He cannot
even imagine how many others have sung that song. The albums, the
pubs, the campfires, the long car rides home, the jam sessions...
Incalculable.

        “And we'll all go together/ in the wild mountain thyme / will
you go, lassie, go.”

       “Not bad,” Ronnie says with what appears to be a sincere smile.
“Not bad at all.” And then he farts again and he and the other guy laugh
as though it is the funniest thing they've ever heard.

       And maybe it has always been so, Bo thinks as he throws on the
capo. Maybe the wife of the original songwriter yelled at him to stop
farting around with the guitar and get ye off to the wild mountain fields
to tend to the wild mountain wheat before I hit ye over the head with this
frying pan. Maybe she intimated that if he didn't haul his sorry ass out to
the plow within 30 seconds she'd make bloody damn sure he never had
one more roll in the hay to inspire one more insipid love song.

   And he would have pulled on his boots and coat and walked out to
the chilly cold morning Scottish air and thought, Lord, if only I could
write one song, one song that would stand the test of time; one song that
people would be singing a hundred years from now, long after he was
dead and gone. He could die a happy man, o Lord, he could die a happy
man.

    ‘..I could die a happy man,’ he’d sing softly to the purple heather as
he crossed the field. ‘I could die a happy man…’ Blimey, he'd think to
myself; it still needs a bit of work, doesn't it, but not bad…

       Bo leans the guitar ever-so-gingerly against the chair opposite
and lights up a cigarette. He takes a long, soulful drag on it and then
pushes the smoke through his nose. Coffee and a cigarette. “Coffee and a
cigarette," he sings out softly.

       “Cigarettes and alcohol,” Ronnie says.  



       Why do they all have to keep shitting on him? They're getting
paid to sit on their asses and do fuck-all. Couldn't part of that fuck-all
consist of sitting there with their self-righteous traps shut. He's not
writing the freaking song. He's just thinking out loud.

       “I'm not writing a freaking song,” he says. “I'm just sort of
thinking out loud.”

       “Plagiarism is still plagiarism,” the engineer says. “You know,
they say we’ve got what, two original thoughts in all of mankind and the
rest are all variations on those themes?”

       “Like songs,” Ronnie says, waking from his stupor. “They say
there are only two original songs. The rest, like Bebop says, are all
variations on a theme.”

       “Bebop? Is that a philosopher?”
       “Why thanks, mate,” the engineer says. “I've been called a lot of

things in my day, but never a philosopher. But, no, no; you're too kind.
I'm no philosopher. I just like to think, that's all. Day and night. Think,
think, think. My old lady says I think enough for both of us. She could be
right, for all I know. But she's the one with the tits.”

       “Sorry?”
       “She's the one with the tits.”
       “Tits?”
       “Tits. You know tits, mate?” he says with a laugh and everyone

joins in.
       “Of course I fucking know fucking tits,” Bo says. “I'm just trying

to figure out the correlation between tits and what you said.”
       “Tits, mate. She with the tits. The titmeister. The renewal of life.

The womb. The woman. She has all those things. It is the temple.”
       “The Temple of Tits,” Bo says and he, too,  finally gets a laugh.
       “Laugh if you will,” Bebop says, pushing the long hair from his

face. “But think about this, right. Where would we be without tits?
Where would we be without the reproductive cycle that stems from our
beloved women?”



       “Garden of Eden,” Ronnie says.
       “Bob Dylan.”
       “Right you are.”
       “Do you have kids,” Bo says.
       “Christ no,” Bebop says. “I can't stand them. Pissin' on the carpet.

Throwing up in the sink.”
       “That was you,” Ronnie says, and now he finally, too, gets a

laugh.
       “Well, I don't know about you mates, but I'm famished,” Bebop

says. “Who's down for some chink?”
       “Oh yeah,” Ronnie says, and the other guy concurs. “Chink for

me.”
       “You?” Ronnie says to Bo.
       “You know what, I think I'm gonna pass. I think I might be onto

something good here.”
       “Something tells me I'm into something good,” Bebop sings out.
       “Herman’s Hermits,” Ronnie says.
       “Right you are,” Bebop says. “Right you are. Should I leave the

tape running? Just in case?” he says with a laugh.
       “Go fuck yourself,” Bo says with a laugh. Forced. And he does

not care who can tell.
       Ronnie and Bebop and the other guy -who the hell knows who he

is or what he is  doing here!- leave and the room suddenly becomes
worse than just quiet. The padded walls and floors muffle any sound at
all. Bo cannot even hear himself breathing. He could be dead! What's that
old joke? The old guy gets up every morning and checks the obits in the
newspaper and if he doesn't see his name he gets dressed and gets ready
for work.

       God, he couldn't stand being that old. So old you could die in
your sleep. And of course if that did happen to him he'd die when
dreaming about falling off a cliff or being electrocuted after someone
throws a freaking toaster into the tub. He could not die in his sleep in the



middle of some magnificent, glorious climax. That would be too good.
Too good by half.

       Bo picks up the guitar. Bo and his guitar. He's had more different
women than different guitars. Five times over. You have a woman, she
pisses you off, you get a new one. Tits and all. You have a guitar, it needs
attention, you give it all the care it needs until it calms down. You
massage it and oil it and adjust its neck and then she settles down. A
woman, she never settles down. That's his life in a nutshell.

        There is a photo, somewhere in the boxes of junk left over from
his childhood that shows him, a young boy, holding an acoustic guitar in
his lap. Well, barely in his lap, really. It was as big as he was and his tiny
fingers could not even hope to reach the other side of the neck, let alone
form a chord. But the picture reminds him that perhaps he was destined
to do this thing, to sing and play and live the life he has lived, to the
detriment of everything else.

       “That is a song,” he sings, “for another day”
       Another day. But where is the song for today? There must be

something. Three days now -or rather nights- and he hasn't written a
thing. He's paying to sit here and live in his head, for christ sake. He
could have done that in the local bar. He didn't have to fly all the way to
London to sit in a room and try to think of words to put to paper. There's
nothing. The well is dry. He's got a dry, frigid brain. Writer's block.
Writer's crock. Brain freeze. Or no brain freeze.

The Temple of Tits

Words and Music
by
Bo Carter



WELL? THERE IS THE TITLE BUDDY. YOU GONNA WRITE SOMETHING? PEN.
Paper. Write.

The Temple of Tits.
Just fill in the fucking blanks. Go!

TITS TEMPLE GOD MILK MOTHER BABY SURVIVAL DEATH CAMBODIA HITLER

bunker randy randi georgina bebop dizzy jazz tits fuck it

FUCK ME. WHAT HE WOULDN'T GIVE TO WRITE JUST ONE GOOD SONG...

Bo: And how is Jenny?
Maggie: She’s good, Bo. She is growing so. Hardly a day goes by that she
doesn’t seem to literally grow right before my eyes.
Bo: Literally?
Maggie: (laughs) Yes. I guess I can get away with that one.
Bo: And are you guys doing okay for money?
Maggie: I guess. It is okay so long as there are no real surprises. We
don’t need much. But we watch what we spend. I won’t deny that.
Bo: Nickel and dime.
Maggie: Nickel and dime.
Bo: Well, I’d offer you some cash down the road but I don’t know when
that might happen. Or if.
Maggie: I know, Bo. We’re all in the same boat. I understand.
Bo: I know you do. I’m sorry, Maggie. I should have planned ahead. Hell,
I should be doing that now!
Maggie: Seriously. Me, too. I keep saying that. Learn from your mistakes,
Maggie. But nope.
Bo: Well, I’ll see what I can do.



Maggie: I know you will.

       BO IS ASLEEP BY TIME BEBOP AND RONNIE AND THE OTHER GUY GET BACK.
He is curled up on the floor like an oversized baby.

        The boys are good and drunk now and Ronnie knocks over his
bass on his way in and the drummer knocks over his bass, too.

       “I mean, really,” Bebop is saying. “How often do you hear the
original on the radio? Hardly. If ever. But the remake? All over the place.
How can that be, right? Sha Na Na does a cover, the cover becomes a
huge hit and then all of a sudden their cover -made as a lark, remember-
becomes the definitive version of the song! And the original?”

       “But you could say the same thing about so many songs,” Ronnie
says.

        “Heartbreak Hotel. Elvis cover. Huge hit. Who knows the
original now?”

       “True,” Bebop says earnestly. “Very true. And what about you
mate?” he says to Bo. “Got any logs in the fire, then?”

       “It's not that cold,” Bo says, looking about the room. “And I don't
think there is a fireplace.”

       “Lord,” Bebop says. “You need to do some pot. Or acid.”
       “He's in rehab,” Ronnie says.
       “Well, I know that,” Bebop says. “I read the papers. I'm just

saying, when was the last time he wrote anything?”
       “Long time,” Ronnie says.
       “And was he straight when he did it?”
       “I'm right here, you bastards,” Bo says.
       “No,” Ronnie says. “He was not straight. He was stoned out of

his mind.”
       “See”
       “You're talking about me like I'm not even in the room!” Bo



says. “And I've always been straight. I've never done it with a man!”
       “True,” Ronnie says. “He was on coke and... well, who knows

what else.”
       “Right? I heard he wrote 'Chresthampton Lane' stoned out of his

head, in the back of a lorry. Twenty-four minutes it took him. Start to
finish. And, I'll grant you, we never recorded it but it was good enough
that we're standing here talking about it.”

       Standing here talking about it as though he is not even in the
room. Shit. They are right, of course. ‘Chresthampton’ was written on the
back of a paper bag in the middle of the night in the back of a pickup
truck in Bumfuck North Carolina. Or was it South? He was so stoned he
could hardly find his fly to take a piss but then he got this line in his head
-a random, stupid line at first- and then mulled that for a minute (well,
he could have mulled it for a lot longer; his sense of time was not quite
up to snuff) and then the next thing he knew it was done. It was so quick
and so orderly that at first he assumed that he had just copied someone
else's song onto a piece of paper.

He wanted to book studio time the next night but they were on tour
at the time and the moment passed. Maybe he should resurrect it now?
Fuck it, he could not even remember the words, let alone the chords.

Yeah, he was going to use his second Martin on that session. It was
pure heaven. All you had to do was think about touching the strings and
it rang out so true you could tune a piano to it. He'd bought it second or
third or 15th hand in a strange little shop in DC when he barely had
enough money to buy a case -and maybe he didn't have enough- and he
took that little sweetheart home and played it all night and into the next
day. It was like someone had walked up and given him a second set of
fingers; or a new lease on life; or a reason to live. A guitar, for crisake.

       But that was then and this is now. He's got a nice one with him
now, and Ronnie and Bebop and that other guy and he's got studio time
and... Nothing. Dry as a well. Still.

      “Fuck,” he says. “Fuck and fuck again.”



       “Double fuck,” Ronnie says with a laugh.
       “Exactly,” Bo says.
       “Nothing?”
       “Nothing.”
       “A line or two?”
       “Nothing.”
       “Want a napkin? You've done some of your best work on

napkins.”
       “Sanitary one time.”
       “Ha,” Bo says. “Good point.”
       “Oh, buck up,” Bebop says. “You can't write if you tell yourself

you can't write. Am I right or am I right?”
       “Which old witch.”
       “The wicked witch.”
       “He's right,” Ronnie says.
       “Yup,” the drummer days.
       “Listen. Just who the fuck are you?” Bo says.
       “Very funny,” the drummer says. “At least you haven't lost your

sense of.”
       Bo looks at Ronnie who sort of smirks.
       “We’ve been waiting for that,” Ronnie whispers.
       “Oh yeah?”
       “Oh yeah,” Bebop says, trying not to laugh.
       “So?”
       “So indeed,” Ronnie says. And then looking to the drummer he

says: “Listen, mate. Would you mind running across the street and
picking me up a packa.”

       “Sure,” he says. “Anyone else?”
        The laughter is building up inside the three of them like a

volcano ready to boil over at top velocity.
       “I'm good, thanks, Artie,” Ronnie says with another smirk.
       “Me, too,” Bebop says.



       “Couldn't be better,” Bo says, praying the poor sod will get out of
the studio before they all fall down pissing themselves with laughter.

       And no sooner does the door close than they do just that, Ronnie
and Bo grabbing at their guts. There is no way on earth that he has not
heard them but they can only pray that he has kept walking and did not
linger at the other side of the door.

       “Oh man,” Ronnie says between fits of laughter. “We kept
wondering when the hell you were going to notice!”

       “Oh lord,” Bebop says. “Too funny. The look on his face. ‘And
who the fuck are you!’ I thought he was going to shit himself. I thought I
was going to shit myself. Goodfuckingchrist, that was just too funny.”

       “What the hell?” Bo says. “Did he pay someone for that face job?”
       “Big bucks,” Ronnie says. “Big, big bucks. Still paying for it.”
       “In more ways than one,” Bebop says.
       “Reminds me of a cartoon I saw onetime. A guy had permanently

raised eyebrows and the caption was ‘every time he goes to the beach he
gets beat up!’”

       “Exactly!” Ronnie says. “He looks like he's in a permanent state of
shock.”

         “Why? Why did he do it?”
       “New chickie,” Ronnie says. “She's twenty, twenty-one, twenty-

two. He wanted to look young for her.”
       “Well, he looks like a young something. But it ain't human.”
       “And what does young sweetie think of this?” Bo says.
       “She's cool with it. She thinks he looks 20-years-younger.”
       “And Virginia?”
       “She can't even look at him. Artie goes over to see the kids or

whatever and she runs to the car. She'd be laughing so hard no one
would ever forgive her.”

       “I never got why he left her to begin with. I mean she's older, but
shit, so are we.”

       “True,” Ronnie says. “We all make mistakes.”



       “Yup,” Bebop says. “We all do...”
       There follows now a moment of silence -literally!- as they tally

past mistakes. It is like a boyhood ritual, one that serves no purpose but
survives because these men are really nothing more than boys in adult
clothing.

       Bo stops his moment of silence long before anyone else but he
continues to wear the same look of tired consternation. He has no
patience for prolonged self-reflection. The past is in the past. You can't
move ahead if you are looking behind. Unless you are writing a song, of
course.

       “What is going to happen when he dies. Right? The poor sod in
the funeral home all his tools and creams and shit to make the dearly
departed look normal. But what if you arrive looking like someone is
holding your eyes back with bobby-pins!”

       “Ha!” Ronnie says. “The young chickie would be saying ‘Can't
you do something with his eyebrows? He looks like someone is going to
beat the shit out of him.’”

       “I'm sorry, Miss, but I'm afraid I must recommend a closed
casket.”

       “But, sir, he died of a heart attack. His face is in perfect shape.”
       “Too perfect, I'm afraid, Miss. I'm afraid I just couldn't have my

good name associated with that face. I have a reputation to uphold.”
       “Listen, we better hush. He'll be back here in no time.”
       “Oh man,” Ronnie says. “You'll shoot me, won't you? If I ever—.”
       The door opens and in comes Mr. Hollywood. He hands Ronnie

his fags and takes a seat.
       “Any luck?” he asks.
       “Luck?”
       “Song-wise. Any luck song-wise?”
       “Not yet,” Ronnie says. “Bo is thinking of writing a novelty song

about lost identity. I’m voting no.”
       “I'm with you,” Artie says. “You know why? You record the



freaking song, just as a lark, right? Some clown in Ohio plays it one day
as a joke. He thinks he'll be cute and play it non-stop for 24 hours, say. It
becomes a big story. Soon you got a big hit on your hands. And now
you've got to play it every freaking night for the rest of your life. Not
worth it, mate.”

       “You're probably right,” Ronnie says. “He couldn't look at
himself in the mirror if that happened.”

       “Ha!” Ronnie says and Bebop laughs too. “Life ain't worth living
if you can't even look at yourself in the mirror.”

       “Right you are,” Artie says. “It may have been the right place, but
it must have been the wrong time.”

       “What?”
       “Dr. John,” Artie says.
       “Damn.”
       “So? Should we stay or should we go?”
       “I don't know,” Bo says. “I'm half inclined to stay. I mean the

space is paid for. You guys get paid whether we get anything done or
not.”

       “But, Jesus, Bo. No point in sitting around if we ain’t gonna get
anything done.”

       “And I'd like to see my lady before she goes to work,” Bebop
says. “I mean, if we're not...”

       The stupidity of it all. He's tired of the fighting. It is three in the
morning.

       “I'll stay,” he says. “You guys can go... home. Or out. Or whatever
you guys do these days.”

       “Come with us,” Ronnie says. “We'll find somewhere nice.
Somewhere quiet. Have a few pints. Talk the talk. Maybe pick up some
tail. It would be good for you. Maybe all you need is some fresh tail.”

       “Yeah,” Bebop says. “That is the root, isn't it. The Muse. Get some
fresh tail and then the creative juices will flow like a freaking tidal
wave.”



       “Thanks, boys. But I think I’ll just hang here. See if I can find the
mood. The Muse. See if I can find a few words to string together.”

       “Sure?”
       “I'm sure.”
       “Okay,” Ronnie says. “I don't know about you boys, but I am in

dire need of a beer.”
       “Oh yeah,” Bebop says.
       “Me, too,” Artie says, and thankfully he is too drunk to notice the

‘who the fuck are you’ looks.
       And so they depart. Bo is alone. Well, not quite alone. He's got his

guitar. His lady. It would be his mistress if he had anyone to cheat on.
       Bo takes out a wee bottle of whisky. No, he is not falling off he

wagon. He is just going to have a sip. To warm up. To get his juices
flowing. It feels damn good going down. He takes another sip. The next
one is much bigger. And warmer. And juicier.

       This is it, he thinks to himself. This is life. This is what has kept
him going all these years; the endless tours, the shows, the interviews,
the hanger-ons; the accountants and bookkeepers and travel agents and
bus rentals and guitar techs and the drivers...

    Bo leans back and closes his eyes. He can feel the single malt
flowing through his veins. After all these years, he can still barely drink.
Perhaps that is what has really saved him; if he needed more he would
have consumed more and his body would have given out long ago.

   Forget yesterday. Fuck yesterday. Today is the day. There is no
there back there. Just here.

He picks up his guitar. He’ll write a song. Here and now. The Single
Malt Special. Ha. Instead of the Orange Blossom Special.  He’ll write a
song start-to-finish in 35 minutes flat and then when the clowns come
back tomorrow he can say, ‘Okay, let’s try this one.’ It is easy. As easy as
that. Strum, chord, strum, chord. Let if flow. This is the moment you
have been waiting for. This is the culmination of three days. Go!

    He slumps. The guitar falls to the floor. Thank god for the carpet.



He is sound asleep before the vibration subsides.
    “Nice chord progression,” he thinks as he slips off to dreamland.

“I’ll have to remember that sound...”

NICK, THE DAY CLEANER FINDS BO ON THE FLOOR WHEN HE COMES TO CLEAN

the room at 6:00 AM. He is used to seeing such things from the young
ones but the older ones tend to get drunk and take a limo or taxi home.
This one looks more like a tube rider.

    He is beefy in that way men are when they don’t give a damn about
anything or anyone else in the world. Live for the moment. Live for
yourself. You only live once. Pick your pedantic motto.

     His hair is “salt and pepper” and in need of (at the very least) a
trim. What is it, he wonders, with old men and their thin hair and their
freaking ponytails?  Especially like this one, the wisp of a tail halfway up
the back of his head, like it has been manufactured from a couple dozen
strands and sewn together. It does not say: Look at me, I am hip because
I have a ponytail. It says: Look at me, I would be hip if I had enough hair
to constitute a ponytail.

    But Nick does not really dislike Bo. He always says hello to him
and he pukes in the bathroom, just like a real adult. He laughs at Nick’s
jokes and even at his own and he is moderately happy to be alive.

    But there is a sadness. It does not quite engulf him. It does not
completely constrain him. It buffers him from the outside. It is a sadness
that gives him cover in the rain and companionship at night, those long,
long nights when he is at home alone, sitting on the couch, wondering
how the days have passed so quickly and how many more could
possibly remain. It is a sadness that clouds the future and aggravates the
past. It springs eternal and then disappears in an instant, a dog-eared
sense of entitlement that knows no bounds, no will, no constraint.

    And it really is that sense of entitlement, the idea that they deserve



more of everything: Sadness, frustration, anger, pomposity,
extravagance, petulance, happiness, fortitude?

    Do they really believe they are preordained to taste the most prime
beef, the most aged single malt whisky, the sandiest beaches, the bluest
skies, the best shade? Their knifes cut deeper, their witticisms sting to the
bone, their propensity for largess knows no bounds.

    Fine, fine. But there is something askew, something tortured and
tormented. If this bloated half-whale were to die in his sleep, or walk into
the path of an on-coming trolley, there would be at least a smattering of
news reports detailing how the world had lost a slightly rotund, jolly
entertainer, beloved by a handful of adoring fans. Stories from near and
far would recount the rise to near-stardom, the hit song, the burnt out
hotels rooms, the absurd riders, the shares in Jim Beam, the peak, the
wives, the lovers, the slow decline and the sad and oh so unfortunate
end.

    But if Nick G. Arrowsmith, night watchman, of sound mind and
spirit, were to keel over right now, of a heart attack or a self-inflicted
gunshot wound to the temple, his death, in the eyes of all except his
closest friends and family, would be seen -if it were seen at all- as a mere
statistic. A death by any other name. End of story.

    And the likes of Bo Carter might wake up one day and, in some
vague, unattributable way, think that it has been a very long time since
he has seen that guy who used to clean up his vomit, but it will be as
fleeting as a snowflake in July, an abstract concept, doomed to fail from
birth, a flight to Neverland that disappears as quickly as it arrived, never
to be seen again.

    To hell with him, Nick thinks. Let him choke on his own vomit.
They all do, eventually.

IT IS PAST NOON BEFORE BO STIRS AFTER FALLING FROM THE CHAIR. HOUSTON,



the beached whale has landed.  The carpet stinks of cigarette smoke and
lord knows what else but thankfully he just missed landing on top of his
guitar.

    The only other thing in the room is silence. And the beating of his
heart. It sounds far too loud, too active, too pronounced. He really
should have a check-up. He should also quit this music foolishness and
head home.

    “BO. BO. LISTEN. YOU HAVE TO LISTEN.”
    It is Marty Klein calling from New York. Does he not know what

time it is in London?
    “Do you know what time it is?”
    “Well, yeah,” Marty says. “I have a Rolex. Which you did not help

pay for, by the way.”
    “Not there, you nitwit. Here.”
 “I don't even know where here is, Bo. Listen, good news. You know

Robert Altman, the director?”
    “Not personally, no. Did I sleep with one of his daughters?”
    “I don't mean personally. I mean do you know his work?”
    “I suppose. Director. Movies.”
    “Well, yeah. He is all the rage at the moment. His thing is using

original soundtrack material. Anyway, he next movie has the working
title Nashville and his people say he is looking for Bob Dylan-type stuff
for the soundtrack.”

       “So Dylan is in rehab so they want me?”
    “Fuck Dylan. I don't know where Dylan is. But he did recommend

you for this from what I hear.”
“Dylan did?”
“Dylan knew Altman wanted to bring in some new voices and we

thought it might be neat if you pitched a song from your new album.



Which should be out around the same time as the movie...”
    “Neat?”
    “... and if one or the other takes off, everyone wins. Right?”
    “I thought you already had a new watch,” Bo says. 
    “Skip the drama, Bo. This is a good deal. You write, record, throw it

on the soundtrack and everyone is happy.”
    “Well, I guess.”
    “You guess. Robert Altman wants a song. One of yours. Dylan has

your back. You guess?”
    “Okay. Fine. When does he want the song?”
    “Tuesday,” Marty says. 
    “Which fucking Tuesday?”
    “This fucking Tuesday.”
    “You're screwing with me, right? He wants a new song by

Tuesday?”
    “Well, new to the world. It does not have to be new to you. I mean

you can use one of the songs you've done for the new album, right?”
    “Oh,” Bo says. 
    There is a long and painful silence. Poor Marty. He knows the

name of this tune, all right. He has been down this road once or twice. 
    “How many new songs do you have, Bo?”
    “In total?”
    “For the new album, numb-nuts.”
    “Well, not including the covers...”
    “Really?” Marty says. “Nothing?”
    “Not a pimple on a pecker.”    
    “I thought...”
    “Sure you did.”
    “Well, can you do something by Tuesday?”
    “Well, Marty, if I could do something by Tuesday I would have

done something by last Tuesday.”    
    “Okay, screw it. We will bring you home and they will pay for your



studio time here.”
“Who they?”
“Altman and his people.”
    “Oh Christ, Marty.”
    “Can you do this Bo? Can you try?”
    “Yeah, I can try.”
    “So I can call him back? Tell him we're on?”
    “Jesus, Marty? You mean right now?”
    “Well, of course right now. If you're not ready he said he’ll go with

someone else.”
    “Are you sleeping with this guy or what?”
    “Very funny, Bo. So deal? I will tell his people you are on board?”
    “You can tell them I'm on something.”
    “I need an answer.”
    “Yes, Marty. Tell him I've got the perfect tune. Just have to work

out the first bridge.”
    “Perfect. He'll like that. Just have to work on the bridge.”
    “Okay. Deal. Done and done. He's got The Record Plant booked for

the week. So I will slot you in for midnight Tuesday.”
    “Christ.”
    “... and some session people lined up and we'll get this baby on

tape.”
    “So I am writing a new song, flying to New York, pissing in the

kitchen sink and then taking a cab to The Record Plant to record it?”
    “Well, I think you might have to pass on the cab, Bo. I haven’t

worked out the cash side of things yet. If you take a cab you might end
up holding the bag.”

    “Talk to you,” Bo says.
    “Oh yeah,” Marty says. “Good times right around the next bend.”
    The line goes dead. And so does Bo. A song in a few days. From

start to finish. In 60 seconds. He has never done anything like that. At
least not intentionally. Napkin songs notwithstanding. He is not even



sure he can do it. Does he have even kernel of an idea that? Not that he
can think of. 

    But he has to try. If he is going to do this thing -the album and then
the comeback and all the rest- he has to do it. He has to write the song
and record the song and then do the tour and straighten up and that will
be that.

PEN AND PAPER. HE HAS THE PEN. HIS FOUNTAIN PEN. HE BROUGHT IT TO

use in the studio. And a bottle of ink. And a bottle of Kentucky Bourbon.
The phone is unplugged. His brain is in gear. Show time.

    Ha. Show time.
    The moment is now. 
    Brain freeze. Freeze out.
mustard gas helium hindenburg WWII Nazi pearl harbour smoke on the

water smoke 'em if you got 'em fool for a cigarette cuba embargo che fidel nitro
palm trees Wounded Knee reservations hotel maid minimum wage drug cartel
swimming pool towels stealing steal your face grateful dead 

    NOTHING THERE. NOT A HINT. ANOTHER SHOT. HEY BARKEEP. HOW'S
about another one, just like the other one. A nap would be nice right
about now. Not too long. Just a snooze. 

MARLEY POT CANCER ONLY GOOD DIE YOUNG JAMES DEAN JOPLIN MORRISON

holly judy garland dead music notes singing gospel second line new orleans
funeral sacred harp downtown new york detroit buffalo singing the blues staple
singers pops malcolm x Martin Luther king jr. harlem new york vietnam rosa
parks 



    DEAD END. BEEN THERE. DONE THAT. 
Stir it up. He was born to be a ramblin’ man. Tie a fucking yellow

ribbon and killing him softly with rubber bullets. How can he compete
with that shit?

moon beam space air fly sun sunny beach water ocean waves swim midnight
twilight

    
Twilight. Twilight could work. For something. Chorus maybe.

Bridge? Forget the bridge. Fuck the bridge. He is Not doing a bridge on
this one. No matter what he said to Marty. They hardly ever work and
they just muck up the works. So twilight. Chorus or verse. But no
bridge. 

    He fingers a few chords but it is still too early for that. Find the
rhythm first. Find the first few words. Where are they? Nothing in the
air. Reaches out but nothing comes. He is on his own. Never any doubt
about that. 

    Light bulb is out. Should call someone. Can't live like that. Later,
man. 

    Pen has loads of ink. Don't fret about that now. Fresh ink. Write
your name. See? Perfect. 

    Words. Think about the words. Twilight. All right? Oh...

Words and Music
by
Bo Carter

In the twilight
    is it all right
    if I call out your name
    in the moonlight
    if I sit tight



    NOT BAD. NOT A BAD START. JUST A START. BUT NOT BAD.
But what is it? A love song? To whom? Maggie May? Dead father?

Fans? Unknown lover?
You have to know. Know before you go much further. Otherwise, it is

just a waste of time. You keep coming back and trying to answer the
question but by then it is too late and you either end up with a jumble or
you get pissed and scrap it or redo it and then you lose most of what you
liked about it in the first place.

    So think. Now. Not the pen. Think now. Who is in the twilight? In
the moonlight? Who are you thinking about, longing for, searching for?

    Fuck off and leave me alone. This is my problem, not yours. Not
yours. I'll do this. When I damn well please. How I please. With whom I
please. Screw the drama.

    Time for a shot. Another shot will open up the brainwaves. Get a
bit of a buzz on. See where that leads. Down the garden path. Up the
kazoo. Down the main-street. Up the wall-street. Done for now. Need a
break. From everything. A shot and a nap. Bartender, a glass of beer,
bourbon chaser and a nap to go.

   HUNG OVER. BIG TIME. BO LOOKS AT THE PAD OF PAPER ON THE FLOOR. HE

reads the words and wonders if they are his or not. And the chords? He
did not write them down. Anywhere. Did he even have a tune?

    So five lines. Not even complete. And no melody.
    God, he really can be a complete asshole.

“SO?” MARTY SAYS. “HOW IS IT GOING?”



    “Jesus, Marty. We talked this morning.”
    “I know we did, Bo. That is why I am following up now.”
    “To see if the song is finished?”
    “Not to see if it is finished,” Marty says. “To see how it is going.”
    “Well it is going fine,” Bo says. “I worked on it all night.”
    “You did! That is wonderful Bo. I knew I could count... I knew this

was a good idea. I just knew it. And so did Maggie.”
    “Maggie. Why are you talking to Maggie about my business?”    
    “So, a love song? Rock song? What you got up your sleeve?”
    “A knife,” Bo says. He is really starting to piss him off. As usual.

He never should have stayed with him. He had no right to bring Maggie
in on this. She will only hound him for results. The last thing he needs is
hounding in the middle of a new song. It is the kiss of death.

    “I hope you haven't put a jinx on this, Marty. I really hope that is
not the case.”

    “Oh, don't be like that, Bo. You need a song. Write a song. Right?
You have it in you. You've done it before. How many times? So no
problem. You just do it again. You write it, record it. Done and done.”

    “Well, I hope so, Marty. I got a lot of work done last night and I
don’t want anyone to put a jinx on it.”

    “On what, Bo? What is the name of the tune?” 
    “It’s not a hundred per cent yet,” Bo says, warming to the lie. “But

it might be called Twilight.”
    “Twilight,” Marty says. “Just Twilight. Love it. Pure and simple.

Right to the heart. You can see the name in the movie credits, can't you?
Right up there. Big as life. Hell, I can see it and I have not been to a movie
since The Graduate.”

    “The Graduate!” Bo says. “You're shitting me.”
    “I wish. Well, nevertheless, I can see your name up there on the

screen. Big letters. Big as life. And Twilight. I can see it.”
    Bo can see it, too, strangely enough. Big as life.
“Flight is booked. Tonight 6:00 PM. You get in, go to usual hotel,



finish up and we’ll pick you up for studio on Tuesday. Yeah?”
“Fuck,” Bo says. He hangs up.

BACK TO WORK, THEN. A LITTLE RIPE. A LITTLE.

Twilight
Words and Music
by
Bo Carter.

    YES. THAT IS HOW IT WOULD LOOK ON THE BIG SCREEN. HE CAN PICTURE

that all right.
So that is done. Now, the song.
    He looks at the words again and then re-writes everything on a

clean piece of paper. Fresh start. Maybe.

In the twilight
    is it all right
    if I call out your name
    in the moonlight
    if I sit tight

   

    HE HATES TRYING TO RHYME IN SONGS. IT MIGHT HAVE TO BE THE CHORUS.
It is too lame to be anything else. Especially if it has to rhyme. And



rhyme with lame words.
 
shame blame same lame domain dame game tame

    LAME IS RIGHT. IF I SIT TIGHT WILL YOU CALL ME LAME. THERE. DONE AND

done. Flash that on the big screen why don't you.
It is twilight. Really and truly twilight. Ha.
    Nothing to drink this time. He is doing this stone cold. He has

those two lines, the holdover from the old days. Maybe he can use them
now?

    He begins to write. Turns on the recorder. Everything will be saved
for posterity this time. No lost chords.

CAPO 3RD

I have seen the Northern Lights
reflected in your eyes, my love

    TWO LINES. AND THE MELODY. IT IS A NICE MELODY. NO CHORUS. AND NO

goddamned bridge. Ha. No bridge.
    

I have seen the Northern Lights
reflected in your eyes, my love

    SURE YOU HAVE NUMBNUTS. WHERE DID YOU SEE IT? WHERE SCHMUCK?
Where have you seen it?



I have seen the Northern Lights
reflected in your eyes, my love
and I have read the book of life
in your look of love, my love

NO…

and I have read the tales of life
in your book of love, my love

WELL…

    THE WORDS START. SLOWLY. NOT PERFECT BY ANY MEANS. NOT PERFECT,
but coming out. He writes them down. Words and more words and hope
for the best and refine it all later.

whisper words of truth untold

OR



Light the way and feed the storm

Memories of a time and place

distant ancestral time and space

a memory is a common thread

Rivers flow to oceans far
And light from stars above do shine
We sing the songs of tears and love
We live, we love, we die, my love

I have seen the Northern Lights
reflected in your eyes, my love
and I have read the tales of life
in your book of love, my love

Dig the sand and hold the hand
monkey bay and fe non nay

The songs we sing, 

and I have seen the spice of life
in the look of love, my love

REGROUP. START AGAIN. SEE IF IT WORKS THIS TIME ‘ROUND…

I have seen the Northern Lights



reflected in your eyes, my love
and I have read the tales of life
in your book of love, my love

I have read the truth of life
in your book of love, my love

I have felt the heart and soul
in your book of love, my love

angels in heaven
feed the storm
hands that hold
tales of love and joy

NOT BAD. GETTING THERE. ANGEL PART IS NICE. WHERE DID THAT COME

from? Maggie and her angels. Of course. Maybe this song is about
Maggie. Christ. He better make it good.

ANOTHER GO ROUND…
Wait. Hate that title. Lame fuck that. Try this:

Book of Love

Words and Music
By
Bo Carter



I have seen the Northern Lights
reflected in your eyes, my love
And I have read the truth of life
in your book of love, my love

River runs to oceans far
light from stars above do shine
share the tales of tears and joy
we live, we love, we die, my love

Angels up in the heavens sing
remembrance of a time and place
hands that hold the hand that holds
light the way and feed the storm

Eagle in morning sky
Early love, in bed we lie
love me hard and love you true
darling one, your man loves you

CHRIST, HE THINKS. IT MIGHT ACTUALLY BE FINISHED? HOW CAN THAT BE?
He reads it over a few more times and then turns over the page.
Later. He will read it again later. Change a word or two. Or more. Or

ditch the entire fucking song. Who knows. Who cares.
But it is a real and true song. Good and true. Done and done.
    He pours himself a drink. A nice tall Beam. No ice. Straight up.
    He wonders. What time is it in the US? Four here. So... ten there?

AM or PM? or 11? AM or PM?
    He hasn't got a clue. Not a clue. But he wants to call her. Call her

and tell her he has a song. Real and true and done and done. No one else



will understand the way she does.
    He dials. It rings. And rings. And then she answers.
    “Maggie?” he says, tentatively.
    “Yes it is,” she says. “How may I help you?”
    “It's me,” Bo says.
    “Me?”
    “Me! It's me!”
    “I'm sorry? How may I help you?”
    “Hi. It's me. I thought -”
    “Me?”
    “Me! It's me!”
    “I'm sorry?” she says.
    “Fuck a duck?”
    “Oh, Bo? Is that you?”
    “Of course it's Bo. I said it's me.”
    “Oh Bo. I wondered if it was you.”
    “You wondered?”
    “If it was you,” she says.
    “You're dicking with me, aren't you.”
    “Of course I'm dicking with you,” Maggie says. “Lord you are a

gullible little shit sometimes, Bo.”
    “I know I am,” he says. “I even fool myself sometimes.”
    “Good line,” Maggie says. “You should put that in your next song.”
    “Well, funny you should mention that,” he says. “I had, well, a

productive day.”
    “Did you now,” she says. “Are you hoping for a boy or a girl?”
    “No seriously,” he says. “I mean I had an actual productive night.”
    “Oh?” she says.
    He can hear it in her voice. The tentative excitement. Very tentative.

But still excited, like a Mormon who voted for Nixon but is afraid to tell
anyone. There is a long pause. She is waiting for him to fill it. He is
waiting, too, paying her back for dicking him around.



    She gives in first. He knew she would.
    “Okay, Bo. You win. We are even,” she says with a laugh. “What is

up?”
    “Well, you know the Altman soundtrack? Well, I did it. I wrote a

song. A real song, Maggie. Not some b-side filler, but a real song.”
    “You mean finished?” she says.
    “I mean finished.”
    “You're jerking my chain?”
    “Not doing it Maggie. I did it. Wrote it. From scratch. Well, almost

from scratch. I had two lines from ages ago and I kept them, hoping I
might make it into something someday. But I sat down tonight and
slogged away until I had it done.”

    “And it is finished?”
    “Yes! Seriously, Maggie. It is done.”
    There is a long silence at the other end. A very long silence. He

does not speak. He is letting it sink in. All of it. The whole ball of wax.
She is doing the math. Literally.

    “Well, that is something,” she says. There is still a negative quality
in her voice. She knows it, too.

    “Listen,” he says. “I'm going to hang up now...”
    “Oh don't be pissed,” she says.
    “No, no,” he says. “I'm not pissed. I have to get ready to fly to New

York.”
    “Can you play it for me on the phone before you leave?”
“Sure,” he says.
He will not play it for her. He does not play new songs for anyone.

Most people don’t realize how fragile a moment that is, when you have
something new and you are still not sure about it and if you play it for
them and they say something critical or mean it might be enough to
queer the deal for good. He might then try to ‘fix’ it without knowing
what is ‘wrong’ with it and then he will have to decide whether to play
that same person the ‘new’ version or just dump it and move on to the



next song. Most of the time he does the latter. And most of the time he
swears he will never play anyone a new song ever again.

    “Okay, sweetie,” she says without even thinking. “I'll talk to you in
a bit.”

    She hangs up the phone and then goes to the fridge and takes out a
cigarette from the emergency pack in the freezer. In the past she has only
gone to it when she was stressed out, but maybe this is something
different, she thinks. Maybe this is like a celebratory smoke?

    It is too early to tell. She has been down this road and it has never
ended well. It does not always end horribly, but nor does it ever really
end well.

    But lord how she has dreamed of this moment, this very phone call
when he would call her up out of the blue and tell her that he has finally
gotten his act together. She has never really thought it would happen and
she is certainly not certain or even all that hopeful that it has happened
now, but you just never know. You just never know when some dumb
schmuck you love despite yourself actually pulls it all together and does
the thing you want them to do more than anything in the world and it
makes you so proud for having loved them and stood by them even
though you stopped really doing both of those things so long ago that
you hardly remember what it feels like to actually know love or pride or
anything else other than anger and regret.

    She stares at the phone for ages. Nothing. She starts to freak out.
Has he set her up again? She has fallen for the bullshit once again. When
the hell will she learn? How many times does someone have to kick you
in the head before you raise your hand to defend yourself and then try
with all your might to restore some modicum of self-respect and pride
and all the rest.

    Screw it, she thinks. The cigarette was not one of celebration. It was
one of stress. Stress and anger and resentment and more anger and a new
batch of resentment just for good measure.

    She lights another smoke and pours a good two fingers of single



malt and takes a slug and coughs up smoke and whisky and who the hell
knows what else.

    Oh lord. Maybe she is being too quick to judge? Maybe he can't
record the thing; or passed out; or lost his faith; or is redoing the chorus;
or threw himself out the window; or is taking a crap; or having a snack;
or changing his strings; on all of his guitars; or just has nothing to show
for it.

She is not angry at him. She is pissed off with herself. She abandoned
him in Baltimore. Left him with the mayhem of The Touts. He will freak
out at some point. And that will piss her off even more. Even if it
warranted.

Fuck it. Fuck everything for now.
    She goes to bed.

   THE FLIGHT BACK TO THE US IS A NIGHTMARE. HIS NERVES ARE SHOT. HE

has both a written and recorded copy of the song but he feels like he
should have made a third or fourth copy just in case. If he loses it now it
is gone for good. He would never be able to reconstruct it. Even now he
cannot remember the tune.

He wants to give up. Trash the song and himself and her and start all
over again. Move to a quiet warm island and fuck around for the rest of
his life.

And Jenny? Oh yeah. That. It has not really sunk in. He would not be
thinking of tossing it all in if he thought of himself as a father.

Still. Fuck it. He will get back to New York and tell them he lost the
song. He cannot reconstruct it. He was too drunk or stoned to save a
copy in his malfunctioning brain. Save the misery. The embarrassment.
The horror the horror.



Bring Me Another Drink

Words & Music
by
Bo Carter

Bring me another drink why dontcha
Is that asking too much?
Is that against the law or something
Why dontcha bring me another fucking drink
Is that asking too much?

THE RECEPTIONIST HAS THE USUAL PICKLE UP HER ASS. SHE NEEDS TO SEE A

doctor. Surgery is required.
Oh god. He did drink a bathtub of booze last night. This morning.

Maybe he still looks drunk. Or still is drunk.
The office is Danish neoconservative art deco Bauhaus post-modern-

modernism. His chair cannot be more than four inches wide, leaving his
butt barely nestled. If there was a dog here he’d bite it. Or Maggie was
here she’d kick it.

He giggles -to himself, he thinks- but the wonky one at the desk is not
amused.

“We okay?” she says.
Bo looks around the room like a dolt in headlights and she huffs and

puffs and thrusts her lovely perky breasts straight ahead and continues
typing on her very impressive electric typewriter.

In time she is forced to walk over and poke him with a wooden ruler.
“Mr. Altman will see you now,” she screams.
Bo comes to, pushes his hair off his sweaty face and winks at her. She

guides him into the office. And what an office it is. It is filled with toy



balls and bean bag chairs and many awards. The director springs from
his chair.

“Mr. Carter,” he says. “A great pleasure. Huge fan. I grew up on The
Touts.”

“I didn’t, according to my wife,” Bo says.
“Well, pleasure just the same. I’m so glad we’ll have a chance to work

together.”
“Likewise,” Bo says.
“So, here is the deal. The movie is done. Shot. In the vault. The editor

is working on it now. That will take some time to complete, but it does
not concern you.”

“No it doesn’t,” Bo says.
“Well, yes, I see. So I have passed on the baton and now I’ll do the

same with you. So to speak.”
“So to speak. I hope.”
“Painful otherwise. So studio time is booked for tonight. Well,

tomorrow, technically. Is that okay?”
“I’m ready to go.”
“We’ve booked that and brought in some session players...”
“No Touts?”
“No Touts this time ‘round,” he says. “With this turnaround time, I’m

afraid we can’t afford any delays or... in-house situations?”
“Okay.”
“You can call it a Touts’ effort if you want. That is up to you.”
“No. That is fine.”
“So good,” he says. “Studio booked. Miss Nightingale will give you

the details for that.”
“Can’t be. Really?”
“Indeed. She has some distance to go, I’m afraid.”
“Some distance.”
“So, session players, best in biz as they say. You go in, lay down the

track, hand it over and that is that. Nothing to it. But -and this is



important Bo- you can’t walk out of the studio tomorrow without a
finished product and you need to walk out of there by 6:00 AM. Okay so
far?”

“Yup.”
“Producer is Bebop...”
“I know him!”
“I know you do,” he says warmly, like he is talking to a wayward

child who has just discovered that he has been wayward his entire life.
“That is why you are here. Well, I mean one of the reasons you are here.
Bob was also keen on it. So Bebop at the controls, you just show up with
your guitar and that is that.”

“Sounds good,” Bo says.
“Very good,” he says, standing up and shaking his hand and guiding

him to the door in one fell swoop. “Pleasure, Bo. I am very excited about
this.”

Miss Nightingale almost works up a smile as she hands him the
details on the session. Bo stops short and contemplates his options for a
moment, but decides against it. She would probably slap him and tell
him she once baby-sat Jenny or something.

Christ. It is only 10:30AM. It is too early for another drink. Or too late.
And he’s got one hell of a day ahead of him. He suddenly feels ever so
slightly hung over and then all at once he feels completely hung over and
then all he can do is pray he makes it back to his hotel room before he
crashes like a bloated runaway Hindenburg blimp.

THE STUDIO HAS SEEN BETTER DAYS BUT IT IS STILL THE PLACE TO BE. BO

cannot believe he is going to record something at The Record Plant. If the
walls could talk. Or sing. Or let out a slide riff or a Hammond B solo.
And today the walls are awaiting Bo’s contribution.

As he puts down his gear and as he makes himself at home he hears



someone snoring in the next room. It is Bebop. He leaves him be. He is
quite thankful for some time to himself. Once this is done he really will
take off for a while.

The session players come in one or two at a time. They give Bo the
official nod but they have no idea who he is. But in all fairness, he does
not know who they are, either. This is a new generation of players. They
are just as good as the old ones. It takes a certain type of person, and a
certain talent, to be a session player. The qualifications do not change
from one generation to the next.

Bebop sleeps through an extraordinary amount of noise before he
finally wakes up. He sees Bo and hugs him warmly.

“Hey Bo. Long time no see. Three four days? So listen, we’re booked
for the night, Bo. How you want to do this?”

“I’m easy. Do I have to teach anyone the song or anything?”
“Oh hell no. That’s all done. They have all heard the demo. They are

ready to roll. They’ll do a good job. Don’t worry about that. We’ll just set
things up and do a take or two and then we’ll see what’s what?”

“Sounds good. I’ll tune up. Loosen up.”
“Good man. Tell me if you need anything. We’re all here to get this

done best we can, okay Bo?”
Bo turns away quickly. He is feeling a bit teary all of a sudden. Maybe

he is going through menopause or something.
They do four takes, any one of which would be good enough to make

the final cut. Everyone is pleased. They are hardly deferential but they
clearly know Bo and they like the song, so everyone is happy. These
‘kids’ are pros and have added runs and solos he could not even play.
The playback sounds really damn good.

“Hey,” Bebop says. “Want to run a pass at CMB?”
“Oh no,” Bo says. “No one knows that. It was a long time ago.”
“Guys,” he says. “You know ‘Coal Miner's Blues?”’
They know the song. Bo is sort of stunned to death.
So they play it and nail it in one take. It is perfect and priceless.



There is much hooping and hollering when they finish.
These kids like the old time music, obviously. It is not quite Roy Acuff

or Merle Travis, but they do know a good song when they hear it.
Bo beams. All the shit, all the anger, slips right into the ether.

BO TAKES A TAXI BACK TO THE HOTEL. HE POURS HIMSELF A DRINK AND

moves a chair over to the window. Below is the usual bedlam. New York,
New York. There are two men on the roof of the building across the
street. They are arguing. On the roof? It looks like it is on the verge of
becoming quite violent. Which one will land on the sidewalk. He laughs.
It is not funny but that is how his brain works. It is not ‘real life.’ It is
fodder for a song. Or a story to tell later.

He is so tired. He feels 30 years older than he really is. He should be
one of the guys on the roof.

Fuck that. Why does he keep coming back to this bullshit? If he
wanted to die he would be dead by now. He has fucked up some things
but he is not a failure. And some of the shit he endures is really not of his
own making. He needs to stop blaming himself for reacting badly when
people treat him badly. That is sad-sack bullshit.

So fine. He will do this soundtrack thing and try to enjoy it. He will
put the notebook aside for now. He needs a break. Time to live life for a
while instead of just watching it.

He laughs. Give it three days, he thinks to himself.

O. M. WHITMORE READS ABOUT BO CARTER IN THE TRADES. LITTLE FUCKER.
What he wouldn’t give for an Altman connection. How the fuck did that
little turd pull that off. Maybe it was Dylan. He always had a sweet spot
for Bo. Who knows. Maybe they are cut from the same cloth. Most-likely



flannel.
The movie sounds like it will be a classic. But you never know with

Altman. He has this thing. A copy and paste thing. He might slap it on
something and if it does not stick it will blow up in his face.

Not that he wants to see that happen. If it blows up in Bo ‘Turd’
Carter’s face that would be okay. It would be more than okay.

Maybe he should give Marty a call. Blow some smoke up his ass and
see if they are finally ready to hand over CMB. It must be dead in the
water by now. Even if the movie goes well no one will be talking about
the past glories. If you can even call it that.

Jenny: So are you going to be famous?
Bo: Not really.
Jenny: But more famous than you are now.
Bo: It is all relative.
Jenny: I don’t know what that means.
Bo: Of course not. I’m sorry. It means we measure things in different
ways.
Jenny: Huh?
Bo: I might be more famous than I am now.
Jenny: Okay. Good. Mommy said you would be.
Bo: She probably said I ‘might be’
Jenny: She probably did. It is all relative.
Bo: Yes it is. You are very smart.
Jenny: Not really. I just have a good memory.
Bo: Well smart people have good memories.
Jenny: Okay. I will remember that (laughs)
Bo: How is school.
Jenny: No.
Bo: No what?



Jenny: When you know what grade I am in we can talk about school.
Bo: Oh.
Jenny: Fair?
Bo: Fair.
Jenny: Good.
Bo: So have we run out of things we can talk about?
Jenny: For now.
Bo: I see.
Jenny: Yes.
Bo: Better luck next time?
Jenny: Better luck for you next time. I already know what grade I am in.
Bo: Sharp wit. You remind me of your mother.
Jenny: It is all relative (laughs)
Bo: Okay. Love you.
Jenny: Love you, too.

Marty: So it went well?
Bo: I think so.
Marty: I heard so.
Bo: From who?
Marty: Everyone. The team, the studio, the director.
Bo: Altman?
Marty: Unless you are moonlighting on another movie (laughs)
Bo: (laughs) Yeah, don’t think I can do another one right now.
Marty: Well, no need. It went well.
Bo: It might not work out.
Marty: No, of course not, Bo. It might blow up in our faces. Sorry, I mean
in your face. But the thing is, Bo, you did this, right? Wrote the song, flew
home, threw up in the toilet and recorded a great song in a great studio
with the best pros in the business.



Bo: Two songs.
Marty: What do you mean.
Bo: We laid down ‘Coal Miner’s Blues,’ too.
Marty: You did!
Bo: Yeah. It was Bebop’s idea. It went really well.
Marty: That is great, Bo. Two fish fried.
Bo: You not going to make fun of me for saying ‘laid down?’
Marty: I have it in my back pocket.
Bo: So now?
Marty: We wait. All you can do, buddy. Wait and see.
Bo: Okay.
Marty: But no matter? No matter, we are here for you. Dig?
Bo: Slippery slop.
Marty: Okay. Whatever the fuck that means. Save it for your next song.
Bo: Okay.
Marty: Be in touch.
Bo: Be in touch.

THE STUDIO HAS ARRANGED A SMALL PRIVATE SCREENING OF A ROUGH CUT OF

the film. Very rough. It could change in any number of ways but Altman
likes to throw his new work onto the ceiling to see what sticks.

Maggie and Jenny are delighted to be there. It makes them feel very
special. To be honest, Bo feels the same way. He is glad Marty gave him
that pep talk.

“Where’s the red carpet?” Jenny says when they arrive at the
screening room.

“It must be inside,” Bo says and they both laugh.
There are only a dozen seats but the theater is very lovely and ornate

and everyone is very quiet and excited.
The movie is a typically wonderful Altman ensemble effort. There are



a hundred story-lines with a hundred people talking over each other and
there are crane shots and inside jokes galore, all centered around Music
City, USA.

About an hour into the story there is a scene where the main character
is seen walking down a rain-swept street. Slowly, as in a dream, the
music comes from the background to the foreground. It is Bo’s song. He
hangs on to the armrest and to Maggie’s arm.

The song is featured for about a minute before it slowly begins to fade
out. Just like that, Bo Carter’s song is in a movie.

Maggie looks at Bo and he looks at her and all he can do is shake his
head.

“You okay?” she says.
“Yeah, I guess,” he says. “It was... not what I expected.”
“I know, Bo. But it was good. It was really good.”
“It was not bad. Not bad. But Jesus,” he says. “All that work?”
“Yeah, I know. It is Hollywood, isn’t it. You just never know.”
“No. You don’t. You just never know.”
“Seriously, Bo. Are you okay?”
“Sure. It was my song. And it is in a movie. I just kind of wish they’d

used the one I wrote for it.”
“I know. Look on the bright side. People do love ‘Coal Miner’s Blues.”’
“You do realize,” Bo says. “The only ‘hit’ I’ve ever had is ‘“Coal

Miner's Blues?’ This will be the third time!”
Bo laughs. He is sure he will be the only one who is disappointed.

THE CONSENSUS IS THAT THE ‘OFFICIAL SOUND TRACK’ WILL BE A HUGE HIT. IF

that is true, Bo could take home a shit load of cash. He was rather hoping
that the shit load of cash would be paid out for the new song, but if it is
going to be ‘Coal Miner's Blues’ -again- it is going to be ‘Coal Miner's
Blues.’ Again. Thank God he still owns the rights.



The old Bo would have been peeved beyond words. The new Bo is
peeved but he is determined to make an appointment to draw up a will.
He will split the profits of CMB between Maggie and Jenny. And will
also give a smaller percentage to Ronnie and Artie. It was sort of a Touts’
song so why not give them a piece of the pie.

There is nothing more to deal with, really. No house, car, furniture,
vault filled with tapes. Not like he is going to die tomorrow or anything
but it is time to tidy things.

Ronnie: So you are famous!
Bo: Well, not really. I would not say that.
Ronnie: Well, I would. And my lawyer would.
Bo: Your lawyer would what?
Ronnie: Agree. He said I deserve a piece of the action now that our song
is in a movie.
Bo: Well, my song is in a movie. It was never a Touts song.
Ronnie: But we sang it. Night after night.
Bo: You are right, Ronnie. Night after night we sang my song.
Ronnie: Well my lawyer said you would be a prick about it.
Bo: Well, I guess your lawyer was right.
Ronnie: Fuck you, Bo.
Bo: Back at you.
Ronnie: See you in court.
Bo: See you in hell.
Ronnie: Bye Bo
Bo: Bye Ronnie.

Glenda: Hi, Bo. It is Glenda.



Bo: Yes?
Glenda: Glenda Fullbright?
Bo: Oh.
Glenda: How are ya, babe.
Bo: I’m okay. And you?
Glenda: Good, good. Things have been rough since Dexter… Well,
rough.
Bo: I am sure. It was…
Glenda: Yeah. So listen.
Bo: Yah.
Glenda: Ronnie’s wife said I should talk to you.
Bo: About the movie, right.
Glenda: Yah. How did you guess.
Bo: Gee.
Glenda: So I don’t understand this shit but someone said something
about ‘points?’
Bo: Like in tennis.
Glenda: No silly. Like percentage points or something.
Bo: I see. For the song, I presume.
Glenda: You presume right. We were wondering if you might think
about splitting some of the points?
Bo: Yeah, well, I don’t get ‘points’ Glenda. I might get some cash, but not
enough to split 20 ways.
Glenda: We’re not asking for 20 ways. Just me and Ronnie’s wife and OM
and…
Bo: Well, have your lawyer call my lawyer, Glenda.
Glenda: Yeah? That is great Bo. What is his number?
Bo: You know his name, look up his number.
Glenda: I don’t know his name, Bo.
Bo: And then you can climb out your window.
Glenda: You’re not making sense, Bo. I mean you never have but -
Bo: Good bye Glenda.



Glenda: But Bo -

OM: So Bo.
Bo: Old man. How is it hanging.
OM: Peaches in July, thanks. You?
Bo: Frozen wine on the vine. Thanks for asking.
OM: Listen -
Bo: Yes…
OM: I heard the great news! CMB lives!
Bo: It looks that way.
OM: Listen, Bo.
Bo: Yes.
OM: I wanted to touch bases with you about the publishing rights to
your song.
Bo: Oh yes.
OM: I know technically you still own the rights but I talked to my lawyer
and —
Bo: Technically?
OM: Well, you see, technically, Bo, I own the rights to everything you
wrote while you were in my employ at Whitmore.
Bo: I think that is exactly right, OM. Thanks for calling.
OM: And my lawyer seems to be of the opinion that I might be able to
make a legal claim on a certain percentage of your royalties. Or should I
say ‘our’ royalties.
Bo: I see. And this opinion is based on what, exactly.
OM: Well, I’m no lawyer, Bo, but he seemed to think it falls under the
legal umbrella covered by eminent domain.
Bo: I see. Sorry to pry, but can you tell me the age of your lawyer?
OM: I have no idea, Bo. I’m not in the habit of prying on my associates.
Bo: The reason I am asking is that eminent domain generally refers to the



expropriation of private property.
OM: Exactly. It is your private property which was created around the
time you were in my employ.
Bo: It refers to actual property, OM. As in land. Grass. Pavement.
Fields…
OM: Oh.
Bo: But so nice talking to you.
OM: Sure, Bo. Real good.

LEAVE IT TO MARTY TO RAIN ON THE PARADE. YET-AGAIN.
“Tell me. Whatever it is.”
“Well…”
“Marty.”
“Altman has put the soundtrack on the hold.”
“What the hell does that mean?”
“I don’t know, Bo. Hollywood gibberish. They say it is temporary.”
“So it is not coming out?”
“Not as is.”
“So?”
“He is thinking of redoing the entire soundtrack. He is talking to the

actors about singing or writing new material.”
“Shit.”
“And sorry, Bo, but it is not likely any of them will be singing ‘Coal

Miner’s Blues.’”
“Christ.”
“But Bo -and this is serious- there is talk of actually releasing two

soundtracks. Yours and… his.”
“That’s not likely, is it?”
“Not normally. But you never know with Altman.”
“Okay, Marty. Thanks for letting me know.”



“Sure, Bo. I’m sorry. I really am. The song you wrote for him is great.
I am going to find a home for it. I mean it. And the new version of CMB
will be the B-side.”

“Okay, Marty. We’ll talk.”
“We’ll talk, Bo.”
Hell. He’ll keep this to himself for now. He does not want to have that

talk with Maggie. He has let both of them down. No soundtrack - no
royalties.

Bo picks up his guitar and starts to strum. Just a few chords strung
together.

C AM G7.
“Oh he could die a happy man,” he sings. “I could die a happy man.”
He laughs. Christ. It is "Wild Mountain Thyme” again! Nothing

changes.
We’ll, he’s going to write it this time. He is going to write “Die a

Happy Man” and then he’ll use it and the Altman song on a new album
and it will be a big, huge hit and then Bo can finally say he is a two-hit
wonder. Or is it a three-hit-wonder

He laughs. Yeah, that is the ticket. A three-hit-wonder.
And then maybe he might finally die a happy man.

Jenny: So no big check.
Bo: No big check.
Jenny: A small check?
Bo: Maybe. Enough for dinner out at least.
Jenny: Well you better take me.
Bo: Yes, I will take you.
Jenny: You better. So now what.
Bo: Good question. It looks like ‘Coal Miner’s Blues’ might be a hit. Again.
So Marty wants me to tour.



Jenny: He is a funny one.
Bo: Funny ha ha?
Jenny: Just plain. So you are leaving.
Bo: On the road. For a while.
Jenny: Well so long.
Bo: And I have talked to your mother and we are still… negotiating, but I
was wondering if you’d like come out and do part of the tour with me.
Jenny: Seriously!
Bo: Yeah. During the summer break. Like before you go to Grade 5.
Jenny: (laughs) Finally!
Bo: Finally. So what do you think?
Jenny: Would I have to do drugs? (laughs)
Bo: I think we can both do it without drugs.
Jenny: Mommy will never go for it.
Bo: She might. I’ve made some good arguments.
Jenny: Deal. It would be a gas.
Bo: Yes, it would be a gas. So I will let you know the details as soon as I
talk to Marty.
Jenny: You better.
Bo: I will.
Jenny: And if there is no tour.
Bo: Then I will rent a VW van and we’ll do the ‘Travels with Charley’
thing.
Jenny: I don’t know what that means, Daddy.
Bo: I know you don’t. But your mother will.
Jenny: I should go to sleep now.
Bo: I should go to sleep now, too.
Jenny: Oh, Daddy. You are too old to sleep now.
Bo: Thank you, darlin’. That is the nicest thing anyone has said to me for
a long time.
Jenny: Night, Daddy. Love you.
Bo: Night, darlin’. Love you, too.
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AMORE	ITALIANO	EP

hortly before this book was published I received interest from a
record label for an EP.

Here are the early versions of the songs I am writing for
Amore italiano.

BC
PS: Might only be three songs come to think of it. I am having trouble

with the fourth. What else is new. BC

The Artist

Words and Music
by
Bo Carter

Acrylic paint, brushes and canvas
A world that only she can see
The human form in all its splendour
The hand of God in every stroke

Chorus:
Anything you want



Anything you need
Just so long as it’s with me
Anytime you want
Anytime you need
X Y and me

A life and time of ancient spirits
Captured endless memories
Red is the color of her passion
Art is the drug that sets her free

Chorus

Human souls in constant motion
The Artist measures every beat
No rest no repetition
The clouds are moving endlessly

Chorus

Acrylic paint, brushes and canvas
A world that only she can see
The human form in all its splendour
The hand of God in every stroke

Chorus

Black Dog

Words and Music



by
Bo Carter

I’ve got a big old case of Black Dog
Can I sell it back to you
My mind is racing like a wild hog
And the tide is turning oh so blue

Forget your Freud and your Pavlov
Picassos and Dali, too
There is a hurricane surely a-brewing
Called Storm Force FuckYou2

You know they tried to warn you mister
That the plebs had more than enough
You saw them marching in the streets of Watts
You flew away on your jet to Katmandu

There ain’t no turning back now baby
The tide is right at your door
And your kids are looking awfully nervous
Yeah, you’ve seen that look before

Amore italiano

Words and Music
by
Bo Carter

Lost in the wheat-field of despair



Slow moving trains and frozen tears

And then I found you
Oh I found you
Was it God or fate or happenstance
And then I held you
Oh I held you
It was God and fate and happenstance

The dreams we dream are seldom real
The sunlight shifts and shadows are revealed

And then I found you
Oh I found you
Was it God or fate or happenstance
And then I held you
Oh I held you
It was God and fate and happenstance

To love to love is all that’s real
The stars in heaven tell you how I feel

‘Cause I found you
How I found you
It was God and fate and happenstance
And then I touched you
How I held you
It was God and fate and happenstance



M

BO’S	MUSIC	INFLUENCES

usic Influences and Articles:

THE BAND - THE BAND (1969)
When we recorded our first demos with Frank Zappa in Baltimore he

was very excited to be using a five track recording board.
Only Artie seemed to understand what he was talking about, but

Zappa told us he could record on two tracks and then ‘bounce’ both to a
third track, then start over with a ‘clean slate’ on the first two. In those
days this was a big deal.

In 1967 The Beatles used four tracks to record ‘Sgt. Pepper's Lonely
Hearts Club Band.’ Needless to say, there was a lot of ‘bouncing’ going
on during that recording.

At the far end of that spectrum was the album recorded by Ronnie
Hawkins’ and Bob Dylan’s one-time back up group, The Band.
Otherwise known as ‘the brown album,’ The Band might sound like a
bare bones recording but it is anything but.

The group is said to have set up a state-of-the-art recording studio in
a pool house in Los Angeles, California that included an eight-track 3M
tape machine, Altec 604 monitors and an EMT echo chamber for The

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Band_(album)
https://www.soundonsound.com/people/classic-tracks-band-night-they-drove-old-dixie-down


Band's own studio. (Credit: Sound on Sound)
Still, nothing was nothing left to chance. Many of the songs were still

being written during the first recording sessions and it is said they ran
through the new songs on days one and two and recorded same on day
three.

The album could be said to have changed the future of popular folk-
rock music in much the same way ‘Sgt. Pepper’s’ did at the other end of
the spectrum.

Although all but one of the members were Canadian, the cast of
Southern ‘characters’ are as finely drawn as the words of William
Faulkner or Shelby Foote.

From that first moment when we find ourselves standing in the
window in pain straight through to listening to the wind blow across the
water, from our time spent hanging around with Willie boy and Virgil
Caine and the unfaithful servant, the listener is transported, in both
sound and word, creating mem'ries that linger on forever.

As a songwriter, this album set a watermark so high that few of us
ever even contemplated trying to surpass it. It was, in short THE album
that changed the course of my music. And in many ways, my life. More
than any other album The Band showed me what was possible.

BC

AS SHOWN BELOW, THE BAND WERE NOT ONLY GREAT SINGERS, AND

songwriters, but exceptional multi-instrumentalists as well. Throughout the
recording of The Band various members would switch from drums to mandolin
to fiddle to piano to… The result, in the studio, was astounding. The result on
concert stages was somewhat taxing for the audience and the group would
eventually stick to their pre-ordained parts!

Track List:
1. Across The Great Divide
Richard Manuel: Lead Vocal & Piano & Baritone Sax

https://www.soundonsound.com/
https://theband.hiof.no/albums/the_band.html


Rick Danko: Bass & Trombone
Robbie Robertson: Electric Guitar
Garth Hudson: Lowrey Organ & Tenor Sax
Levon Helm: Drums
John Simon: Tuba

2. RAG MAMA RAG

Levon Helm: Lead Vocal & Mandolin
Rick Danko: Back Vocal & Violin
Richard Manuel: Drums
Robbie Robertson: Acoustic Guitar
Garth Hudson: Piano
John Simon: Tuba

3. THE NIGHT THEY DROVE OLD DIXIE DOWN

Levon Helm: Lead Vocal & Drums
Rick Danko: Back Vocal & Bass & Violin
Richard Manuel: Back Vocal & Piano
Robbie Robertson: Acoustic Guitar
Garth Hudson: Melodica & Slide Trumpet

4. WHEN YOU AWAKE

Rick Danko: Lead Vocal & Bass
Levon Helm: Back Vocal & Drums
Richard Manuel: Back Vocal (& Drums? Or is it Levon playing here?)
Robbie Robertson: Electric Guitar
Garth Hudson: Lowrey Organ



5. UP ON CRIPPLE CREEK

Levon Helm: Lead Vocal & Drums
Rick Danko: Back Vocal & Bass
Richard Manuel: Back Vocal & Piano
Robbie Robertson: Electric Guitar
Garth Hudson: Clavinette (through a Wah-Wah Effect) & Lowrey

Organ

6. WHISPERING PINES

Richard Manuel: 1st Lead Vocal & Piano (Bad tuning)
Levon Helm: 2nd Lead Vocal & Drums
Rick Danko: Bass
Robbie Robertson: Acoustic Guitar
Garth Hudson: Lowrey Organ
John Simon: Electric Piano

7. JEMIMA SURRENDER

Levon Helm: Lead Vocal & Rhythm Electric Guitar
Rick Danko: Back Vocal & 6 String Bass
Richard Manuel: Back Vocal & Drums
Robbie Robertson: Electric Guitar
Garth Hudson: Piano & Baritone Sax
John Simon: Tuba

8. ROCKIN' CHAIR

Richard Manuel: 1st Lead Vocal
Levon Helm: 2nd Lead Vocal & Mandolin
Rick Danko: Bass & Back Vocal
Robbie Robertson: Acoustic Guitar



Garth Hudson: Accordion

9. LOOK OUT CLEVELAND

Rick Danko: Lead Vocal & Bass
Levon Helm: Back Vocal & Drums
Richard Manuel: Piano & Back Vocal
Robbie Robertson: Lead Electric Guitar & Additional Electric Guitar
Garth Hudson: Lowrey Organ

10. JAWBONE

Richard Manuel: Lead Vocal & Piano
Levon Helm: Back Vocal & Drums
Rick Danko: Bass & Back Vocal
Robbie Robertson: Electric Guitar
Garth Hudson: Lowrey Organ

11. THE UNFAITHFUL SERVANT

Rick Danko: Lead Vocal & Bass & Trombone
Levon Helm: Back Vocal & Drums
Richard Manuel: Piano & Baritone Sax
Robbie Robertson: Acoustic Guitar
Garth Hudson: Soprano Sax
John Simon: Tuba

12. KING HARVEST (HAS SURELY COME)
Richard Manuel: 1st Lead Vocal
Levon Helm: 2nd Lead Vocal & Drums
Rick Danko: Bass



Robbie Robertson: Electric Guitar
Garth Hudson: Lowrey Organ & Foot Pedal Bass Organ
John Simon: Electric Piano

‘You never take writing a song for granted. Each one you finish could be
your last.’

Bo Carter

HANK WILLIAMS

Talk about a star burning briefly.
Hank Williams has been called The Shakespeare of country music.

Like The Carter Family before him, he was a master of seemingly simple,
straightforward songs of love and loss.

But Williams also tapped into a motherlode of internal emotional
bedlam that was fed by equal parts booze and heartbreak.

And that was the problem for him. He was mining his own sorrows
for public consumption.

At some point it must have been heartbreaking to realize that his fans
were hoping for more cheating hearts in order to write more cheating
hearts.

Indeed, during his six-year-career, Williams wrote or co-wrote 167
songs before his death in 1953 at age 29.

JOHN PRINE - JOHN PRINE 1971
For many years the designation of ‘the next Dylan’ was close to being

the kiss of death for any up-and-coming singer/songwriter. Even Dylan
was having none of it. (Think of him flippantly dismissing Donovan in

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hank_Williams
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Prine_(album)


Don’t Look Back in 1966.)
It could be said that perhaps John Prine came closest to this mark but

perhaps that was only because he did not care about such designations.
He was a new-breed of singer/songwriters, one with a remarkable

ability to not only the flies in the kitchen, but the soldier returning from
war and the angel from Montgomery and of course the kid with two first
names.

Many songwriters, having given up trying to be the next dylan, set
their sights instead on becoming the next John Prine. This, too, was a
fool’s mission. There was ever going to be one John Prine. And any
songwriter from that period can only but sing his praises. As do I.

IF I COULD HAVE WRITTEN JUST ONE SONG

The author wondered earlier if the writer of ‘Wild Mountain Tyme’ had
lamented the fact that he just wanted to write ‘one song’ that was as good as
anything he had ever heard.

Here are a few of songs I would have liked to have written during my time in
the music business.

BC

THE UNTHANKS: HERE'S THE TENDER COMING (HERE’S THE TENDER

Coming, 2009)
I don’t know if I can even articulate why this song tops the list. I can

tell you I can teary whenever I listen to it. Something from the past,
perhaps, the days of relatives toiling in the coal miners of yore. Oh dear
hinny, what shall we do then?

RANDY NEWMAN: LOUISIANA 1927 (GOOD OLD BOYS, 1974)
Te masterful orchestral prelude, the piano comes in on the downbeat

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dont_Look_Back
https://youtu.be/QoqFiFsSTHo
https://youtu.be/lB0I6uxRglY


and we find ourselves struggling to survive six feet of water in
Evangeline. A story of Good Old Boys fighting nature and life to live
through one more day. Truly masterful.

‘Sometimes the beauty of a song might be found in a single line. That is
the magic of songwriting.’

Bo Carter

ANDERS OSBORNE: COMING DOWN (COMING DOWN, 2007)
The acoustic guitar intro sets the stage, slowly introducing drums and

keyboard and Osborne humming the melody. By the time he confesses
this ain’t no relapse the audience is hooked. But you need to hang on. It
is going to be a bumpy ride. As good a song about the trials and
tribulations of addiction and coming down as Hank Williams ever wrote.

THE BAND: I SHALL BE RELEASED (MUSIC FROM BIG PINK, 1968)
It does not seem right to include a Bob Dylan composition on this list

when The Band recorded so many great songs, but this was the first
officially released version of this song and it was never topped. Richard
Manual’s lead vocals give new meaning to the word ‘haunting,’ and the
harmonies from Levon Helm and Rick Danko brings chills each and
every time, decades later.

THE BEACH BOYS: WOULDN’T IT BE NICE/ GOD ONLY KNOWS (PET

Sounds, 1966)
These two go hand-in-hand as they appeared as the A and B side of

one of the first singles I ever bought. How many times did I flip this over,

https://youtu.be/ENu3yElgwDw
https://youtu.be/EKirVyxf0do


from one song to the next? Brian Wilson, Tony Asher and Mike Love
wrote Wouldn’t It be Nice, and without Love composed God Only
Knows. It is seldom that a song with such a strong, strong musical
fingerprint does not deter from the amazing lyrics of the song(s) that,
once heard, never leave you.

KATE & ANNA MCGARRIGLE: HEART LIKE A WHEEL / TALK TO ME OF

Mendocino (Kate & Anna McGarrigle, 1975)
The Sisters have each written dozens of amazing songs, but the notion

that these two could appear on the same album is beyond belief. Anna
penned Heart Like a Wheel and Kate wrote Talk to Me of Mendocino.
The songs could not be more dissimilar, or more compelling.

‘You do think to yourself, ‘once it becomes a job, I’m done.’ But it might
only seem like ‘a job’ for a few days. I’m too lazy to make major decisions
in a few days. So I kept doing it more because I was lazy than anything
else.’

Bo Carter

JONI MITCHELL: FOR FREE (LADIES OF THE CANYON, 1970)
I could have listed all of Blue but this is the one for me. The set up is

wonderful. The singer makes no excuses for sleeping in a good hotel and
shopping for quality items for most of the day. While out shopping, she
happens upon a a man playing for free on a street corner. And yes, she
tells us, she certainly meant to go over and tell him how good he was,
but the signal changed and she, like everyone else, passed his music by.
In the end, does the singer feels it is enough just to know that she has
heard and recognized something of particular merit. If only she had time

https://youtu.be/3y44BJgkdZs
https://youtu.be/CWPo5SC3zik
https://youtu.be/N8cQFdFezXc
https://youtu.be/gR5qvARSx2Y
https://youtu.be/2bSgoNNQ0m8


in her busy schedule to do more. Alas…

BOB MARLEY & THE WAILERS: SLAVE DRIVER (CATCH A FIRE, 1973)
Every time you hear the crack of the whip. The crack had been heard

and lamented many times before, but in ‘popular’ music? It was a
turning point that, once turned, could never be erased. The whole world
was watching, listening, anxious to see what would come next. No one
was disappointed.

AFRICA EXPRESS: TERRY RILEY’S IN C MALI (TERRY RILEY’S IN C MALI,
2014)

This is an ‘African version’ of the classic jazz piece entitled In C,
composed by Riley in 1964. Both versions are over 40-minutes long.

‘My entire inner being changes when I pick up a guitar. Any guitar.’
Bo Carter

JOLIE HOLLAND: PALMYRA (THE LIVING AND THE DEAD, 2008)
Amazing song and stunning structure. When she reaches the end of

the wonderful line And I'll dance at your funeral if you dance at mine
one has the feeling the song is about to wrap up but then she sings
another verse with such force and conviction you can only laugh for
thinking the song was ending. Great, great album.

JACKSON BROWNE: SING MY SONGS TO ME/ FOR EVERYMAN (FOR

Everyman,, 1973)

https://youtu.be/914gUueAvY8
https://youtu.be/_FXQ68ZkWVw
https://youtu.be/yNi0bukYRnA
https://youtu.be/r4xDIT8eGoM
https://youtu.be/XUvmZxuCBV0


As much as I loved the first album, these two tracks were a marvel to
me. On the album, unless you followed the needle, it was almost
impossible to ascertain where one song ended and the second started.
The first song starts in a way to suggest it had never ended, that Browne
and his band casually decided to play in one more time. And then the
drums, piano, and vocals slide into play, full force along with the bass.
Sing my songs to me. Sing me sunlight and shadow. The last minute is a
marvellous instrumental, building, building, to what we do not know.
Electric guitar solo, drums pounding, piano rock steady. Acoustic guitar
comes in from behind, playing what turns out to be the next song, drums
crashing and then: Payday: Everybody I talk to is ready to leave. With
the light of the morning. We may be ready to leave, Mr. Browne, but we
will be back again very very soon. Chills every time.

BOB WILLS AND HIS TEXAS PLAYBOYS: STAY A LITTLE LONGER (1945)
I could never even ‘ah ha’ with the likes of Bob Wills but his Western

swing dance tunes, an amalgamation of country, jazz and everything in
between could bring a dead man back to life. Stay a Little Longer is
worth it just for the chorus. Pull off your coat, throw it in the corner.

B. B. KING: HELP THE POOR (L.A. MIDNIGHT, 1972)
An instrumental that starts off strong and finishes off the chart.

Sometime BB is a bit sparse in his solos. This one is a solo from beginning
to end, against a back drop of insane interplay between horns, keyboard
and percussion. But the time he reaches that last refrain, the only thing
you can think about is playing the song again.

BEE GEES: TO LOVE SOMEBODY (BEE GEES FIRST, 1967)
In hindsight it is almost beyond comprehension how anyone on earth

https://youtu.be/KvX8MijgeW8
https://youtu.be/aIyaw8zjfIg
https://youtu.be/QHtGu0OGEpc


put together this combination of vocals, lyrics and orchestration in 1967.
The listener sits on the edge of their seat throughout, just hoping and
praying they do the chorus one more time.

THE CARDIGANS: THE ROAD (B-SIDE, 2003)
It might not be a song about The Road that I travelled for so many

years but when I listen to it I feel like it was written for any musician
who spent his life on The Road. The road is my friend, but friends are
forever. And roads like to bend. The Road you love to hate and hate to
love in equal measure.

ELTON JOHN: AMOREENA (TUMBLEWEED CONNECTION, 1971)
I have always thought of this album as the kindred spirit of The Band

album. Here again, a ‘foreigner’ has captured an entire era in US history.
There are better songs on this album, but this one always gets me off my
feet.

BOB DYLAN: ONE TOO MANY MORNINGS (THE TIMES THEY ARE A-
Changin’, 1964)

Down the street the dogs are barking… This is it, man. A thousand
mile journey in a heartbeat. The desperation, desolation, the lover on the
edge of the bed, the thoughts and ideas as yet unspoken, still struggling
to find some place in the world. A thousand miles. As good as this solo
version is, the ‘electrified’ versions that came to life during the 1966 tour
are as raw and as deep as any well in any oasis anywhere in the world.
The look on Dylan’s face when Robbie Robertson finishes his amazing
solo…

https://youtu.be/xv7yXB9iW5g
https://youtu.be/XKXDYMrIqTI
https://youtu.be/GtKkrRzHAGE


‘If I had known what the music industry was like? I don’t know if I
would have even bothered.’

Bo Carter

THE ACORN: HOLD YOUR BREATH (GLORY HOPE MOUNTAIN, 2007)

AIMEE MANN: DEATHLY (BACHELOR NO. 2, 1999)

ALAN STIVELL: IAN MORRISON REEL (CHEMINS DE TERRE, 1973)

AL KOOPER: NEW YORK CITY (YOU'RE A WOMAN) (NEW YORK CITY

(You're a Woman) 1971)

CALIFONE: FUNERAL SINGERS (ALL MY FRIENDS ARE FUNERAL SINGERS,
2009)

A CAMP: STRONGER THAN JESUS (COLONIA, 2008)

CHARLES MINGUS: WEDNESDAY NIGHT PRAYER MEETING (BLUES & ROOTS,
1960)

DAVID WIFFIN: COAST TO COAST FEVER (COAST TO COAST FEVER, 1973)

https://youtu.be/QLh6kSah4sk
https://youtu.be/Nay5ybrUEEY
https://youtu.be/53O3W0JE-0M
https://youtu.be/m2GqBeTFeLg
https://youtu.be/OfEdLNUKM6I
https://youtu.be/vkeGjbTPcIY
https://youtu.be/x1WQR8Ti1vk
https://youtu.be/I3YFM7zYJyM


FREEDY JOHNSTON: UNDERWATER LIFE (BLUE DAYS BLACK NIGHTS, 1999)

FRIGHTENED RABBIT: SCOTTISH WINDS (A FRIGHTENED RABBIT EP, 2011)

ELIZA CARTHY & TIM ERIKSEN: LOGAN'S LAMENT (BOTTLE, 2015)

‘It shields you from life in some way. All writing does, I’m sure. You are
content to be an observer. Anything works just so long as you have a
story to tell by the end.’

Bo Carter

FACES: FLAGS AND BANNERS (OOH LA LA, 1973)

FAIRPORT CONVENTION: FAREWELL, FAREWELL (LIEGE & LIEF, 1969)

SANDY DENNY / FAIRPORT CONVENTION: WHO KNOWS WHERE THE TIME

Goes (Unhalfbricking, 1969)
Grateful Dead: Friend of the Devil (American Beauty, 1970)

HISS GOLDEN MESSENGER: HEART LIKE A LEVEE (HEART LIKE A LEVEE,
2016)

HURRAY FOR THE RIFF RAFF: YOUNG BLOOD BLUES (YOUNG BLOOD BLUES,

https://youtu.be/9RD9djbkph4
https://youtu.be/4iaVMKLT_xU
https://youtu.be/Pu63f7PuCko
https://youtu.be/KGGDkHHuHAY
https://youtu.be/69sLI4n674s
https://youtu.be/OkOB57UcYk8
https://youtu.be/b9SKxL9CnW0
https://youtu.be/xtaVDOFFDWE
https://youtu.be/dWhpiIgc5tA


2010)

JOHN TRUDELL: ROCKIN’ THE RES (AKA GRAFITTI MAN, 1986)

‘It would have been more difficult if I had any kind of social life.
Sometimes you have to chose between one or the other. Being anti-social
makes it easier.’

Bo Carter

KATE BUSH: SUSPENDED IN GAFFA (THE DREAMING, 1982)

THE KINKS: THIS TIME TOMORROW (LOLA VERSUS POWERMAN AND THE

Moneygoround, 1970)

KIRSTY MACCOLL: IN THESE SHOES? (TROPICAL BRAINSTORM, 2001)

LAURA NYRO: STONED SOUL PICNIC (ELI AND THE THIRTEENTH CONFESSION,
1969)

MARTIN SEXTON: GLORY BOUND (THE AMERICAN, 1998)

MIRIAM MAKEBA: EMABHACENI (SANGOMA, 2004)

https://youtu.be/LJj13SWNpYY
https://youtu.be/V3XAeg3B0To
https://youtu.be/qwVJ7FWc4rQ
https://youtu.be/Qf-MaLXgl3A
https://youtu.be/ncsWwRhX5z8
https://youtu.be/CZn-4iOCE5g
https://youtu.be/zylr1hwPpsE


MOONDOG: STAMPING GROUND (MOONDOG, 1969)

NANCI GRIFFITH: ACROSS THE GREAT DIVIDE (OTHER VOICES, OTHER

Rooms, 1993)

‘No roots. That is the key to a career in music. The tours, the nights in
the studio, the endless insecurities. It can fill you up while sucking the
life out of you at the same time.’

Bo Carter

LITTLE FEAT: WILLIN’ (SAILIN’ SHOES, 1972)

THE NATIONAL: YOU’VE DONE IT AGAIN, VIRGINIA (THE VIRGINIA EP,
2008)

PETER CASE: ON MY WAY DOWNTOWN (FULL SERVICE, NO WAITING, 2006)

PETER GABRIEL: MERCY STREET (SO, 1986)

POWDERFINGER: MY HAPPINESS (ODYSSEY NUMBER FIVE, 2001)

RAS MICHAEL & THE SONS OF NEGUS: MR. BROWN (IRATIONS OF RAS

Michael, 1977)

https://youtu.be/TyqgWYIVgQI
https://youtu.be/zcrEWRLk3CE
https://youtu.be/MW-1oeBMdM0
https://youtu.be/Giapag-s2s8
https://youtu.be/DYw9UrsFJa4
https://youtu.be/8Fj9DzE_OUA
https://youtu.be/BcoDo7f3ERY


RICHARD AND LINDA THOMPSON: WHEN I GET TO THE BORDER (I WANT TO

See the Bright Lights Tonight, 1974)

RICKIE LEE JONES: WILD GIRL (BALM IN GILEAD, 2009)

‘It was a bloody shame how many good people we lost in a short time.
Not just Jimi and Janis and Dexter, but all the others. The nameless
wonders. And how many of those deaths were ‘drug-related’ as they say?
It must have been a hell of a lot.’

Bo Carter

NEIL YOUNG: POWDERFINGER (RUST NEVER SLEEPS, 1979)

ROD STEWART: EVERY PICTURE TELLS A STORY (EVERY PICTURE TELLS A

Story, 1971)

RY COODER: DARK END OF THE STREET (BOOMER’S STORY, 1972)

RYAN ADAMS AND THE CARDINALS: LET US DOWN EASY (CARDINOLOGY,
2008)

RYLEY WALKER: ON THE BANKS OF THE OLD KISHWAUKEE (PRIMROSE

https://youtu.be/PEk-wjil1rA
https://youtu.be/i3ZXOP_bAa4
https://youtu.be/tdPs5YXQTSw
https://youtu.be/hqi_m-pMuoI
https://youtu.be/R8bAZFgUV4s
https://youtu.be/IJ4wODot3o0
https://youtu.be/Jv0nShcDqzo


Green, 2005)

‘It is not a lifelong thing. In the old days the blues players would be on
the road until they were too old to walk. There are few options to do that
now. Life music will soon be dead.’

Bo Carter

SAM COOKE: ANOTHER SATURDAY NIGHT (AIN'T THAT GOOD NEWS, 1963)

SANDY DENNY: IT'LL TAKE A LONG TIME (SANDY, 1972)

THE CLASH: SPANISH BOMBS (LONDON CALLING, 1979)

SARAH HARMER: DON'T GET YOUR BACK UP (YOU WERE HERE, 2000)

SEUN KUTI & FELA’S EGYPT 80: MANY THINGS (SEUN KUTI & FELA’S EGYPT

80, 2008)

SHARON SHANNON AND STEVE EARLE: THE GALWAY GIRL (TRANSCENDENTAL

Blues, 2000)

SIMON & GARFUNKEL: AMERICA (BOOKENDS, 1968)

https://youtu.be/8N1qQHzh6-A
https://youtu.be/M09qqhj0DVo
https://youtu.be/Ul0uJfhywW8
https://youtu.be/ctscvfE6SdU
https://youtu.be/HOel9lf6UN0
https://youtu.be/QsZiHiooP2I
https://youtu.be/Eo2ZsAOlvEM


SLOAN: EVERYTHING YOU'VE DONE WRONG (ONE CHORD TO ANOTHER,
1997)

SMALL FACES: ITCHYCOO PARK (THE SMALL FACES, 1967)

SOLOMON BURKE: NONE OF US ARE FREE (DON’T GIVE UP ON ME, 2002)

‘Man, it was so much fun in the early days. The tours were a gas. Even
shit bands like us playing in bumfuck places could demand decent food
and drink. It was amazing.’

Bo Carter

SONNY TERRY &. BROWNIE MCGEE: SAIL AWAY(SONNY AND BROWNIE,
1973)

SOUTHEAST ENGINE: PHOTOS OF NOTHING (COMING TO TERMS WITH

Gravity, 2005)

SPARKLEHORSE: COW (VIVADIXIESUBMARINETRANSMISSIONPLOT, 1995)

SPENCER P. JONES AND THE NOTHING BUTTS: WHEN HE FINDS OUT

(Spencer P. Jones and the Nothing Butts, 2012)

STAN ROGERS: BARRETT’S PRIVATEERS (FOGARTY’S COVE, 1976)

https://youtu.be/o1KLw21bYn4
https://youtu.be/JGEgRnvFzLY
https://youtu.be/_CeacOCqlxQ
https://youtu.be/Io6eZTjgOLc
https://youtu.be/Xsw-K4OrM28
https://youtu.be/O_aE7UajQV4
https://youtu.be/JEsdXpKeIOw
https://youtu.be/ZIwzRkjn86w


THE STAPLE SINGERS: I’LL TAKE YOU THERE (BE ALTITUDE: RESPECT

Yourself)

STEELEYE SPAN: THE DRUNKARD (ROCKET COTTAGE, 1976)

STEELY DAN: REELIN’ IN THE YEARS (CAN’T BUY A THRILL, 1972)

STEVE EARLE: THIS CITY (I’LL NEVER GET OUT OF THIS WORLD ALIVE, 2011)

‘Record sales. That was it. It has always been the same. It was not like we
woke up one day and some guy like Marty decided it was all about
money. It was the same when they were releasing 78s.’

Bo Carter

STEVE GOODMAN: YOU NEVER EVEN CALL ME BY MY NAME (STEVE

Goodman, 1972)

STEVE MILLER BAND: GOOD MORNING (NUMBER 5, 1970)

STEVE WINWOOD: VACANT CHAIR (STEVE WINWOOD, 1977)

https://youtu.be/uY3vgBzgYn4
https://youtu.be/-VCYYUQHadw
https://youtu.be/GaH25Sghoqc
https://youtu.be/p16Lm4B5Emc
https://youtu.be/lOAzphDHI3U
https://youtu.be/UzvAWKutRwo
https://youtu.be/di4koDYVP3s


TED BARNES: SQUEEZEBOX (PORTAL NOU, 2008)

TOM RUSH: DRIVIN’ WHEEL (TOM RUSH, 1970)

‘My parents were not into music at all. They were of that generation who
thought it was a waste of time. Except during the war. Then it was better
than medicine.’

Bo Carter

TOOTS & THE MAYTALS: PRESSURE DROP (SWEET AND DANDY, 1969)

THE TRAGICALLY HIP: POETS (PHANTOM POWER, 1998)

U2: STUCK IN A MOMENT YOU CAN’T GET OUT OF (ALL THAT YOU CAN’T

Leave Behind, 2000)

UNCLE TUPELO: MOONSHINER (MARCH 16-20, 1992, 1992)

VAN MORRISON: LISTEN TO THE LION (SAINT DOMINIC'S PREVIEW, 1971)

THE WATERBOYS: LOVE THAT KILLS (ODDS AND ENDS, 1983)

https://youtu.be/d3jgVpQ5N-g
https://youtu.be/fyyCAU_TZ28
https://youtu.be/6rb13ksYO0s
https://youtu.be/fBNGfFqaFu8
https://youtu.be/emFUtuotHL4
https://youtu.be/8T6pzwD3C0w
https://youtu.be/SWX-4eDxdDs
https://youtu.be/qbyqBMhPpe0


WILCO: SUMMERTEETH (SUMMERTEETH, 1999)

‘The songs that give you chills, yeah? There is nothing like that. Why
does that happen? How does it happen!’

Bo Carter

https://youtu.be/1FjhhllsOH8


B

BO’S	BOB	DYLAN	SONG-GUIDE

o’s Bob Dylan Song-guide:
These are my favorite songs from the albums that came out during

my main musical career.

BOB DYLAN: BOB DYLAN (1962)
Bo’s favorites:
Pretty Peggy-O
Baby, Let Me Follow You Down
Song to Woody

THE FREEWHEELIN’ BOB DYLAN (1963)
Bo’s favorites:
Girl From the North Country.
Don't Think Twice, It's All Right
Oxford Town

THE TIMES THEY ARE A-CHANGING (1964)
Bo’s favorites:
One Too Many Mornings

http://www.bobdylan.com/albums/bob-dylan/
http://www.bobdylan.com/albums/freewheelin-bob-dylan/
http://www.bobdylan.com/albums/the-times-they-are-a-changin/


Boots of Spanish Leather
When The Ship Comes In

ANOTHER SIDE OF BOB DYLAN (1964)
Bo’s favorites:
All I Really Want to Do
My Back Pages
It Ain’t Me Babe

BRINGING IT ALL BACK HOME (1965)
Bo’s favorites:
She Belongs to Me
Love Minus Zero/ No Limit
Mr. Tambourine Man

HIGHWAY 61 (1965)
Bo’s favorites:
Like a Rolling Stone
It Takes a Lot to Laugh, It Takes a Train to Cry
Ballad of a Thin Man
Queen Jane Approximately
Just Like Tom Thumb’s Blues

BLONDE ON BLONDE (1966)
Bo’s favorites:
Visions of Johanna
One of Us Must Know (Sooner or Later)
I Want You

http://www.bobdylan.com/albums/another-side-of-bob-dylan/
http://www.bobdylan.com/albums/bringing-it-all-back-home/
http://www.bobdylan.com/albums/highway-61-revisited/
http://www.bobdylan.com/albums/blonde-on-blonde/


Stuck Inside of Mobile with the Memphis Blues Again
Just Like a Woman
Most Likely You Go Your Way (and I’ll Go Mine)
Sad-Eyed Lady of the Lowlands

JOHN WESLEY HARDING 1967
Bo’s favorites:
John Wesley Harding
I Dreamed I Saw St. Augustine
All Along the Watchtower
The Ballad of Frankie Lee and Judas Priest
Drifter’s Escape
I Pity the Poor Immigrant
I’ll Be Your Baby Tonight

NASHVILLE SKYLINE (1969)
Bo’s favorites:
Girl from the North Country
Tonight I’ll Be Staying Here with You

SELF PORTRAIT (1970)
Bo’s favorites:
Alberta #1
Days of 49
Early Morning Rain
Like a Rolling Stone
Quinn the Eskimo (The Mighty Quinn)
Minstrel Boy
She Belongs to Me

http://www.bobdylan.com/albums/john-wesley-harding/
http://www.bobdylan.com/albums/nashville-skyline/
http://www.bobdylan.com/albums/self-portrait/


Coal Miner’s Blues (ha)

NEW MORNING (1970)
Bo’s favorites:
If Not For You
Day of the Locusts
Time Passes Slowly
Went to See the Gypsy
New Morning

http://www.bobdylan.com/albums/new-morning/


M

INTERVIEWS	WITH	BO	CARTER

y Interviews with Bo Carter:
I talked to Bo Carter a number of times before, while and after

writing The Church of Dylan life.
I found him to be a funny and fascinating person.
His love of music is paramount to everything. And by that I mean not just

his own music, but sounds in general.
We met for this first chat a couple of weeks after he read the book.
I was not sure what to expect to be honest. I knew him to be protective of ‘the

truth’ and I was hopeful I had lived up to his expectations.
JP

INTERVIEW # 1: THE BOOK

James: So what did you think of the book?
Bo: It was okay. For a punk. writer.
James: I’ve been called worse.
Bo: I bet you have.
James: But I think it captured your life on the road?
Bo: It did. I sometimes forgot you were writing about my life and not
yours.



James: (laughs) Well, I guess that is a good thing.
Bo: It is. It is a funny life. Most people don’t understand it. They see the
glory of it all and think it is like that all the time. But it is a job. What job
is fun all the time!
James: So true. Do you ever regret it? The time on the road?
Bo: In hindsight, sure. You think, well I could have spent that time sitting
on a beach or at home with the old lady. But that is not true. If I had not
been ‘on the road’ I would have been hoisting warm beers in cold bars
and dreaming of better days. Watching TV and falling asleep with a
smoke in the ashtray. So who knows.
James: You were telling me earlier about meeting one of your heroes?
Bo: Yeah, I won’t mention his name but he was one of my idols. A great
singer/songwriter. Full of compassion and verve. (laughs) I went to chat
with him but I made the mistake of seeing him after rather than before
the show.
Well, I walked to the ‘green room’ and the hallway was lined with empty
beer bottles. Not a good sign, right? So I get there and he is sprawled out
on the couch. And I mean sprawled. His people welcomed me in but,
like, everyone knew it was a lost cause.
I introduced myself and he burped and I thought, fuck this, I made the
effort to show my respects and I am going to see it to the end. So I chat
him up a bit. Tell him how much I like his music and he is oblivious. I
ask him about the influence The Carter Family had on his writing and it
was the same. No reaction.
So done and dusted. His people thank me very much for coming by and
they escort me out of the room.
James: Were you pissed off? Disappointed?
Bo: Hell no. It was none of my business. He did a show, got drunk, fell
asleep in the green room.
James: And what about you? Did you ever disappoint a fan like that?
Bo: Well, no, but I was not in the same league. I was Workingman Dead.
(laughs) I was like a musical carpenter. I worked my trade and I knew it



well but I was only ever going to be ‘something’ in a small circle.
James: But you had some hits.
Bo: Well, I had a hit. Three times. You know what? It is like reading
about movies or albums on Wikipedia. It is not like in the old days when
someone would write an actual review. Now it is the single from the
third album made it to number 20 and the fourth album failed to make
the top 200.
Like who gives a fuck. Was it a good album or not? Who knows.
But things have not changed all that much. Go back and read reviews of
albums that Rolling Stone published in 70s. Such-and-such album is not
as good as the last one because it lacks whatever whatever. But we might
still be listening to that album. And not just that, but like four more
generations might be listening to that album. And loving it!
James: The business thing is frustrating, isn’t it. I remember when the
indie internet thing started and everyone said, wow, this is going to open
the industry up! Level the playing field. And it did. For about a week.
(laughs) But the majors were always going to figure out how to make
money from it. And they did.
Bo: And they did, indeed. You know, we sort of lament the passing of the
good old days but it was never any different. Never. The early days of
country music only existed to sell flour. The radio hours. Presented by.
Everyone was happy because everyone was making money. But to make
money you had to sell records. And to sell records you had to please as
many people as possible.
James: It reminds me of the ‘reality’ tv show. The ‘best’ artist wins based
on the votes from the viewers. But it is the record companies who are the
ones pushing for the votes. They are not looking for the ‘best’ song. They
are trying to determine which artist is likely to sell the most copies.
Bo: Yeah, I’ve heard about that. Not my thing. I’m probably asleep on the
couch before it comes on the TV.
James: Me, too. (laughs) So one thing I wanted to ask you. Not sure if it is
a ‘sensitive’ topic…



Bo: You aren’t going to ask me about Maggie, are you? (laughs)
James: No the other ‘love’ of you life.
Bo: Oh oh.
James: Bob’s your uncle.
Bo: Whew. Could have gone any number of ways. (laughs)
James: What was it like, to be a young kid, just starting out, trying to find
your voice, and then in a blink of an eye, discovering that everything you
had ever believed in, musically, had gone to hell and back?
Bo: Yeah. (pauses) Well, you know at the time it was not quite so cut and
dry. Now we look back on that period and it looks… It looks like a
natural progression. Music went from looking behind to looking ahead.
But at the time, it was bedlam. Nothing more.
We talk about people who change things in a single-handed way and it is
not usually true -unless we are talking about Shakespeare or Einstein or
Picasso- but in the popular arts?
Elvis, sure. Hank Williams. But they are remembered for changing a
known entity. Elvis took black music and created a white version.
Williams tapped into a confessional ethos that did not exist before but it
was based on a well-established country and western foundation.
But Dylan? He motherfucked everything. The words he chose to convey.
Thoughts and images no one had even realized existed. The playing style
that kept changing every time anyone became complacent. The entire
‘prankster’ persona that, like the other things, changed every time
anyone started to think they understood what was happening. Like, you
know something is happening, but you don’t know what it is, do you,
Mr. Jones.
That was it. In every conceivable way.
James: But was it real?
Bo: That is the thing. It does not matter if it was real or contrived or if it
was simple posturing. That is the point! He controlled every aspect of the
narrative. If you don’t like this part or that part of the narrative, so what?
He does not give a flying fuck. He does not give a flying fuck because by



the time you figure out what he is doing he will have changed course
again and you just have not realized it. yet.
James: But isn’t that like a make believe world.
Bo: Yeah, but you are missing the point. He does not care because he
does not even know what we, or anyone else, thinks.
I often think of one line of one of his songs. He is on a beach or
something and he says when he hears a kid call out ‘dad’ he always
thinks he might be calling to him. It is brilliant! Because it could be. And
that is him saying, yeah, I am human. I have my own issues. Like the line
you have in the book when I am (alleged) to have told him I would love
to play him one of my songs some time and he says, well, thanks, kid,
but I am going to live my life in the meantime. (laughs).
And I have to say, that is the essence of Dylan, I think. There are like six
real-life parts to that line! Like the acceptance of the truth, the distancing
himself from responsibility, the acknowledgement that he might at some
point in some way make amends, an acknowledgement that at some
future date he might require a stated alibi….
James: Buy you are not suggesting he is… wrong?
Bo: No, no. Why should he be required to adhere to this bizarre ‘public’
media persona? Is that who he really is?
James: I don’t know.
Bo: Of course. That is the point. You don’t know who he ‘really’ is but
you want something that you can hold on to. ‘I want to think he is a self-
righteous prick so I do not have to think about it any more.’ And that is
the point. He is trying to make you think about it again. Because he is
most assuredly not going to think about it again.
James: And why not?
Bo: Because it is not real. It is a media compulsion. And it is not real
because he has told everyone, over and over and over again, that it is not
real!
James: Oh .
Bo: Yeah. Oh. (laughs)



James: So the solution?
Bo: There is not one. Nor does there need to be one. Enjoy the ride.
Admire the prankster.
James: Oh. Again.
Bo: You see? We are in the moment. We have been for a very long time.
Why not enjoy it?
James: Well, maybe one day you can write a book about your
observations about Mr. Dylan.
Bo: Well, you know what. I could do it tomorrow but by the time it was
published it would be out-of-date. (laughs)
James: So Bo Carter? Are you planning on another comeback?
Bo: Are you planning on commissioning another cover of ‘Coal Miner’s
Blues?’
James: No, but there is more to the story than that, isn’t there?
Bo: We will see. It might end up that CMB is the beginning and the end?
James: And are you okay with that?
Bo: Well, yeah. Of course! As Bobby Keyes said, how many people can
say that they have achieved what we did. It is not on the scale of Dylan,
but I am not on the scale of Dylan. But who else is?

INTERVIEW # 2: MUSIC

James: So it has been a few weeks since you read the book. Any thoughts
on it now?
Bo: Yeah, it is an interesting combination of fact and fiction, really. And
the songs, of course. The music is the thing.
James: That has always been true, hasn’t it? The music?
Bo: It is. I have often thought, even if I did not become a musician it
probably would have been the same. I would have listened to music



rather than played it.
James: And do you? Listen to music?
Bo: Not so much, really. I like it, I hear something on the radio and might
like it and it makes me happy, but as far as walked across the room and
putting it on? Not so much.
James: Do you ever listen to your own songs?
Bo: No fucking way.
James: Don’t beat around the bush.
Bo: I can’t stand the sound of my voice. That is partially why I don’t
listen to anyone else. I hear a good voice and I hear my voice and it
makes me feel like I wasted a lifetime. (laughs)
James: I imagine that is common. The striving for perfection, in any of the
arts.
Bo: That is the thing. Today you might finish working on something that
has taken ages to ‘get right’ and you might walk away from it feeling like
that is it. You did it right. And the next morning you might want to toss
it in the bin. Not fix it or work on it, but toss it.
James: And do you ever do that?
Bo: Naw. If I like on Monday, want to bin it on Tuesday, there is a good
chance I might want to take another run at it on Friday. There is nothing
written in stone. Everyone likes to talk about routines and muses and all
that shit, but there are new rules every day. Every single day.
It is like the love of a woman. Once you figure out how they tick, what
makes them happy, what will make them happy with you, the moment
that happens it all changes. Back to square one, man. Only a fool would
ever think that would change.
James: And yet we keep going back to the well.
Bo: Even in the desert. What the hell else do we have.
James: Music?
Bo: And love songs (laughs). Just another shitty love song…



INTERVIEW # 3: BOB DYLAN

James: So Bob’s your uncle.
Bo: Yeah. Mr. Zimmerman
James: Was it difficult to have that level of admiration for a writer and

still find your voice?
Bo: Yes and no. At the time everyone was overwhelmed by The

Artist. It was simply all-consuming. I suppose it was like Shakespeare in
his day? Or Picasso in his art world?

The difference, in my case, was that I was just starting out. Hell, he
was barely older than I was. so was he overwhelmed by Bob Dylan
(laughs) It was a joke but there is a lot of truth in that. You watch him in
Don’t Look Back or the Press Conference in San Francisco in 1965. Of
course we did not see that at the time but we had a sense that The
Prankster had taken control!

But people forget, this was an act. Right? Did he go home at night and
act like a doofus at the dinner table? Maybe, but not like his public
persona.

I talked to him, and he could not have been nicer. If I saw him today?
Who knows. Good day or bad day? Morning or afternoon.

James: So just like a real person.
Bo: Just like a real person. A talented real person. Perhaps a genius

real person, but just a person.
James: And is he? A genius.
Bo: I think so. I don’t think you could do what he has done -and

continues to do- on that level, without being exceptional. I mean we have
heard people say, I don’t like his voice. Okay. That is not unlike saying
you don’t like Picasso’s Blue Period. That is fine. So does that mean you
ignore everything else? (laughs)

In the old days at parties or whatever I would have discussions with
people about Dylan and we’d get over the ‘I don’t like his voice’ phase
and I’d say, ‘well do you like ‘All Along the Watchtower?’ It was the
Hendrix version. Oh, love it. Great lyrics. And I’d say that Dylan wrote it

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dont_Look_Back
https://youtu.be/m68JY-7LfpQ


and they would not know what to say. They were silent. I left it at that.
Let them go home and put Hendrix on the turntable and actually listen to
the lyrics (laughs)

James: That is the thing. It is not life or death.
Bo: Exactly. Personal taste. Who cares.
James: But it meant something if you were an artist.
Bo: Exactly. Again. (laughs) Keep an eye on the prize. And I don’t

want to sound like I was on the cutting edge. I was on the middle diving
board as you said in the book (laughs). Which was fine. I will not say I
was content with my standing but I made a living. Not much of one, but
still. I was a songwriter. Not on the scale of the Asylum Records gang but
if I met any of their roster at a party at least some of them would know
my name. So, should I shit on that? I don’t think so.

James: I agree. Were you… Sounds stupid. Were you disappointed
not to be included on Self Portrait?

Bo: Well, yeah. It would have changed everything. Money,
recognition, the works. I often wonder how much money Gordon
Lightfoot would have made with him including ‘Early Morning Rain.’ I
mean, great, great song, but you know, he had a following. Even then.
And now. I don’t mean to sound bitter, but I could have used a piece of
that action. (laughs)

James: I hear you. It must mean something that people have said he
recorded it but that is easy for me to say. (laughs)

Bo: Oh for sure. You know, in the end, I have some great stories
connected to one of the single best writers of our generation. That is
something. And to be honest, it means the world to me.

James: Final question. Any ideas on what the hell it was that he had?
Lyrically if nothing else.

Bo: That is the main question all right. I mean if you asked me to list
my absolute favorite Bob Dylan songs we’d be here for the rest of the
day. I know you want to include a Bo’s list of Dylan songs at the end of
this book. And how many songs would that include? Just from that

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asylum_Records
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gordon_Lightfoot


period of time? [47:Editor]
Pick even one. Down the streets the dogs are barking. And then where do

you go from there? To the place where my love and I have laid. And
looking ahead to the thousand miles behind. Right? That is it. The scene
on the outside, the scene on the inside, the roadmap for the future after
figuring out the past.

James: To write one song.
Bo: To write one song. One piece of perfection. Whether a line in a

song, a work of art… That is the dream of every artist. You don’t have to
be Dylan or Shakespeare or Picasso to understand what that means.

INTERVIEW #4: JENNY

James: So this is your daughter?
Bo: This is my daughter.
James: Hello Jenny.
Jenny: Hello writer.
James: How is life on the road?
Jenny: It is fun.
James: And is your father a good tour guide?
Jenny: When he is not stressing to reach the next gig on time.
Bo: (laughs)
James: Well, that is an important part of what he does, isn’t it.
Jenny: It is. I am the navigator.
James: Have you ever gotten lost?
Bo: Well, let’s concentrate on the positive. (laughs)
James: Very true.
Jenny: It is all relative.
Bo: (laughs) Inside joke.
James: Do you enjoy seeing your father perform?
Jenny: Oh yes! It is so much fun. Every night is different. Every song



is different. I never understood what it meant. To perform.
James: Is that something you would like to do someday?
Jenny: Hum? Do you think, Daddy?
Bo: I don’t know, daughter. Would you like to learn how to write a

song?
Jenny: Can you get Dylan to teach me? (laughs)
James: Well, I think you have a damn good teacher now.
Jenny: Swear much?
James: I could have said much worse.
Jenny: Me too. (laughs)
James: So Bo?
Bo: Thanks Rudy (laughs)
James: Sorry.
Bo: Yeah, I’d love to pass on the baton. Even if it is never used. I’m

deadly afraid we are on the verge of losing the art.
James: I hear you.
Jenny: I hear you, too, but I have no idea what you are saying.
James: It is all good, Jenny.
Bo: It is all good.
James: Well, I have been told you have to hit the road for your next

show. Is you navigator ready?
Jenny: I am ready.
Bo: I am almost ready.
James: Close enough. Thank you both for taking the time to come and

chat with me.
Bo: And thank you for the invite. I have a feeling young Jenny will

always remember this day.
Jenny: Yes she will.
James: Pen. Paper.
Bo: Sometimes a pencil. (laughs)
James: (laughs) Sometimes a pencil.
Bo: Wing and a prayer.



James: Wing and a prayer.



R

SONGS	BY	BO	CARTER

ecorded (mostly demo) versions of many of the Bo Carter
songs featured in this book are available to hear via
SoundCloud.

Head on over to Bo Carter on to hear them.
https://soundcloud.com/user-107744316
Below are the lyrics of the songs featured in this book.
JP

Words Fail Me

Words and Music
by
Bo Carter

If I wrote you a love song
I could sing it under the stairs stars
If I wrote you a love song
I would not even care
Who heard me sing it
Or if my voice was out of tune
If I wrote you a love song

https://soundcloud.com/user-107744316
https://soundcloud.com/user-107744316


I would

Piss Poor

Words & Music
by
Bo Carter

I’m feeling, piss-poor
since you walked out the door
I’m feeling piss-poor
that’s why I’m acting like a boor
What kind of life am I leading
when I can’t even find the floor
when my heart’s a-bleeding
with a pain I can’t endure

I’m feeling, piss poor
since you said bonjour

Coal Miner's Blues

Words & Music
by
Bo Carter

The darkness around him
dust in the air



risking his life
with no one to care
it’s a twelve hour shift
in that still, deadly air
and he’s dying a slow death
that he knows isn’t fair

And his wife sits at home nights
praying she’ll see him again
and the three kids know nothing
about the chances that he takes
‘cause there’s food on the table
and their lives seem all right
they’re just one of the hundreds
who must pay the price

It’s a coal miner’s sad song
and one we know true
down in the mine shaft
hoping to see the day through
And we all say it’s dreadful
the things he must do
but you don’t mind him dying
just as long as it ain’t you.

The darkness around him
dust in the air
risking his life
with no one to care
it’s a twelve hour shift
in that still, deadly air
and he’s dying a slow death



that he knows isn’t fair

Coal Miner’s Blues II

Words & Music
by
Bo Carter

The darkness in the tunnel
dust in her hair
risking his wife
with a Sears credit card
it’s a twelve button shirt
in that shrill, deadly hair
and he’s drinking a cold beer
that he knows is going stale

Round and Round

Words & Music
by
Bo Carter

round and round
like a spinning top
if I have a cigarette
I might never stop
round and round



like a feckless mop
if I ever have real sex
my mum would call the cops

Hapless Hunk of Hash

Words & Music
by
Bo Carter

Hey you, in the blue suit
with two fingers up your ass
with your titty fuck and cock suck
you great big stinkin’ hapless hunk of hash

Candy

Words & Music
by
Bo Carter

Hey mister have you seen my Candy
she is so sweet and dandy
makes me feel so damn randy
I live and breath for Candy



untitled

Words and Music
by
Bo Carter

If I was a river
if I was a stream
if I was the only one. I would be the only one
who could ever live the dream to ever live the dream

Chorus:
Oh, Corrina, I would sail the oceans
And I would sail the sea
I would be the only one and I would be the only one
If I could be with thee

Bring Me Another Drink

Words & Music
by
Bo Carter

Bring me another drink why dontcha
Is that asking too much?
Is that against the law or something
Why dontcha bring me another fucking drink
Is that asking too much?



Last Song

Words & Music
by
Bo Carter

Goodbye New York
in all your glory
If I let you down
please know I am sorry

You beat me and you cheated me
and left me high and dry
I will never hate you
and I know no reason why

if you visit the heartland
and see me on the street
please pretend I’m a stranger
and we will never meet

this is the last song I’ll write in New York City
this is my ode to blood, piss and concrete

I Ain’t Movin’

Words & Music
by
Bo Carter



well I ain’t movin’
if you ain’t soothin’
my fevered brow
you packed your bags in the morning
Well, you packed your bags on morning
Call me in the mornin’
if you have the spare change
or else keep your head down and

I See, I Saw

Words and Music
by
Bo Carter

I sit alone, behind the wheel
of this machine, that’s made of steel
I go to Portland, I mean in Maine
I drive the turnpikes, they’re all the same

I came I see I saw
what else is new

I stop for coffee, they know my name

I go back home, it’s dark and still
I cook a meal,

Hello Matilda
How are you and your boy



He said, Jane I do I dew
when the highway calls
I ride straight to you
You are my one and only

I see I saw

War

Words and music
by
Bo Carter

And I fought your stinking war
And I don’t even know what for
And now I’m sitting on the bus
Filled with dreams of

You’re Movin’ On

Words & Music
by
Bo Carter

You’re movin’ on
I see you’re gone
not even a swan



song
You’re

Bring Me Another Fuckin’ Drink

Words & Music
by
Bo Carter

Bring me another fucking drink why dontcha
Is that asking too much?
Is that against the law or something
Why dontcha bring me another fucking drink
Or is that asking too much?

The Road is My Home #1

Words & Music
by
Bo Carter

Is it midnight or the dead of noon
Is it Santa Fe or the dark side of the moon
I never know if I am coming or going
I never know if you even cared
Now it is midnight or the dead of noon
and I’ll be on the road again soon



There’s a candle in the window
But I know its not for me
I saw him leaving in the shadows
Hoping no one else would see
‘cause it’s midnight or the dead of noon
and I’ll be on the road again soon

I heard you had an accident
And you’re in the family way
I guess it was bound to happen
and I’ve only myself to blame
‘cause it’s midnight or the dead of noon
and I’ll be on the road again soon

Back on the Road #2

Capo 5th fret
G em am c

Is it Santa Fe or the dark sgide of the moon Timbuktu
Am I coming or going home soon
Is it midnight or the dead of noon
Guess Im back on the road again soon

There’s a candle in the window tonight
Burning brightly but it’s not for me
I saw him leaving in the shadowy moon
From the window of my family room

Is it midnight or the dead of noon



Guess Im back on the road again soon

Someone said you’re in the family way
Guess I only have myself to blame
‘cause it’s midnight or the dead of noon
Guess Im back on the road again soon

Is it Santa Fe or Timbuktu

Am I coming or going home soon

Is it midnight or the dead of noon
Guess Im back on the road again soon

There’s a candle in the window tonight
Burning brightly but it’s not for me
I saw him leaving in the shadowy moon
From the window of my family room

Is it midnight or the dead of noon
Guess Im back on the road again soon

Someone said you’re in the family way
Guess I only have myself to blame
‘cause it’s midnight or the dead of noon
Guess Im back on the road again soon

A Woman Like That

Words and Music



by
Bo Carter

Have you ever seen a woman like that
Loving life and all who live it
Have you ever seen a woman like that before

Have you ever seen a smile like that
Sunshine through the open window
Have you ever seen a woman with a smile like that

Have you ever found a love like that
Filling up your heart and your soul
Have you ever been in love with a woman like that

Have you ever had a kiss like that
One that goes deep inside you
Have you ever had a kiss from a woman like that

Have you ever felt no turning back
Finding love and keeping it always
Have you ever found love with a woman like that

Have you ever seen a woman like that
Loving life and all who live it
Have you ever seen a woman like that before

Riverboat

Words and Music



by
Bo Carter

Floatin’ down
the Mississippi River
Feels like I’m nowhere at all getting down
away from stormy weather
Don’t know where I’m bound

Take me to the river
riverboat is coming
maybe we can get on board
take us far way

Tugboat picking up the lumber
Young men how they mine for the gold
good horse and a couple of dollars
is all a man does need

Take me to the river
riverboat is coming
maybe we can get on board
take us far way

Sometimes I feel just like a prisoner
living in this one- horse town
Find a way
to get down to the river
then I’m homeward bound.



Splendor

Words and Music
by
Bo Carter

There’s a flower in the window
There’s a bird up in the tree
There’s a rustle in the long grass
There’s a bonnet in my be
Morning comes too quickly
When you are laying next to me

Let me sing to you a sweet song
Let me find the harmony
Let me drive this damn car south
All the way to Tennessee
The journey ends too quickly
When you sitting next to me

There’s a glass that’s never empty
There’s a wind no one can see
There’s a lifetime of reflection
and a truth that sets you free
Take my hand and hold tight
Will you said away with me

There’s a flower in the window
There’s a bird up in the tree
There’s a rustle in the long grass
There’s a bonnet in my be
Morning comes too quickly



When you are laying next to me

The Artist

Words and Music
by
Bo Carter

Acrylic paint, brushes and canvas
A world that only she can see
The human form in all its splendour
The hand of God in every stroke

Chorus:
Anything you want
Anything you need
Just so long as it’s with me
Anytime you want
Anytime you need
X Y and me

A life and time of ancient spirits
Captured endless memories
Red is the color of her passion
Art is the drug that sets her free

Chorus

Human souls in constant motion
The Artist measures every beat



No rest no repetition
The clouds are moving endlessly

Chorus

Acrylic paint, brushes and canvas
A world that only she can see
The human form in all its splendour
The hand of God in every stroke

Chorus

Book of Love

Words and Music
By
Bo Carter

I have seen the Northern Lights
reflected in your eyes, my love
And I have read the truth of life
in your book of love, my love

River runs to oceans far
light from stars above do shine
share the tales of tears and joy
we live, we love, we die, my love

Angels up in the heavens sing
remembrance of a time and place



hands that hold the hand that holds
light the way and feed the storm

Eagle in morning sky
Early love, in bed we lie
love me hard and love you true
darling one, your man loves you
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